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To the Editor:
After pending three weeks in India, I
read with inter r your profile of Martha
Alter hen '65 (' round reality" in the
Winter 2013 i sue). Her a compli hment
in improving the lives of people,
e pe ially women, in ouch ia are
mo c impressive. During our travels, my
husband and [ were deeply troubled by
the poverty and qualor, deep di parities
in wealth, wide pread illiteracy, the very
poor scarus of women, overpopulation
and environmental degradation. From
reading and conver ation , we are aware
of the pervasive corruption, in both
governmental and nongovernmental
organization , char often prevents wellmeant i cance from reaching ics carg c .
Mu h as one would like to help, ic i
diffi ult co know how co do o effe cively.
I wonder if Mr . hen, with her breadth
and depth of knowledge of the r gion,
could uggest effective and efficient
agencies through which private donation
c uld be assured of having a positive
impact, especially in empowering women
through education, economic opportunity,
and acces co birth control? I am interested
co hear her respon e to chi concern.
Jennifer Ward Angyal '72

Gibsonville, NC

Martha Chen responds: India has so many
charities and nongovernmental organizations
that it is not easy to give simple advice. I
would advise you to consider well-established
women's organizations in India with a long
track record.
I adored the article on Marcha Alter
hen '65 and her mother, Barbara Beach
Alter '42 P'65. Their live have made
uch a difference and made me proud to
be an alumna. I was really di appointed
that you chose co publi h the wedding
photo of the drinking reveler (page 81 ).
That eemed inappropriate to me and
doe not make me proud of the ollege.
Marcia Hunter Matthews '67

Kennebunkport, Maine
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Please a ept graceful appreciation for
: Magazine. After
the newly de igned
year of overempha izing lighthearted
campu -life appeal, the magazine at lasr
pay tribute to a eriou communi ty,
di ringui hed by ulcurally engaged
rudent , alumni and faculty - and all
who build on that foundation. I ha ten
to add that Pre idenc Higdon' me age
are always on the mark, offering welcome
in ighr into the greater vi ion of the
ollege. In overu ed word , he will be a
hard act ro follow.
The fearure on global e onomic policy
pecialist Martha Alter hen '65 and her
remarkable mother, Barbara Beach
Airer '42 P'65 , made me wi h for
dialogue and opportuni ty to connect, co
draw from their in ight . o many ocher
in piring feature as well.
Thank you.
Joella Werlin '59

Portland, Ore.

Thi may be an unu ual letter to the
editor, but I wane d co u e the in ide
cover of che Winter 2013 i ue co
illustrate a point: The be c feature of the
magazine chi month wa che picture
of che recycled-black-oak ouncer. This
program keep rhe black oak "alive" in
the mind of people, o they will nor
forget the importance of che environment
in our live.
ongratulacion to tho e promoting
chi pro-environmental approach.
Edmea da Silveira McCarty '59

(An exchange student .from Brazil, where tree
conservation is ofthe utmost importance.)
Alexandria, \&.

CORRECTION
The bio ofLiza Talusan '97 on page 19 of
the Winter 2013 issue incorrectly stated that
she and husband Jorge vega '97 have two
children. They have three.
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>president's message

Liberal arts:
fo a ion
for life g
ucce
Leo 1 Higdon, Jr.

EVERY SPRING,

I feel honored and privileged co
preside over Commencement and watch our newest
group of graduates as they set off on their next great
adventures. Thi year, I congraculaced the Class of
2013, confident in the knowledge that when the e
young people gather for their five-year reunion in 2018,
they will have already accomplished a grear deal.
How can I be so sure? We recencly completed a
comprehensive effort to find our exaccly what our 2008
graduates are doing now, five years after earning their
Connecticut College degrees. We found more than 97
percent are currently employed or enrolled in graduate
school or both.
Many of these young alumni are now working in
jobs and occupations that are direcdy connected co
their majors. There are economics and international
relations majors working as global financial adviser ,
for example, arc history majors employed at national
museums and galleries, and psychology majors
conducting research or working in clinical settings.
On the ocher hand, many ochers have found their
way co incerescing and productive jobs by less direct
routes. Among my favorites are a math major who
served in the Peace Corps and then founded a noc-for
profit organization co help empower women in Africa,
and a philosophy major who earned a master's degree
in library science and technology who now works as a
corporate librarian.

The les on here is chat career paths for liberal arcs
students aren't always obvious or linear, nor should
they be. In face, one of the srrengrhs of a liberal arcs
education is how well it prepares cudencs co grow and
adapt not only co a changing employment landscape,
bur also co a changing society.
A few weeks after Commencement, I had a chance
ro reconnect with many of those 2008 graduates during
Reunion and co hear firsthand how they are u ing their
Connecticut College education co make their mark on
the world. I couldn't be more proud of our graduate .
Now we've launched another great class into the
world. I am sure ic includes fucure docror , lawyer ,
entrepreneurs, professors, bankers and authors. l am
sure it also includes community activists who will
help shape public policy, scientists who will make new
di coveries, and arci cs who will challenge the world to
think in new ways.
New federal legislation introduced this spring would
require colleges and univer ities co collect and report
more data about the employment and alaries of newly
minced graduates. Asking inscirutions co how their
value is a worthwhile goal, bur I would caution the
policy makers against focu ing coo narrowly. T� e full
value of a liberal arc education i not revealed in the
fir c job our of college, or even ar che peak of� career.
Instead, ic unfolds across a liferime in many d,fferenc
venues and dimensions.

·---·•--.a-......,
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7 lhon r o t1
will transform Shain library
AT ITS MEETING IN MAY, rhe Board ofTrusree
approved a 7.5 million renovation and expansion
of hades E. hain Library rhar will provide more
individual and collaborative rudy pa e , transform che
entry and upply more natural light in cudy areas.
The renovation will add more than 100 new eat
ro rhe building, quadrupling the number of collabora
tive rudy area urrendy available. A new technology
commons located on the lower level will provide flexible
individual and group area with acce ro in rruccional
cechnologie . An expanded Blue amel afe will be

4
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A RENDERING BY SCHWARTZ/SILVER ARCHITECTS GIVES A
SENSE OF THE CHANGES ENVISIONED FOR SHAIN LIBRARY

moved to rhe main Aoor and become a 24-hour rudy
space. The library al o will hou e the new Academic
Re ource enrer. ( ee related rory ar right.)
onsrrucrion i expected co begin by ummer 2014.
raff are working on plan ro en ure chat library and
information ervi es will be provided wirh limited incer
rupci n during the year of on cruccion.
hain Library wa built in 1976 and dedicated at a
ceremony featuring author Kure Vonnegut as che keynote
speaker. The renovation will be che final building project
of the 200 million ampaign for onnecricuc ollege.

notebook

cadem·c Re ource C nte making an impact
IT'S ONLY EXISTED FOR ONE SEMESTER, but
the Academic R ource enter i already having an impact
on student uccess.
"The benefit i tremendou and empowers students to
be fully ngaged in their learning," ay arol Akai, the
Bennen As i rant Profe or of Human Development.
The center will provide tutoring, workshops and group
tudy that focu not only on academi , but al o on study
skill and time management. le will encompas the Roth
Writing enter and the fli e of Di ability ervices, and
it raff will work do ely with staff and faculty in the Joy
hechtman Mankoff enter for Teaching & Learning.
"Many colleg offer tutoring center ," ay oel
arrett, who was named the enter's inaugural director
in January. "Our aim i to tran form the way that looks,
creating a new model for tudent su ce s. We want this
to be a centralized place where exceptional tudenrs can
maximize their potential, but at the same time, offer basic

kill enhancement and academic r ource to help them
become more efficient and effective learner . "
The center will al o as i t tudenr in developing quan
titative kills such as using statistical reasoning, modeling
empirical data, formulating mathematical descriptions and
theorie , and u ing mathematical techniques to explain
data and predict outcome
In his first emester, arrecc held about 50· one-on-one
m ecing with rudent which, according to students and
facul ty, re ulted in improved test ore and tudy habit .
Molly Huy man '16 ought arrett' as i ranee with
time management. "I am now able to tay on track bener
and even found that l had more free time than I thought,"
he reported as the emester drew to a do e.
The center, which was funded and endowed by an
anonymou $11 million gift to the ollege, will occupy
a 2,500- quare-foot pace on the econd Aoor of hain
Library, following the library's renovation.

Making the
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE

STUDENTS AND STAFF PITCHED IN ON A SATURDAY IN APRIL TO ENCLOSE THE HOOP HOUSE
IN THE NEWLY EXPANDED SPROUT ORGANIC GARDEN BEHIND CROZIER-WILLIAMS WITH
THE SHELTER OF THE HOOP HOUSE, STUDENT GARDENERS WILL BE ABLE TO START CROPS
EARLIER AND EXTEND THE GROWING SEASON INTO THE FALL. OVERALL PLANTING SPACE
HAS BEEN INCREASED FIVE-FOLD AT THE GARDEN'S NEW LOCATION, ALLOWING STUDENTS
TO PLANT AS MANY AS 30 DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF PRODUCE THIS YEAR. VERSUS FEWER
THAN IO AT THE OLD LOCATION

was named to the President's
2013 Higher Education
Community Service Honor Roll in
March, the fifth time the College
has been included on the list since
it was first published in 2006.
Compiled yearly by the
Corporation for National and
Community Service, the honor
roll recognizes colleges and
universities nationwide that
support innovative and effective
community service and service
learning programs. Each year,
more than 500 Connecticut
College students volunteer, intern,
work and study in local schools,
agencies and other nonprofits.

» for more news, 10 to www.conncoll.edu
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What should students I ar ?
ASK A GROUP of onneccicuc ollege graduate
about cheir experience with ene�al Education ( £),
and rwo different kind of an wer emerge. ome say
chat fulfilling the requirements, which include one
our e each from even broad discriburion areas, led
chem to an exciting topic or field of mdy rhar they
would never have di covered otherwi e. ther alumni,
however, ay char GE requirements were imply cla ses
rhey had co cake before they could tudy their true areas
of intere c.
T hese divergent view , along with the changing
namre of higher education, have prompted che facul ty
to cake on a daunting ca k: review and reform of the
ollege's E requirements, which have been in place
with few modincarion since 1973. (One change was
che introduction of a mall fir t-year eminar for every
mdenc in 2004.)
"In char cimeframe o much has changed," ay Marc
Zimmer, the Tempel Profe or of Phy ical cience and
co-chair of a 12-member E Working Group. "We have
an opportuni ty co rethink our curriculum to upporr
new kind of learning and chinking."
Becau e changing GE requirements i nororiou ly
conrrover ial facul ry leader decided on a mulri-srage

In May, the faculty approved the
following learning outcomes for a
new General Education program.
Knowledge

• Acquire and integrate ideas from the
humanities, natural sciences and
mathematics, social sciences, and
the arts
• Develop awareness and broad
knowledge of diverse cultures, past
and present
• Understand that human inquiry is
a social practice and that every
discipline has a history
• Understand one's social location,
power and privilege

-
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process. rage I, which rook place during che past
eme rer, wa co build a faculry con en u around desired
learning ourcom or goals for E.
A working group of faculty, caff and rudencs,
chaired by Zimmer and uzuko Knott, as i cane
profe or of erman, oliciced input from aero campu
via panel , di cu ion , surveys and other accivicie . ne
recurring di cu ion point was about the acqui irion of
incellecmal kills - uch as critical thinking, writing
and re earch skill - ver u content. cher question
centered on whether and how GE hould fo rer a shared
er of value or ethical framework.
Ln May, the facul ty approved a et of learning
outcomes (see below) that are "de igned to develop
educated citizens who will demon crate curio i ry about
the namral, physical and social world (past, present, and
future) and one' place in it, caking into account global
concern : su rainabili ry, ocial location, and ethics."
A new working group will work through the ummer
on cage 2 of the proces - de igning curricular model
to meet those learning goal that will be presented for
broader di cussion and review in the fall. Lf all goe well,
the new requirements will be voted in during the next
academic year and will take effect for the lass of 20 I 8.

Skills
• Develop cultural competence,
including how to engage with and
respect diverse local and global
communities and their languages
• Critically examine, synthesize, and
assess written, visual, quantitative,
and oral arguments
• Formulate a research question and
collect and evaluate data using
relevant methods and technologies
• Communicate powerfully and
persuasively - orally and in writing
- taking into account audience
and context
• Express one's ideas using non
verbal forms

• Obtain, evaluate, ethically use and
present information
• Approach a central problem from a
variety of perspectives and disciplines
• Apply learning in a way to engage the
campus, the local community, or both
• Employ creative problem solving and
develop imaginative thinking
Ethics
• Reflect on the ethical significance
of one's learning
• Incorporate multiple perspectives in
learning and decision making
• Apply learning to live a socially
responsible life on campus
and beyond

notebook

ecre l"fe of trees
THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION has
awarded Rachel picer, as i canr professor of botany, a chree
year, 395,000 grant for research char addre e fundamental
question about how tree grow. The work ha practical
application for biofuel development and fore t generation.
The project will provide advanced urnrner research
opportunirie for nine onnecricut ollege undergraduates
plus an additional five ro IO rudent during rhe academic
year. The grant begin in the fall of2013 and includes
funding for equipment and for travel ro r earch conferences
by picer and her rudent .
picer is re earching how the fast-growing poplar tree lay
down the intricate sy tern of micro copic pipes char move
water and ugar through the wood ro the leaves and root .
Her re earch will hed light on how the vasculature - the
piping network - is established.
The pipe crucrure determine the perrneabiliry of the
wood, which in turn determine optimal u e of a given
wood. The piping sy tern al o affect how fa r a tree can get
water ro its leaves, which can influence the tree's growth rare.
picer' cudencs will do advanced work on gene
expression - measuring where and how much a gene i
rurned on or off - and they will use mas pecrro copy to
measure che level of auxin - a hormone chat helps create
the vascularure - in different parts of a cree. Tracking the
rnovernenr of auxin from the young leave co rhe woody
rem below, picer and her rudents will be able ro trace the
connection between new pring growth and the woody

BOTANY PROFESSOR RACHEL SPICER INSIDE CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE'S NEWLY RENOVATED GREENHOUSE

cis ue formed in previous year .
Few undergraduates have the opporruniry ro do chis level
of re earch, picer ay . "The cherni cry involved i quire
challenging," he says.
Two rudencs are already helping with independent
research and, nexr year, will write senior ches related ro
the project. picer hope the project will encourage more
rudents ro pur ue career in plane biology.
picer, who e grandfather was a tree biologist, has alway
loved trees. he decided co become a forestry major after
eeing tree vascularure under a micro cope as a freshman at
the Universiry of Mas achusett .
"Jr was the most beautiful ruff I'd ever een," she says.
pi er earned a master' degree from regon care
Univer iry and a Ph.D. from Harvard. he joined
onneccicur College in20 I 0.

Professor collects tor es o re lie ce
VIETNAMESE STREET VENDORS cell their srorie
in three new docurnencarie produced by Profes or of
Econorni Rolf Jen en. The project i a onrinuation of
r earch he and fellow economics profe or Don Peppard
have been conducting for more than a decade with che
help of tudent in the allege' rudy-abroad program
in Vietnam.
The vendors featured in the films are rural women
who leave their children and hu bands ar home to work as
creer vendor in Hanoi, often for weeks ar a rime. Ir' nor
ju c long eparacion from family chat make the migration
difficult: The women hare cramped quarter and often
muse evade police who occasionally enforce vague law
about creer vending.
"They migrate ro work in che informal eccor of Hanoi'

rapidly growing urban economy, but
they do thi preci ely o chat they and
their famili can maintain their rural
idenritie ," ay Jen en.
ROLF JENSEN
The film were cornrni ioned by
the Vietnamese Women' Mu eurn in
Hanoi and are part of the museum's permanent exhibition
on women and the family. They can be found online ar
http://virneo.com/channel / creervendor .
The r earch chat Jen en and Peppard have been
conducting with their rudent will al o appear in a
forthcoming book, co-authored with Vu Thi Minh Thang
of che Univer iry of ocial ciences and Humanities ar
Vietnam acional Univer iry-Hanoi, cicled "Women on the
Move: Hanoi' Migranr Roving creet Vendor ."

» for man, news, ID to www.conncol.edu
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Founders Day honors

THE COLLEGE CELEBRATED it 102nd birthday on
April 5 along with another important in cicucional anniver ary:
the 25th anniver ary of the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry awarded to
the late Profe or of Engli h William Meredith.
To kick off the celebration, the Harkne s hapel bell tolled
I02 time - marking the number of year ince the ollege'
charter was igned in 19 I I.
Facul ty, caff and srudencs gathered in ha.in Library to
remember Meredith and read from hi poetry. An all-campus
reception followed.
I. THE WILLIAMS STREET MIX PERFORMS THE CENTENNIAL SONG A
CAPPELLA AT THE FOUNOERS DAY RECEPTION.
2. ROBLEY EVANS, LEFT, ANO ALAN BRADFORD, RIGHT, BOTH
EMERITUS PROFESSORS OF ENGLISH, AND JANET GEZARI, THE ALLYN
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH, CHAT FOLLOWING THE MEREDITH
POETRY READING .
3. PRESIDENT LEO I. HIGDON, JR., ANO WRITER-IN-RESIDENCE
BLANCHE BOYD, THE WELLER PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH, LOOK
THROUGH A BOOK OF MEREDITH'S POETRY.
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Communit allege part ership
brings new talent to campus
JOSEPH
HEADEN '14
AND LEAH
MANTEi '14

WHEN JOSEPH HEADEN '14 arrived on campu
lase fall, after a 13-hour drive from Michigan , he brought
omerhing char few of hi classmates po
ed: an associate
degree from a communi ty college.
Headen and another ri ing enior, Leah Manrei, were
rhe fir t ruden to enroll under a new nnecticur College
initiative co amact qualified transfer srudencs from elected
community colleges. Headen and Mantei completed their
associate degrees in a mall honor program at Henry Ford
Communi ty College in Dearborn, Mich.
'Tm excited about che porential for chis program," ay
Carolyn Denard, dean of the ollege and enior diver icy
officer. "We are expanding access co a onnecricur ollege
education for high-achieving, highly motivated srudents
and, at the ame time, expanding rhe range of per pecrives
and life experiences represented in our rudent body, which
contribur co rhe quality of education for all."

Headen maintained a 4.0 grade-point average in
rhe biology honor program at Henry Ford. ow he
i majoring in behavioral neuro cience and preparing
co apply co medical school. ver rhe ummer, through
a connection of hi advi er, Associate Professor of
euro cience Jo eph chroeder, he is interning with
a professor ar Wayne care University, working on
psychopharmacology project . He is al o finishing up
an independent r earch project on phy ical activi ty as
a treatment for depres ion, under rhe direction of Ruch
rahn, as ociare professor of psychology and director of
rhe behavioral neuro cience program.
While Headen had never been outside Michigan before
applying co onnecticur College, Mancei pent her junior
year of high chool in Mi.in cer, ermany, and peaks
erman Auencly. With her asso iace degree in Arabic
cultural rudies, he has been able co elf-de ign a major in
Middle Eastern language and culture; he will spend rhe
fall em cer studying in Egypt.
The liege i al o working wirh ocher potential
community college partner and may expand rhe program
further. The program i financially supported by rhe
oodnow Family Community College Partnership Fund.

E R CHing the community
THIS SPRING, 94 CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
tudents volunteered in a pilot program for ew London
middle school student rhac could become a national
model for after- chool enrichment programs.
From February through May, 100 tudencs from ew
London's Bennie Dover Jackson Middle chool came co
campus after chool several days a week for homework
guidance, reading and writing in truction, and a whole lot
of fun. The program, called E RJ H, was developed by
Bennie Dover reacher and administrator with help from
rhe College' ffice ofVolunreer for Community ervice.
Connecticut liege "really cepped up co the place and
delivered in a major way," Ali on Ryan, Bennie Dover's
principal, cold The Day new paper in a March 11 article.
evenreen onneccicur ollege student were trained

as workshop leader , and 77 erved as mentor and
curors. They led the middle school students in activities
designed co engage student in learning and provide
opportunities in rhe art and other areas char are hand on, including inging and ongwriting, Afro- aribbean
dance, art and craft , Arabic language and culture,
hine e language and culture, cheater, henna and Middle
Eastern culture, poken word, improvisation, Zumba,
phy ical limes and more. The College al o provided
healthy snacks.
The program built on nearly two decad of
partner hip between the ollege and Bennie Dover,
including active tutoring and mentoring programs.
The program was funded by the Ford Foundation and
the arional enter on Time & Learning.

» for more news, &O to www.conncoll.edu
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PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING COLUMNIST NICHOLAS KRISTOF TALKS WITH STUDENTS FOLLOWING HIS FEB. 13 LECTURE.

A SPRING SEMESTER FOCUS on global ju tice
i ues began with a randing-room-only lecture in Evans
Hall by ew York T imes columnise icholas Kristof'
a two-time Pulitzer Prize winner and co-author of
"Half the ky: Turning Oppre ion into pportuniry
for Women Worldwide."
Kri cof di cussed the maltreatment, marginalization
and brutality char women and girl face in many
developing nation . Bur he al o emphasized Storie of
women who overcame difficult ob cacles - women like
Beatrice Biira '08, who e elementary chool education
was made possible by the donation of a goat to her
family in Uganda through Heifer Lnternacional.
Kristof surpri ed the audience when he pulled out hi
cellphone mid-talk to call Biira and ask about the impact
char education had on her life.
" oming from Uganda, and coming co onnecricuc
allege, I feel so empowered," Biira aid through
speakerphone. "I have the chance co make very
meaningful, thought-our choice for how I live my life
and how I impact the lives of ocher ."
The lecture and ub equent event in the series were
co- pon ored by the ollege' five interdisciplinary
academic center .
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CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
has received Gold Certification
for LEED (Leader hip in Energy
and Environmental De ign) for
the new cience enter at ew
London Hall. LEED recognizes
the u e of green building
material and practice and the
installation of energy-efficient y rem . In addition
to the eco-friendJy and recycled material u ed in
it con truccion, the renovated and expanded ew
London Hall is heated and cooled by a y rem of
geothermal well under Tempel Green.
arah ugenr '10 led the certification team
at tephen Winter As ociares a con ulting firm
retained by the ollege co guide the certification
proce .
T hi i the third LEED certification for the
ollege, after the LEED ilver designations earned by
mer.
ilfen Auditorium and the Fiene

notebook

A different kind of (ng break
FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS scacrered around che globe for
service and rudy trips during the
Among chem:
•

ollege' rwo-week March break.

reve Loomis, the Tempel Profe or of Biology, and Manuel Lizarralde,
as ociare professor of echnobotany, rook rudencs in "Tropical Biology"
to Belize to rake rock of rainforest diver i ty.

• Pablo Turillo '13 traveled to Qatar co pre enc a paper on the po icion
of influential women in early I lam at an international conference; he
wrote the paper for a ollege class, "I lamic Tradition ."
• Pre-med students hannon Brady '14 and Kel ey Row '14, both
certified EMTs, spent IO day in Haiti delivering medical supplie
and teaching fir t aid and publi healch to Haitian tudents and their
teachers.
• Eight rudencs traveled with Residential Education and Living Director ara
Rothenberger on a community ervice trip co ouch Africa.
• Hi ae Kobayashi, enior lecturer in Japane e, cook the tudenc in her
intermediate Japanese class to Japan to learn about the culture and
exercise their language kills.
• A group of profe or traveled co ouch Africa to study biodiversi ty. T he
trip was part of a larger project, led by Jane Dawson, the Weinmann
Profe or of Government and Environmental rudies, to develop a
global environmental ju rice curriculum ac the ollege funded by a
$200,000 grant from the Chri cian A. John on Endeavor Foundation.

Retiring
SIX FACULTY MEMBERS

with 181 years of combined service
to Connecticut College retired
this year:
• Paul Althouse, professor of music
(43 years)
• Thomas Ammirati, professor of
physics (44 years)
• Bridget Baird, professor of
mathematics and computer
science and former director of the
Ammerman Center for Arts and
Technology (31 years)
• David Lewis, the Margaret W.
Kelly Professor of Chemistry,
former provost and interim
president of the College (18 years)
• Richard Moorton, professor of
classics (30 years)
• Ann Robertson, senior lecturer in
mathematics (15 years)

TROPICAL BIOLOGY STUDENTS EXPLORE THE RAINFORESTS IN BELIZE.

» for mare ,-s, F ID www.conncol.edu 11
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Kovic
wins the
o d( ate )
JUNIOR YUMI KOVIC ha

been awarded che
llege's
fourth Barry oldwacer cholar hip in the lase five
year . The holarship, authorized by the United tate
ongress in 1986 in honor of en. Barry M. oldwacer,
encourage out randing rudents to pur ue careers in
cience, mathemaci or engineering. cholars are elected
on the basi of academic merit to receive a one-year
d1olarship of up to 7,500.
A member of the ollege' cience Leaders Program
which i designed to prepare women and ocher
underrepresented tudents for career in the cicnces,
Kovic i a biochemistry major with an interest in
immunological sciences. he plans to pursue a medical
degree and doctorate in biochemistry and hopes co one
day practice medicine in a teaching ho pita! where he
can research autoimmune disease .
"It has alway fascinated me that a leading cau e of
disease i our own cells," he says.

Six awarded Fulbr· hts
SIX CONNECTICUT COLLEGE SENIORS and
recent alumni have been awarded 2013 Fulbright U.
rudent Program grant to conduct re carch or reach
abroad for an academic year. onnecticut ollege i
con i cendy recognized as a top producer of Fulbright
fellow , with 37 winner in even year .
Thi year' recipient arc:
• Rebecca Tisherman '13, Fulbright Re earch Award
to hina, to research the effect of hale gas drilling
(commonly referred to as "fracking") on
groundwater resource
• Candace Taylor '13, Fulbright Re earch Award
to icaragua, to u e dance and anthropology to
document cultural hi tories.
• Monica Raymunt '09, Fulbright rudy/Research
rant for Beginning Professional Journali ts to
Germany, co research access, funding and the role of
government in the German higher educacion sy rem.
• Evan Piekara '07, Engli h Teaching Assistantship to
Poland. Piekara has chosen not co cake the Fulbrighc
and, in read, has accepted an employment offer from
BOO, a large accounting company, where he will be
working to launch a federal management
con ulting practice.
• Andrew Greaves '13, Engli h Teaching As i cant hip
to Malaysia, co reach Engli h ac a primary or
econda.ry school.
• Andrew Gatti '10, Engli h Teaching As i cant hip
to Hungary, co work ac the Fulbrighc EducacionU A
Advising enter and the Je uic Roma Residential
ollege in Budapest.

Lilypad debuts
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 2013 DESCEND THE LAUREL WALK
INTO THE ARBORETUM TO ATTEND LILYPAD. A NEW SENIOR
WEEK EVENT DESIGNED BY THE SENIOR CLASS COUNCIL WITH
SUPPORT FROM DEAN OF THE COLLEGE CAROLYN DENARD.
STUDENTS ENJOYED LIVE JAZZ MUSIC. A DJ. HORS D'OEUVRES
AND A CHAMPAGNE TOAST WITH SPARKLERS AT MIDNIGHT.
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er a ard supports
student research
AS THE 2013 WINNER of the

ollege's Myers
Research Fellow hip, Gabrielle Arenge '14 i conducting
a cudy of creativity in Kenya' largest lum chi summer.
renge i a p ychology major and arr minor from
olumbu , .J ., and a scholar in rhe Holleran enter
for ommunity Action and Public Policy. he previou ly
studied abroad in Kenya and founded an arr-based
mentor hip program there with a I 0,000 Davi Projects
for Peace grant.
The Myer R earch Fellowship provides up to 5,000
to a ophomore or junior of extraordinary promise to
upporr a elf-directed and inten ive ummer of research,
exploration and travel. Ir was tabli hed by the Myers
family in 2012 in honor of Minor Myer jr.P'00 '03, a
profes or ofgovernment at Connecticut ollege from
1968 to 1984 who later served as the president ofIllinois
Wesleyan Univer icy for 14 year .
Arenge's Myers research, which involves implementing
and evaluating a creative curriculum in an after-school arts
program, builds on her previous work in Kenya and will
inform her enior honors chesi .
"I hope to use research data from chis summer to draw
links between creativity and empowerment and examine

how community
perception ,
culture and cudent
participation can
determine the
effectiveness of a
LIZ DE LISE • 13
creative arr afterchool program," Arenge ays.
Liz de Lise ' 13, an anthropology major, musician and
ongwrirer from Ambler, Pa., was the inaugural winner of
the award.De Li e pent the summer of2012 rudying
the culrure of nomadic street kid living in Porrland, re.
Her research erved as rl1e basi for her senior honors rl1esis,
" iruating rreer Kid : Ethnography of omadic treer Kid
ulrure in Porrland, Oregon," and in pired a number of
ongs he wrote as part ofan independent study.
De Li e ays she learned as much about her elf during
the cour e of her research a she did about the creer kids
she ob erved and interviewed.
"Looking back, I would probably change a million
thing about my project, bur the beauty of the Myer i
chat it allow one to dive into che great unknown - and
emerge, ready for the next challenge," she ay .

cout g alent in Pakistan
ARTS PROGRAMMING Director Robert Richter
'82, the man behind the on cage at onnecticur College
performing artist series, recently spent two weeks in Paki tan
couting talent for a new U ..cultural exchange program.
Richter toured Pakistan evaluating contemporary art
performance for Center cage, an initiative of the U ..
Department of care char bring artists from abroad co the
U..co engage Americans in culrural diplomacy.
He and three ocher member of the advance ream mer
with arti ts in Lallore, Karachi and l lamabad to help elect
Paki tani music ensembles to tour the U ..in the fall of20l4
and to gather contextual information to support the tours.
ln addition, the U .. team pr ented 10 workshops on
topics uch as arcs management, career in the arts and
promoting ocial change through the arts ar universities,

cultural institutions and ar the
International Young Alumni
Conference (IYA ) hosted by the
U ..Embassy in Islamabad.The
IYA was the largest gathering of
alumni of U ..culrural exchange
ROBERT RICHTER '82
programs ever ho red by an embas y.
"The tare Department has a long history of ending
U ..arti ts abroad, bur enter rage is the first program
where they are bringing foreign arti ts co the U ..,"
Richter ay .The first Center rage artists, from Indonesia,
Paki can and Haiti, toured the U ..lase fall. onnecricur
ollege was a cop for Haitian inger/songwrirer BelO,
who performed on campus in ovember as pare of the
on cage eries.

» for more news, &O to www.conncoll.edu
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m n' ter pol wins
league championship
WATER POLO IS A QUIRKY SPORT, with a
ba kecball-like Aow, a o cer-like ecup and culcure-based
rule reminiscent of golf. oache can be di mi ed (a
police way of aying ejected) from a game for any number
of rea on . Which i why, wich ju c minutes co go in his
ream' league champion hip game on April 13, head coach
JJ Addison was crouched in che doorway of hi office in
Lore acacorium, as do e co che pool deck a he could b
without couching ic.
Di mi ed from che game for challenging call , Addi on
wa a bundle of nerve and energy as he waited for the
final econds co rick off the clock. When the march
ended, the amel had b acen chree-cime defending
champion Grove icy ollege 6-3 co claim the fir t league
championship in the hi cory of water polo ac onneccicuc
ollege. For Addi on, who sprang from the doorway and
leaped inco the pool co celebrate with his players, ir wa a
dream 10 years in the making.
onneccicuc ollege' men's and women's water polo
programs were carted ju t I 3 year ago, with a grant from
the U. . lympic Commircee as part of an effort co grow
the spore at the collegiate level. With no other var icy
programs in the ew England mall ollege Athletic
CA ), che women's ream compete in
onference (
the ollege Water Polo As ociacion' ( WPA) Divi ion
III league, formed in 2009 for team from onne cicuc,
Pennsylvania, ew York, Wi con in and Minnesota.
rove icy had won all three previous Division III
titles. Bue Addi on, who has coached the Camels for I 0
year , was confidenr going inco the champion hip game.

Water polo season highlights
• Overall record: 17-7; 17-4
vs. non-Division I opponents
• 17 wins equals the team's
previous two best seasons
combined (eight wins in
2010, nine wins in 2012)
• First win over a top-10 team
• Seven wins against teams
Connecticut College had
never beaten
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• First-ever wins against
Division II teams
• Won 13 of last 14 games
• CWPA Division Ill
Champions
• Placed ninth at the CWPA
Championship (highest
among non-DI teams)
• Ranked in top 10 nationally
(DIii) for most of the year

COACH JJ ADDISON (CENTER, IN WHITE) CELEBRATES WITH
MEMBERS OF THE WOMEN'S WATER P OLO TEAM MOMENTS AFTER
THE TEAM WON ITS FIRST CWPA DIVISION Ill CHAMPIONSHIP.

De pite having a young ream, onnecticut ollege
was ho ting the cournamenc after po ring an impres ive
12-6 regular season record (12-3 again t Divi ion Ill
opponents) and garnering a o. 8 national ranking.
By halftime, the amel were up 2-1 and had
the momentum.
"I was so hyped up; I don't know why I was
que tioning call ," Addi on ay . "It wa clear we had
control of the game. I wa ju c o excited."
The amel were up 4-J with five minutes left when
Addison received a red card, which meanr he had to leave
the bench. As iscant coach RyaJ1 P ryor had received a
red card during me emifinal march and was sirring out
AA rules. Thar left the
the champion hip game, per
Camel with no coach.
"le was crazy," recalls cournamenc MVP icky Jab on
't 5. "1 was o focu ed during che game thac I didn't even
realize what had happ ned uncil we had co cop the game."
A frantic earch ensued co find a ollege repr entacive
who could fill in for Addi on, per CAA rule . Athletic
trainer Daniel iopa, who wa warching the game from
the stand , assumed coaching re pon ibilicie and i
credited as the winning coach, per CAA tandard , for
the game and champion hip.
"I've never played wacer polo in my life. I never
dreamed I'd win a championship," jokes iopa, who ay
he will retire from coaching the spore with hi
undefeated record.
In the end, the change on the bench did lircle to
di rupc che amel offen e, which increa ed the lead co 6-t
before all of the ream' enior were ub deuced in.
"Coach P ryor and I felc good about the fact that we'd
coached the players so well all year they didn't even need
us for those la c few minute ," Addi on ay .
With the win, the College earned an automatic bid co
the WPA Championship in Michigan where the team
fini hed ninth, the highe t fini h for a Divi ion III chool.

sports

Camels m e up
in NESCAC rankings
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE spores ceam

racked
up 39 win in the ew England mall ollege Athleci
Conference ( E
) chi year, placing che amel
ahead of Wesleyan, Hamilton, olby and Bates in total
win percentage for che IO team chat compete
with a full round-robin conference chedule.
The amels boast a nonleague winning percentage of
nearly70 percent, and one team - women' volleyball
- qualified for the CAA tournament. The ollege
al o did well in pores chat compete outside of the
E
, including water polo and ailing, and port
in which athletes compete individually in addition to as
a ream, uch as cro country and cenni . The water polo
ream won its conference champion hip ( ee page 14),
for example, and Mike LeDuc '14 became the ollege'
third CAA champion when he won the 3,000-mecer
steeplechase in dramatic fashion on May 25.
onnecticur ollege hasn't been in last place in the
CA randings since the 2006-07 academic year,
and progre has been consi rent, with the amels
winning at least 33 conference game every year
ince 2009-10.
" ur succe s is a testament to the investment we have
made in athleci , both in facilities and in support for
coaches and athletes, including training, recruiting and
leader hip development, ' aid President Leo I. Higdon,
Jr. "We have escabli hed a firm foundation for future
growth, and I ee potential for Connecticut ollege to
break into the top ranks of che E
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MICHAEL LEDUC '14 (above, center) became
Connecticut ollege' third CAA champion with
a dramatic win in the 3,000-mecer reeplechase at
the CAA Oivi ion lII Outdoor Track and Field
hampionship May 25 in La ro e, Wi . After hitting
the final barrier on the cour e - the fir r barrier he
had hit all year - and nearly falling, LeDuc charged
in che final trecch co overtake top-seeded Jack Davies
of Middlebury at the finish line. LeDuc b red Davie
by ju r .08 second , fini hing with a chool record rime
of 8:50.58. The time was the fasce r in Divi ion III chi
year and the sixth-fasce t in CAA Divi ion Ill history.
THE CONNECTICUT COLLEGE

women's rowing team cook home the
gold medal in che women' var icy
four ac the Eastern ollege Athletic
onference acional lnvicarional
ollegiare Regatta in Worce rer,
Mass., on May 12. oxswain
Maureen weeney '13, rroke Anne
peranza '16, three sear aralie
alhoun '16, two ear eana iekrnan
'13 and bow ear Lindsay ook 'I 5
po red a time of7:59. onneccicuc
oUege al o placed third in the
fourth-level final of the var icy eight
regatta with a time of7:56.

»b more news, 1111 to www.conncoLedu 15

COMMENCEMENT 2013
ON MAY 19, UNDER A GRAY SKY, the ollege
community celebrated the 95th Commencement exercises
on Tempel reen. The rain held off for the bagpipe-led
procession, speeches and a lew of awards, including the
ollege' top two rudent honor , two College Medal and
an honorary degree for peaker Howard Gordon, creator
of televi ion' "24" and "Homeland." Drops began to fa.lJ

as College Marshal Ann loan Devlin read the name of
the graduates one by one. They traip ed aero s the grassy
dai to receive their diplomas, hug or hake hand with
the pr idem and po e briefly for a photo. By then, no one
really cared about the weather, becau e there they were the 445 newest graduat of onnecticut ollege, ready to
take the world by torm. The applau e was thunderou .

MEET THE CLASS OF 20 3
Degrees Awarded
Bachelor of Arts: 443
Master of Arcs: 2

Fields of Study
Mo t popular major : economi ,
p ychology, biology, government,
international relation
Double major : 94
Mo t popular combination
of major : economics and interna
tional relation
Triple major : I (dance, o iology
and French)
Mo c unu ual major: po c-colonial
lingui tic anthropology (one of tx
cudenc elf-designed major )

Signature Experiences
cudied abroad: 182
Performed community ervice:
67 percent
ompleced a College-funded internhip or ummer re earch: 77 percent
Earned a certificate from an
academic center: 67
• Ammerman enter for Arcs &
Technology: 5
• oodwin- iering enter for che
Environment: 10
• Holleran enter for ommuni cy
Action and Public Policy: 23
• Toor umming enter for

Incernacional tudies and the
Liberal Arcs: 29
Earned a certificate in
mu eum cudie : 7
Earned reaching certification: 13

Honors
Inducted into Phi B ca Kappa: 43
Latin honors: 14 L
Deparcmencal honor : 186
T hree Fulbright fellow hip winner ,
a Davi Project for Peace winner
and eight All-American achlcce

Where They Came From
29 care in che U..and L 9 ocher
countries or cerricorie (Angola,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
ambodia, ameroon, anada,
hina, roatia, eorgia, Kenya,
epal, orway, Pakistan, ierra
Leone, ingapore Tanzania, Tuni ia,
United Kingdom and Vietnam)

Where They're Going Next
As chcy packed up their dorm
room , the graduate of2013
were heading in many different
direction , from fir c job co grad
chool co service organizations
such as Arneri orp and Teach
for America. ome were rill job
hunting or reviewing their option ;

a few had plan co travel before
joining che workforce.
Many employer of the las
of2013 are large and well known;
major ho pitals, accounting firm
and financial ervice companies are
represented. ther are mall and
pccialized, including a erman
travel agency, a dan e company and
an organic farm.T he mo t common
cicle for chc c fir t po c-college
job are bu inc analy c, reacher,
re earch as i cane and paralegal.
T he graduate planning co
continue ch ir rudie immediately
are enrolling in a wide range of
graduate and profe ional program
at public and private univer icie
aero s the United race . Many
graduate arc pur uing master'
degree in fields a varied as public
health cconomi , fine arcs,
nuclear engineering and forensic
psychology. cher are going
to doctoral program or chool
of law, m dicine, denci cry and
veterinary medicine. A few of the
new graduate will be leaving the
U ..co cudy, including at che
London chool of Economi , the
Univer i cy ofOrcawa, the Univer icy
of xford, Pari ollege of Art
and chc orwegian Univer icy of
cience and Technology.
Coverage continued on next page ►

'Work hard
and be nice'
By Howard Gordon

'VE WRITTEN AND PRODUCED
hundreds of hour of television. I've never once
lose ighc of whar a privilege ir is co cell rorie co
million of people every week. ln our fractured,
frenetic society, a compelling TV how can become
a collective experience - a kind of mas ive campfire
where people gather co hear a srory char moves chem
and make chem chink.
The terrible event of9/1 I made "24" relevanr in a way
none of u could have anticipated. After uanranan10 and
Abu hraib, Jack Bauer became a much more controver ial
figure. ome journali r wenr o fur as co find a causal
link berween "24" and the promotion of torture as an
acceptable means of inrerrogacion. uddenly, I wasn't jusr
writing a celevi ion how, I was ar the center of a national
debate I'd never igned up for. rill, I was graceful co have
been pare of a dialogue chat needed co happen. Ir made me
re on ider the line berween ocial responsibility and free
peech. And it howed me the power of celling rories.
With "Homeland," I've been able co explore ome of
the big qu tion we've all been asking in the decade since
9/ l 1. What' the real human co t of going co war? How
far can we go co defend our value without lo ing them
along che way? How much of our privacy are we willing co
acrifice co be secure? And can we ever be truly secure?
The fictional character I create live in the ame crazy,
complicated world as the rest of us. How they navigate
through the world i what make chem compelling. How
you navigate your way through the world will make your
cory compelling.
od know , you've got great ource material: the
widening gap berween rich and poor; an economy chat'
lo ing ground co the growing economic of India and
hina; a warming planet chat' cau ing our ocean co ri e,
the implication of which we're only ju t beginning co
under rand.
The Ii r goes on. You'll inherit the world ooner than
you chink, and the ooner you und r rand its challenges,
the better equipped you'll be co meet them head on.
You're all leaving onneccicut ollege with invaluable
cool : the capacity for critical chinking chat come from
having earned a fir c-rare liberal art education; the ability
to ask good que cion , even when there may be no good
answer ; and the under randing char along with your
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COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER HOWARO GOROON IS PRESENTED WITH
HIS HONORARY DOCTORAL HOOD BY PAM ZILLY '75. CHAIR OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES, AND PRESIDENT HIGDON

privilege comes the respon ibility co give back co rho e
who haven't had your advantage .
I've been talking about the power of torie . The most
powerful one you'll ever gee co cell is your own. Ir won't be
about your achievement or award or how much money
you've made. It will be about how you couched people
and how you lee chem touch you. What story do you want
co cell? What cory do you wane ocher co cell about you?
Jc may sound like fortune-cookie philo ophy, but chi
even-word enrence in pir me every day from a poster on
the wall of my office: "Work hard and be nice to people."
Hard work doesn't guarantee ucc . Many people
work hard and fail, bur [ have yet co meet a uccessful
per on who hasn't worked hard. o when you gee lucky and
omeone opens a door for you, be ready to walk through it.
As co the econd half of my philosophy, being nice
co people i like the trunk of a tree with many branche
- humility, respect, compas ion, empathy and love.
Whether I'm creating a bipolar 1A agent or the world's
mo c wanted rerrori c, my job i co make chem calk and
behave like real people. To do chat require under randing
their point of view, as different a they may be from my
own. Li rening co ocher people i the root of empathy.
Ir's made me a better writer, bur more important, it'
made me a better per on. lt take practice, and it rakes
patience. But your cory will be better for it.
I wane co leave you with a final thought. l think it
was Montaigne who aid this - or maybe ic was Homer
imp on - "Donut . I there anything they can't do?"
Okay, chat was Homer. Bur Montaigne aid, "Ic's the
journey, not the arrival, chac matter mo t."
I hope you all find happines in your journey .
ood luck.
Howard Gordon is the co-creator ofthe Emmy-winning
television series "24" and "Homeland." This article is excerpted
from his Commencement address to the Class of2013.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE DAY
N HIS REMARKS co the las of 2013,
President Leo I. Higdon, Jr. (I), reAecced on che new
graduates' achievements ar onne cicuc ollege, as
well as che many opporruniti ahead of chem.
"I hope you continue co embrace learning in all
form ; continue ro cro boundaries and co make
connection ocher don't ee; and continue co live the
va.lues of che Honor ode and co re peer and value
equity and inclu ivene as part of your lifelong learning.
Above all, plea e stay connected co onnecncur
ollege," he aid.
enior clas peaker Amy E. heetham (2), of
Monroe, Maine, urged her clas mares co keep exploring
and following their pas ion .
"Our mo c powerful cool i our liberal art
education," he aid. "We've been caught co chink
critically about che very foundations of modern society:
co que cion our actions and our ideas, and che thoughts
and deed of tho e who came before us. When we leave
here today, our mosr immediate challenge may be
renting char fir r apartment and gerring that fir r job.
Bur our bigge r challenge i one we'll face for the rest of
our live : co u e our education co chase our pas ion and
cling co chem for dear life."

Douglas . Bern rein (3), a religiou cudie major
from Bethesda, Md., received rhe ake and Loui e
Ame Prize for che year's mo c oucsranding honor che i .
Bern rein' che i analyzed internal conAicr within the
elugpa chool of Buddhi m.
Marline . John on (4), a psychology major and
arr minor from hicago, Ill., received rhe Anna Lord
trau Medal for out tanding community ervice and
commitment co ju rice and equicy.
Pre ident Higdon al o pre enred the onneccicuc
ollege Medal co rwo emericu tru tee , Linda J. Lear
'62 (5) and Raymond J. Debbane P'09 'l 3 (6). Lear,
an author and hi corian, was lauded for her s holarship
and environmental advocacy, as well as her ervice and
genero icy co che ollege. Debbane was cited for hi
work on global hunger and nutrition i ues, hi ervice
co the ollege and his strong upport of che ollege's
international programs.
An honorary doccorace of lecrer was awarded co
relevi ion writer and producer Howard Gordon, who
gave che ommencemenr add re .
For excen ive coverage of ommencement, including
srorie , peeche , photo , video and ocial media, please
go co hcrp://commencement.conncoll.edu.

■
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The first Posse Scholars have changed their lives - and the College
by lisa Brownell
N AUGUST 2009, 12 STUDENTS

from hicago arrived on campus lugging
heavy suitcase and bag of recent purchases
from Target. Like all fir c-year cudent , they
came with their own hope and dreams for
college, as well as the u ual anxieties. Bue,
unlike their peer , the e cudents carried
another ec of expeccacions and re pon ibilici
their pioneering roles as onneccicuc oUege's first
Po e cholar.
Po e cholar are cho en for their academic
and leadership potential by the ew York-based
Po se Foundation and admitred co a elect group
of private colJeges and univer ities char provide
full cholar hips along with trong mentoring and
support. The program i based on the premi e that
rudent from di advantaged background who
enroll in college with a "po e," or peer group, of
similar student are more likely to per evere
and graduate.
Esrabli hed in 1989, Pos e has placed more
than 4,800 studenrs from nine urban areas ac 45
partner colleges and univer itie , wirh an overall
graduation and per i tence rare of more than 90
percent. In 20I 0, President Barack barna recog
nized Po e' ucces by designating the foundation
co receive a share of hi 1.4 million obel Peace
Prize award.
Pos e aim co identify and develop rudenc
who will rake on leader hip roles and change cam
pus culture. "Po e can inject a kind of dynamic
diver icy that a college might noc have enjoyed in
the past," ay former Dean of the ollege
Armando Bengochea, now a program officer
over eeing diver icy initiative at the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundarion.

nneccicut ollege ele red the 12 "Po e I"
srudent in December 2008, halfway chrough
their enior year of high school. For the next eight
month , they mer weekly with Po e leader for
workshops on leader hip development, ream
building and communication, diver icy and
academic preparation, as well as ervice day , career
development events and a final three-day retreat
in Michigan.
Within the group, there were significant dif
ference in background and life experience. ome
students came from homes in which mod r finan
cial mean were offset by extraordinary support
and in piration· ochers grew up in familie affected
by gang violence, drugs and crime. They had
graduated from 11 different hicago public high
chools, ranging from highly competitive magnet
school co re ource-poor inner city chool . ix
were African-American, five were Hispanic, and
one wa Asian-American. Only rwo had a parent
who was a college graduate; rwo were the children
of immigrants.
"Ir rook u quire a while co form true bond of
friend hip " ays Milan aunder 'I 3.
heir first reaction to college were mixed.
The phy ically afe environment was a wel
come change for Ashton Evan 'l 4, who had
often been cold as a child char n ighborhood
gunfire was ju r fireworks. "For the fir r rime, I was
able co look up and make eye contact when I was
walking," he say . "I began co ay 'hi' and co mile
at tranger . Ir felt quire awesome."
Ar the arne time, ome of rhe cud nt felt a
certain cruciny on a carnpu where American cu
dents of color were only 15 per enc of the rudenr

POSSE MENTOR CANDACE HOWES, THE FERRIN PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS. IS SURROUNDED
BY MEMBERS OF POSSE I (SEE PAGE 23 FOR STUDENTS" NAMES)

co l1nued ►
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population. ocioe anomic difference were le s vi ible
but equaJly important: About 85 percent of onnecticut
ollege student have at least one parent with a college
degree; more than haJf do not quaJify for need-based
financial aid.
"We ruck out like a sore thumb,u ays Marline John
son '13. "You had a smaJI group of kid coming from in
ner ci ty hicago entering a predominantly white s hool.
We had a mini-magnifying glas on u ."
ver the next four year , many of the student
struggled academically; ocher had trouble finding their
niche outside che cla room. ne tudent left in the fir t
year and two in che e ond, for per onal and academic
reasons. (A fourth, Evan , took a eme ter off and will
graduate next year.)
The departure hocked and saddened the other
student . "We were a po e," ays Wynndee Ree e '13.
"We're supposed to be here for each ocher."
The remaining nine rudents overcame their ob
stacle and took advantage of the ollege's ignature
experiences, including tudy away, funded intern hip ,
interdisciplinary certificates and facul ty- tudent r earch.
By che time they graduated last month, they had won
their share of honor and taken on leader hip role such
as admission fellows, Aoor governors, hou efellow , club
officer and more.
or the fir c two year , their official mentor, andace
Howes, the Ferrin Professor of Economi , met with
che students weekly as a group and every ocher week
individuaJly.
" andace i the backbone of our pos e," ay John
on. " he played mentor, patent, therapi t and prof; or
all at the same time. Every one of u confided in her; he
wa , and till i , one of our biggest upporter and fans."
In 2011, as the two-year mentoring proce officiaJly
ended, Howes invited the group to her 1765 farmhouse
in ew Hamp hire for an informaJ celebration. Many
had never seen anycl1ing like the rustic home in cl1e
wood or spent time in a rural environment.
Working with Po e has been eye-opening for Howe
a well. "It expanded my world," she ay . 'Tm really
do e to chem. It was a reaJ privilege to ee their world
in a way chat would never have been po ible for me. le
made me under cand what i going on under che urface
of all our tudenc , not ju t Pos e."
Thi past year, with rhe arrivaJ of Posse 4, 42 Posse
student were enrolled aero four year . (Thanks to
Po e publici ty, the ollege has aJ o een an uptick in
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applications from hicago overall.) While many on cam
pu may not even know which tudent are Pos e, faculty
and admini trator ay the tudents' diver e per pe rive
ace changing campus conver acions, in ide and out ide
the cla room.
"Po e rudenc have an extraordinary effect on all
ocher tudent ," ay Jeffer on inger, the Faulk Founda
tion Profe or of P ychology and mentor to Po e 2.
For tudent from di advantaged background , the
impact i particularly significant. "Jc didn't cake me long
to ee how involved che Po e cudents were here and
how they made it much ea ier for tudents who do not
nece arily come from private chool or uburban neigh
borhood ," ay Elena Ro acio 'I 4.
ia alcagno '14, a member of Po e 2, agree . The
Pos e I student "would not let us fail," he ay . "We
were trong becau e they hawed u how co be crong."

RONALD ARTICA
THE HST OF FIRE
onaJd Arcica was a high
chool enior when a
school coun elor recom
mended him for a Po e
cholarship. "I ju t didn't take
ic eriou ly at first," he ays.
The on of Honduran im
migrant , Artica had aJready
faced chaJlenge , uch as being ceased for hi accent and
riding che bu home after dark through gang-ridden
neighborhood . To avoid has les, che high-achieving
student kept a low profile omside the classroom.
The coun elor persi ted, and Anica agreed, joining
2,500 candidate from aero the ci ty. Multiple round of
interview and as e ment winnowed the group to 250
finaJi c , who were matched with one of Po e hicago'
IO partner college and univer ities. The final phase
occurred in December: a group es ion with 25 other
finali cs and a onnecticut ollege election committee.
"It was the te t of fire," Anica ay .
The quiet young man, who liked playing occer,
cooking came molida and caJking policies with hi father,
put aside his hyne and jumped into the discus ion.
Hi effort paid off with an offer of admission from on
neccicut allege.
Anica arrived planning to major in mach, but

rruggled in his fir r college-level math cour e.
His goal changed in hi econd emesrer, when
he enrolled in "Jnrroducrion co Larin American
Hi cory" with As ociare Profes or of History Leo
Garofalo.
"Ronald was engaged in che rudy and debare
of ideas and policies from che fir t clas ," ay
Garofalo, director of the enter for che omRE).
pararive rudy of Race and Ethnici ty (
In pired in pare by hi own h ritage, Arrica
began co re earch African population in the
Americas and re i ranee co lavery by runaway
in the aribbean.
"I don'r chink I would've ruck ir our if ir
hadn'r been for char hi cory clas ," ay Arrica,
who was ub equencly awarded a Mellon May
Undergraduate Fellow hip.
"Profi or arofalo has given me faith chat I
can do bigger rhings," he ay .
Along wirh hi newly minced degree, Arrica
ha a new ambition: to pur ue a docrorare in
hi cory and become a ocial acrivi r.

PORTRAIT OF A POSSt
FRONT ROW L R,

Tenzin Palmo '13 Economics
major; studied in Vietnam; interned
at PricewaterhouseCoopers.
Next step: Working at
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
Wynndee Reese '13 Anthropology

WYNNDEE REESE
INDEPENDENT
THINKER
ynndee Ree e's
older i ter was
a Po e cholar
ar another liberal art
college. Wynndee
wanted co follow her
i rer' example - bur in her own way.
he broughr her independent pirir co on
necticut allege as a member of Po e 1. " or
a week goes by char omeone doe n'r ay co me,
'I never would have expecred char of you,' afrer
I've expressed an idea," Ree e ay .
Ai1 inrroduccory cour e in anthropology
led her co major in anthropology while al o
fulfilling pre-med requiremenr . Working wirh
Profe or of Anthropology acherine Benoir,
Reese elf-de igned an academic minor in
traditional medicine and biomedicine in Africa.
a cholar in the Goodwin- iering enter for

co tin ed on page 24 ►

major and pre-med student;
self-designed minor in traditional
medicine and biomedicine in
Africa; interned in Malawi. Next
step: Applying to medical school.

Ronald Artica '13 History
and Latin American studies
major; awarded Mellon Mays
Undergraduate Fellowship. Next
step: Working in Chicago while
applying to doctoral programs
in history.
Milan Saunders '13 Environmental
studies major and member of the
College's Science Leaders program;
conducted summer research in
the Arboretum as part of its long
runnmg vegetation studies; ALANA
volunteer. Next step: Tutoring and
mentoring with City Year Chicago.
Andrea Lewis '13 Human

development major with K-6
teaching certification; Teaching
Scholar for the Golden Apple
Foundation, Chicago; numerous
volunteer roles on and off campus,
including ALANA coordinator,
volunteer/teacher's assistant

in the Children's Program
and volunteer at the Regional
Multicultural Magnet School. Next
step: Applying for middle school
teaching Jobs in Chicago.
BACK ROW LR

Rasheed Mitchell '13 Government
and American studies maier with a
concentration in comparative race
and ethnicity; studied in South
Africa. Next step: A marketing
internship at OluKai Footwear
in California.
Garrett Brown '13 Theater and
sociology-based human relations
major; interned as a teaching
assistant and housemaster at the
Summer Institute for the Gifted at
Yale University; involved in multiple
campus theater productions; also
was floor governor, housefellow
and co-chair of 2013 Senior Giving
program. Next step: Tutoring math
and English with City Year Chicago.
Marline Johnson '13 Psychology
major and art minor; winner of the
College's Anna Lord Strauss Medal
for community service. Next step:
A master's degree in art therapy
from the Art Institute of Chicago.
Ashton Evans '14 Film studies and
economics major; took a semester
off and plans to graduate next year;
currently doing a College-funded
internship at a film and television
casting agency in New York City.
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the Environment, he did her center intern hip at World
amp, Inc., in Malawi.
'Tm proud of my elf for not limiting my elf, for
picking a major that was out ide the box and blazing my
own trail," he ay .
Each year, he has taken on ome new leadership
role, including working as an admi ion fellow and a
hou efellow. hortly before graduation he was a paneli c
for a discus ion on rede igning General Education. ( ee
tory on page 6.) he plan to attend medical school and
become a foren ic cienti c.
Reese joke that he majored in"people-watching,"
and he i a keen ob erver of her fellow Po se cholar ."We all have an innate abili ty to adapt and adapt
quickly," he ay ."You may get knocked down, but you
get right back up."
Although Ree e de cribes her elf as"fiercely inde
pendent," she has learned to value the group' upport.
"Po e has taught me the benefit of a team working
together," he ay ."I rely on che ocher member ."

MARLINE JOHNSON
HEALING THROUGH ART
or her enior arc project,
Marline John on created
black-and-white photographic portraits of everal
friend u ing a technique
chat suggests cran parent
layer ."As human we're o
complex - there are many
different layer co u ," he explain .
In her fir t year, John on hared her per onal scory at
che Black Hi tory Month onvocacion. In a powerful
peech, he related the death of her father hortly after
her fir t birthday in a gang-related hooting, her mother'
drug addiction and her early upbringing by her grand
mother."Even to chi day, I've yet to ee a picture of my
father, the man who gave me life," he said.
After her grandmother became ill, a lawyer who had
become a family friend was named legal guardian co
Marline and her brother and rai ed chem.
With her empathetic per onalicy and analytical mind,
John on may have been de cined to major in p ychology.
Bue as he did with her portrait , he layered on addi
tional dimen ion , including a minor in rudio arc and a
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deep commitment to communi ty ervice.
Her activities included mentoring on campus and in
the ew London chool , and he led creativi ty work
hop in the E RJ H after- chool program. ( ee tory
on page 9.) During a emester at Rhodes Univer icy in
ouch Africa, he volunteered in a local organization for
high chool rudent affected by HN/AlD . At om
mencement, she wa awarded the Anna Lord crau
Medal, the College's highest rudent honor for public or
community service.
ln the ummer after her junior year, John on did a
ollege-funded internship at the In cirute for Therapy
through the Arrs in Evan ton, 111., and found a career
goal chat combine her intere c : Thi fall, he cart a
master' degree in arc therapy at the Art In tirute
of hicago.

HNZIN PALMO
OUTSIDE HER
COMFORT ZONE
om in India to Tibetan
parents who had been
r ertled there, Tenzin
Palmo was 2 when her fam
ily moved co hicago. For
a while, their home was a
tudio apartment not much bigger tl1an her fir t dorm
room in Burdick Hou e.
A high-achieving student who attended one of the
best public high chool in lllinoi , she knew how co
earn cop grade . Mastering life outside the clas room was
not as easy.
In her second year, Palmo, an economics major, chal
lenged her elf"co go out ide her comfort wne, and even
outside the Po e."
After joining one pore team where he felt ouc of
place a the only non-white student, she eventually
found her niche in che women's rugby club."I became
pare of the campus communi ty after chat," he ay ."l'd
found the confidence co do ocher things."
oon, he was bu ine manager for the rudent-run
offee round cafe as well as a member of the Peggorty
lnve cment lub and rudenc for a Free Tibet.
During junior year, he spent a semester with the
ollege' rudy away program at Vietnam acional

Univer icy. In Hanoi, he di covered another hidden
rrengrh - he was le s squeami h than her clas mares.
"My friend from more privileged background had
never een a rat before, o eeing rats the ize of car run
ning around the street did nor go over well with them,"
he ay .
a fir r-year rudent, she ay , he viewed the
ollege as a collection of opportunities and re ource .
ow he ee it differently-"as a great college with
dedicated profe or who are truly inve red in rhe higher
learning of their rudent ."

RASHEED MITCHELL
A OUIH LEADER
rowing up in Englewood,
a gritty neighborhood
with the highe r murder
rare in hicago, Rasheed
Mitchell' role model were
"gang rers and achier ." He
played football at three dif
ferent high s hool , suffering
torn ligament in both houlder ; rhe chool he eventu
ally graduated from had a 40-percenr dropout rare.
Initially, he couldn't imagine attending a small college
without a football ream. Then he had a erie of conver
sation about hi future with a Po e alumnu and former
director of Po e hi ago. Ultimately, Mitchell decided:
"Education would come fir r."
Tall and oft- poken, Mitchell has the pre ence of a
natural leader; other Po e tudent ay they often turn
to him for advice. Hi high chool experience, however,
had left ome gap in his academic preparation.
Profe or of overnment Wendell John oars Jr. mer
Mitchell in his introductory political theory cour e char
first em rer. Mitchell was having trouble with a paper
on Alexi de Tocqueville."He was rraighrforward in
explaining hi difficulrie and asking for help," oar
ay . "I encouraged him nor to worry about deadlines
and grade o much and just concentrate on the
ubjecr maner."
Before ch emesrer ended, Mitchell was on a par with
the re t of the clas .
"Hi mo r impr ive quality is the olidicy of hi
character and hi direct and tenacious approach co learn
ing and problem olving," oars ay .

In hi junior year, Mitchell spent a eme ter at
Rhodes Univer i cy in ouch Africa, where he fo used
on ontemporary African political theory. The follow
ing ummer, he interned at rhe Kenwood al<land
ommuni cy rganizacion on hi ago's ouch ide. He
lacer headed downtown for hi fir r corporate experi
ence - an intern hip with a philanthropic management
con ulring firm.
By enior year, Mir hell was elected pre idenr of rhe
Black tudenc group Umoja and was fini hing a double
major in government and American studie with a
concentration in comparative race and ethnici ty. Bue he
was al o living with an old football injury o evere char he
would di locate his houlder by turning over in hi leep.
For the second rime, he underwent urgery.
In February, hi arm rill in a ling, he approached
the microphone ar the Black Hi cory onvocarion and
quoted Maya Angelou:" o man can know where he i
going unle s he knows exactly where he has b en and
exactly how he arrived at hi pre enc place."
Then he reflected on a "dark period" in his life, hi
teenage years in Englewood."In addition co under rand
ing char life i horr, I learned ro listen to peopl and
their experiences," he aid. "My friend all had different
experience at home ... but the rreet were our com
monality and rhe only way to accept that our exi cence
depended on each ocher. We had to gain a en e of rru c
and re peer for each ocher."
He applied the ame les on on campu . " f all the
tudencs in hi Posse, Rasheed has changed the mo r in
four years," ay Dean of Mulriculrural Affairs lizabech
arcia. "He' a quiet leader ... thoughtful and caring."
He also has a en e of humor, even about hi aban
doned football career; he enjoy wearing a hire char
proclaim : onnecricuc ollege Football, Undefeated
ince 1911.
He's serious about expre ing gratitude, though."The
educational experience char I've been afforded through
onneccicuc ollege and Pos e has rai ed my chance of
being happy and ucce ful in life to a point that i exp nentially higher than ir was four year ago," he ay . ■

cholarship mpport far Posse cholars has been provided
through the generosity o/Virgi.nia laughter '48; James
Doran '59; Richard Z'.nnnino P'09; Michael and Martha Brown P'J I; The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation;
William Randolph Hearst Foundation; the Class of 1959
cholarship Fund; and the ,j. Charitable Trust.
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I T S TA R T E D with a leap offaith.
Photographer David Katzen tein '76 met heikh Fara Gaye, a ufi
Muslim, at a New York icy prayer-for-peace event in 2003. ufism is
the my tical tradition of Islam, and Gaye i a di ciple ofMouridism, a
ufi sect centered in hi native enegal.
Katzen tein, who wanted to explore po itive aspects ofI lam in the
post 9/11 environment, asked Gaye to accompany him on the Magal,
the seer's annual pilgrimage to the city ofTouba.
"He said, 'I'll meet you in the airport in Dakar next year,"'
Karzenstein cold a onnecticut ollege audience in February.
A year lacer, Katzenstein was on a Right to the capital of enegal,
wondering ifthis man he hardly knew would remember hi promise.
"Then someone capped me on the houlder," Katzen tein aid. "He
was on the plane with me."
Contined next page >
Special trains bring pilgrims from Senegal's capital to Touba. T he city's perma
nent population of about 900,000 swells into the millions during the Maga!.

The inside of this baobab tree has a vast space that serves as a prayer room protected from the weather.

An exhibition of Kaczenstein's photo from
their trip encicled "Islam in Africa: A Pilgrimage to
Touba," was mounted in Cummings Arcs enter
chi spring alongside another Katzen cein exhibition
called "World Views: Ritual and elebracion in
Global ulture."
For decade , as both a commercial and fine art
photographer, Kaczenscein has been drawn to capture
daily life and communal rituals around the globe. He
has documented Hindu ceremonies in rural India,
anceria ritual in Cuba, Zulu dancers in ouch
Africa, Easter processions in Guatemala, Buddhi t
festivals in Bhutan, Islamic ceremonie in Egypt and
Jewi h worship in I rael.
With Gaye's help, Kaczenscein al o has been
documenting the large community of enegale e
immigrants who live in ew York icy, in a eccion
of Harlem known as le Perie enegal.
Mouridism is a sect char emphasize religious
ritual, scudy of the Koran and the value of hard
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work. It was founded in Touba by heikh
Amadou Bamba. The Maga! commemorates
Samba's exile by the French colonjal government in
1895 and culminate at his burial site under Touba's
great mosque.
Kaczenscein and Gaye, now do e friends, gave a
joint lecture at the ollege on Feb. 13.
"These people in Africa are lookjng ac you, and
you are lookjng at chem," Gaye said of Kaczenstein's
photos. "Thi is the magic of art. It's between the
hearts of people, bringing chem into one humanity."
Kaczenscein works in a "reportage" cyle of
photography inspired by che French photographer
Henri Carcier-Bre son. U ing a wide-angle len , he
stay do e to hi subjects to avoid objectifying them.
He does nor crop or ocherwi e manipulate hi images
after he takes them.
"The challenge for me is to capture omeching
in the world as a moment, and also co have it be
arci cically complete," he say . ■

CAROLYN ANO JERRY HOLLERAN POSE WITH STUDENTS FROM THE HOLLERAN CENTER FOR COMMUNITY ACTION AND PUBLIC POLICY DURING
A RECENT VISIT TO CAMPUS. FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, THE STUDENTS ARE: KELSEY BURKE '13, ELIZABETH KAPLAN '13, LUCY WALLACE '13,
GABRIELLE ARENGE '14, ALIA ROTH '14 AND VALENTINE GOLDSTEIN '14.

Paying it

For Carolyn and]erry Holleran, gi.ving back is a way oflife
By Monica Raymimt '09

IN THE FALL OF 1956 at the then Connecticut
College for Women President Ro emary Park informed
the newly arrived first-year students, "You are all here
on cholar hip."
Eighteen-year-old Carolyn McGonigle was sho ked;
she was sure that her father, the pro perous owner of a
Pennsylvania pretzel company, had senc a check for her
full tuition.
President Park went on to explain chat tuition didn't
cover the full co t of education, and that all students were
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beneficing from the genero icy of the donor who had
built and upported the ollege ince its founding.
"I learned that everyone here i walking on the
houJder of many, many people who cared a great
deal, and gave," ays Carolyn Mc onigle
Holleran '60 GP'07.
It' a credo that arolyn and her husband Jerry live
by- and work hard to impart to other . Over more than
three decade , they have donated millions of dollars and
councl hours to causes and organization ranging from

lives

mall, local program in their homecown of Reading, Pa.,
co the allege s Holleran enter for ommunicy Action
and Public Policy, which they endowed in 1999.
"Their vi ion and generosity are extraordinary," ay
President Leo I. Higdon, Jr.
The Council of Independent allege honored the
couple with its 2012 Individual Award for Philanthropy
in recognition of their upporc of higher education,
which, in addition co onnecricut allege, has included
multimillion dollar gifts to Jerry' alma mater, arnegie
Mellon Univer icy, and AJvernia Univer icy, a Catholic
college in Reading.
Carolyn an economic educacor and communi ty
volunteer leader, and Jerry, a bu ines man and investor,
married in 1982, each bringing three children from a
previou marriage. Their fir t joinr project, renovating a
row house into two aparrments for low-income families,
er a pattern for their ub equent philanthropy.
"We fund programs where we can see the impact,"
rolyn ay .
From 1995 to 2005, arolyn erved on the ollege's
Board of Truscees, including four year as vice chair.
A hi cory and Engli h major, he credits onnecticut
allege with teaching her how co chink critically and
communicate clearly- and co under rand philanthropy
as an obligation of citizen hip.
"The preservation of democracy requires chat everyone
participate, not only by voting, but al o by caring to
rai e the bar for everyone- improving every American'
quality of life," he ays.
Jerry earned hi undergraduate degree in
electrical engineering as well as a master's in busin
admini cracion from arnegie Mellon, where he has
erved on the board of tru tee . He retired in 20 IO as
chairman of che board of Preci ion Medical Produce , a
pecialized medical device company he co-founded.
For both Holleran , philanthropy i ried co faith and
family. Carolyn's father was a uccessful busines man,
but he and her schoolreacher mother came from humble
beginning . Helping other was part of daily life.
"We alway had a big box in one of the do ets char was
filled with things going to other families," Carolyn recall .
Jerry, born during the Depres ion, was the youngest of
seven children in a acholic family. 'Thinking of ocher
was an expeccarion," he ay . "We learned chat the center
of attention in life is your fellow man, not yourself."
Back in the 1950 , when Jerry could not afford co
attend Carnegie Mellon, a local research scienri t tepped
up and paid the bill. In exchange for hi upporc, he sec

three condition : Jerry mu r keep up hi grades, mow his
benefa tor' lawn in the ummer for pending money,
and, at ome point in the future, "return the favor."
Jerry did nor forger. In 2009, he and arolyn donated
2 million to arnegie Mellon as a challenge grant char
ulrimacely created 100 new endowed cholarship . To
educate the cholarship recipients about the importance of
philanthropy, the couple al o provided an endowment chat
gives the Holleran cholar 5,000 a year to collectively
donate to a charity of
their choice.
In recent year , the
economic downturn has hie
hard in Berks County, Pa.,
wher the couple live. In
r pon e, they have focu ed
more of their giving in the
region, including gifts co
upport economic literacy, afrer- chool program , arc
program , human ervices and environmencal usrainabilicy.
fren, they po ition their contributions as seed money co
develop an idea or co leverage larger donations.
"We're very comfortable getting involved in pilot
progran1s," Jerry say. "le' been exciting co ee the results."
At onnecticut allege, the resulcs of the Holleran '
genera icy are visible aero s campu with upporc of
project as varied as rhe student-run prouc organic
garden and the turf field for athletics. The mo t far
reaching impact, however, is through the Holleran
enter's Program in Community Action, which prepares
tudent through cour ework and experiential learning
co lead change through community collaborations. ince
the program was founded in the late l 990s, 255 rudents
(includjng Kacie William '07, one of the Holleran ' 10
grandchildren) have graduated and now work in a variety
of ocial justice, advocacy, community-building and
public policy roles.
Among chem is Tiana Davi Hercul '04, who
after graduating, earned a master's degree in bu ine
admini trarion and a law degree from the University
of onnecticuc. A native of ew London, he i now
program director for the icy of Hartford, where she
works to deliver comprehen ive education, employment
and economic tabilicy ervices to cicy residents.
"The name in itself- Program in ommunicy
Action- in pired me," Hercules ay . "It was nice
co have a clas room full of people who were really
committed co chi ideal of ocial ju rice, community
ju tice and community accivi m."

CAROLYN
HOLLERAN '60 GP'07
I JEROME
HOLLERAN GP'07
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The play' s the thing

Jessica Ammirati '94 follows her passion for theater
By Jordana Gustnfion 'O 1

JESSICA AMMIRATI HAS A FAVORITE LINE
from rhe 1995 movie "Apollo 13." Ju r after the fir r
manned spacecraft land on rhe moon Tom Hanks,
playing asrronaur James Lovell Jr., ay "Ir' nor a
miracle. We just de ided to go."
Thar line could al o de cribe Ammirati' decision
co establish her own cheater company, oing co Tal1iri
Production ( TTP), in 2007. Until then, he had been
cobbling rogerher production gig and parr-rime job
while trying co make a career in cheater, bur rhe death
of a beloved uncle - a painter and bookstore owner prompted her co reevaluate.
"I tarred chinking, 'How can I make chi matter?
How can I do something char mak a mark?"' she ay .
"Life i short, and you never know how short ir' going
co be."
he borrowed rhe company's name from a childhood
game he and her rwo i rers played wich their uncle.
TTP launched ir first show "In the Ebb," ar
age Theater in Times quare in 2008. The how, a
collection of horr play written by her i rer Camilla,
wa repri ed in 2012 ar the ew York Inrernarional
Fringe Festival. ne critic called ir "extremely funny
even as it peer into the aby " and lauded Ammirati'
direction for "creating a cries of haunting rableaus char
mirror the dark lyrici m of the rexr. '
Today the TTP en emble include 28 acror ,
de igner and cheater technician , and che company has
raged a coral of eighr
produ rion including
JESSICA AMMIRATI '94 a well-received
adaptation of Jane
Au ren' "Persuasion."
In a male-dominated indu try, Ammirati i particularly
proud char all the production co dare have been written
by women and char the production ream have been at
least 50 percent female.
The company' ninth production, "Bella' Dream,"
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a play with dance, i based on che crue story of a
newlywed couple in 1939 Poland, who, heeding ch
advice of a dream, Aed che azi ; ir's cheduled to run
June 18-30 ar ew York' Flamboyan Theater in rhe
lemente oco Velez ulrural and Educational enter.
"I marvel ar her eemingly endle energy," ay
Ann apolicano '94, who e fir r novel, "Within Arms
R ach," i next on TTP' production Ii r.
Ammirati found her calling in high hool when he
directed an adaptation of a Hemingway hon cory. As
a theater major at onnecticur ollege, he developed
her craft and cook on an ambiriou enior project - a
production of the Broadway mu ical "Pippin." To
get ir done, she had to call on all her r ources and
relationship , including family. amilla operated the
podighr, and their ocher i rer, Jennifer Ammirati
Doyle '91, played the Auce.
Today, it till takes a village to put on a cheater
production. With production budget berween
12 000 and 20,000, Ammirati' bigge t challenges
are financial. Each how i funded through individual
donation , ticker ales, fundrai ing evencs and online
fundrai ing campaign ; the goal is simply to break even.
"I am nor exaggerating when I ay it is a daily juggling
acr," he ay .
Helping Ammirati keep the ball in the air i a
upporting cast of family and friend led by hu band
John Mark, her i rer and her parent . ( he' the
daughter of ean of cudies Theresa Ammirati and
retired Profc or of Phy i Thomas Ammirati.)
While he has learned to love all aspe r of
production, Ammirati's pas ion i still directing.
When he talks about it, she could be de cribing her
philo ophy of life.
'You ome in and have a picture of what you want
it to be," he ay . "Bue what it really cum out to be
is chinking on your feet, figuring it our as you go and
figuring it our in a way char works."

JESSICA AMMIRATI '94 ON LOCATION AT THE SECRET THEATER IN LONG ISLAND CITY

From director to doula
JESSICA AMMIRATl'S ju c-do-ic accicude extends
beyond che cheater.
In 2003, tired of paying che bill wich nine-co-five
adminiscracive job , he wenc back co chool co become a
mas age therapi c. When money i cighc, he supplements
her income wich a shift ac a local spa. he al o reaches an
occasional Lamaze clas for expeccanc mother .
In 20 I 0, he added another credential co her eclectic
re ume - cercificacion as a doula, a childbirth as i cane
who help che new mother before, during and after the
birth. "Basically, I've alway been fascinated with che hu
man body in general and birch in particular," he ays.
Under the busines nan1e Birth Angel , he has ac
cended more than 40 birch , including the 2011 birth of

a daughter co Rhonda Harrington, an actor and member
of the GTIP en emble.
Both as a director and a doula, Harrington ay , Am
mirati has a ralenc for Ii rening, watching and raking cue
from tho e around her. he' particularly good at allowing
people co di cover thing about chem elves, in their own
way.
" he would never ay, ' ay the line chi way,' or 'You
houldn't have char much pain right now,"' Harrington
say . "le makes you feel good about your journey."
Ammirati ees a common thread in her diver e occu
pation . "I like being needed,'' he ay . "I like being able
co help. I like caking care of people. l do the ame thing
as a director. I try to cake care of my actor and my crew."
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Coffee with community

A la wyer-turned-entrepreneur is building social capital, one espresso at a time
By Jessica Brassard

IN THE EARLY PART OF THE 20TH CENTURY,
the creec of Manhattan' Lower Ease ide teemed wich
pu heart elling anything from apple co crap metal.
They were easy, acce ible pla e co ee a familiar face
and gee a bic of new . When Jamie Roger '04 opened
Pu heart offee, a neighborhood coffee hop on Ease
Broadway, in eprember 2011, he wa honoring char
legacy of fellow hip and commerce.
" lot of the thing we do are geared coward
empowering the community by creating a community
environment," Roger ay .
With a height chart and coy for kid , a crowded
community bulletin board and menu icern ourced
from ocher local bu ine e , everything about the coffee
hop is de igned co bring people together. Active ocial
media and community evenr such a an after-hour
writing group, a Torah cudy group and donation-based
yoga create additional connection .
Aero the creer is Roger ' newe c venture, owboy
Pizza, where on a recent afternoon he was reaching
children from a local after- chool program about
pizza making. Cowboy Pizza al o offer a weekly farm
produ e pick-up, pare of a community- upported
agriculture program.
In ccober, Rogers and co-owner Li a Fi choff
opened a econd Pushcart location on 21 sc creer and
e ond Avenue, ju r a few weeks before Hurricane
andy roared through. With power knocked our
aero lower Manharcan, the Pushcart team fired up a
generator and stayed open, providing food, coffee
and a massive charging ration for cu corners'
electronic devices.
"Thi wonderful group of people came co the rescue
of a neighborhood they were new co," one cu corner
wrote on yelp.corn. "Their genero ity (and deliciou
coffee) have made me a dedicated patron."
Jamie worked with hi iscer Maggie Roger '11 co
build a commercial baking facility in the ba ernenr of a
building aero from Pu heart; now she upplie all of
the baked good for ale in the hop and i developing
a whole ale bu iness.

The Pu heart community has included ocher
Camel , roo: Rachel ro inger '04 i a former director
of marketing and evenr , arah Trapido '08 helped open
Cowboy Pizza, and Rafael uiiez 'JO managed the pizza
re cauranr for even months.
"If you wane the re pon ibility, Jamie i willing co
give ic co you," uiiez say . "If there' an idea you wane
co cry, he lees you cry ir. If ic becomes coo much he'
alway chere co help. Bue if you can handle ic, he lees
you do whac you need co do."
Ac onnecricur ollege Roger honed hi
ornrnunity ideal - along with hi rnulcicasking
kill - as a rudenr leader. He majored in hi cory and
American rudie , earned a certificate from the Holleran
enter for ommuniry Action and Public Policy,
edited the ollege Voice, founded a literary journal and
was elected young alumni rru tee. He al o earned his
commercial pilot licen e and wrote a enior rhesi on
the ocial history of Aighc in America.
In 2005, Roger enrolled at ornell Univer ity Law
chool, where he erved a executive diror of che Law
Review and organized student ervice trip co ew
rlean after Hurricane Katrina. After graduating
from ornell, he interned for a nongovernmental
organization in Bogota, Columbia, chen spent a year
with Arneri orps. In lace 20 I 0, he cook a job as a law
firm as ociare, bur he quickly realized char he wanted a
more entrepreneurial ercing. When a coffee hop in hi
neighborhood was about ro do e it door , he aw an
opportuni ty - and Pu heart was born.
Two year lacer, Roger ha
plan for more growth. After
all, ew York i full of people
JAMIE ROGERS '04
looking co be connected and
in pired in new way .
"The more way we can empower people co explore
their own potential, the better," he ay . "The best
rnanife ration of a pu heart chat we have today i char
en e of entrepreneur hip and community piric and
raw energy. o chac' what we do: We have a lot more
community co build."■
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An Individual History
By Michael Collier '76

2012, W.W. Norton &Company, $25.95
In chi lender
volume of
poetry, oi
lier explore
the relacionhip berween
per onal and
publi hi tory.
Portrait of
his parent
and grandparent differently
perceived ac different moment in hi life
- are mixed with reAeccions on honey
bee in Lebanon, Homer' reece, a old
War childhood and hi own experience
as a father. The cicle poem introduces one
of oilier' mo c haunting metaphor : his
"crazy" maternal grandmother, who pent
five decades in mental in cicucion "before,
during, and after the time of atomic fallout,
Au chwicz, the akba, DDT."
oilier i director of che Breadloaf
Writer onference ar Middlebury ol
lege, profe or of Engli h ac the Univer iry
of Maryland and former poet laureate of
Mary land. In 20 I I, he wrote " ix Reveries
on the Occasion of the onneccicuc
College entennial."

ALUMNI AND FACULTY AUTHORS:

Please have review copies and publicity
materials mailed to Editor, CC: Magazine,
Becker House, Connecticut College, 270
Mohegan Ave., New London, CT
06320-4196.
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My Mother of Invention
By Michael Collier
The needle goes up and down on my mother's Singer,
squat black with its gold scroll and script,
shaped like a smokestack turned on its side.
Have you ever seen a dipper bobbing in a stream?
It's like the Singer but so much slower. Its beak
makes thread of water and sews patterns of spreading ripples.
Such a fierce engine at the center of creation
and beautifully sculpted, a porcelain boot
or a falconer's gauntlet. The dipper likes the action
of a cataract, the rapid tumble of rapids,
and if it wants walks easily along the stream's pebbly bottom.
Hour after hour, my mother's fingers fed the fabric
through the pressing foot, kept the seams flat,
while thread spooled out and the bobbin coaxed up
from its metal gear held the stitch.
The American Dipper? What joy in finding such a bird.
Its short trills punctuated by sharp, clear zeets.
Its eyelid white against total gray, when it blinks.
If it didn't exist, you'd have to make it up.
You'd have to give it its own day of creation,
a day of translucent patterns, pinking shears, and pins.
You'd have to say, come see how the sewing machine
in its sleek skin dips and bobs and swims,
and how my mother, white eyelid lined blue,
sings her same stitched tune - never remembered
so never heard - and how like a solitary
calls out, now in air but under water.
Reprinted from 'i1n Individual History: Poems by Michael Collier."
Copyright ©2012 by Michael Collier. Used with the pem1ission
ofthe publisher, W.W. Norton & Company, Inc.
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A Wheel in a Wheel

Poem by Gretchen chafer
kelley '49
2011, Antrim House, $10
In 1949, recchen chafer
kelley was the fir t recipi
.
ent of the ollege' Benjamin
r-b�
T. Mar hall Prize for Poetry.
C.,..,tch..n
r., --.L-1.,,
After graduation, life went
in another direction as she
rai ed a family, volunteered in
chools and che communi ty,
and caught hatha yoga at Hartford ollege for Women.
_
ow, he has publi hed her fir r book of poetry, w1rh
themes of pa ing rime, the fragility of love and the
redemptive power of nature.
C

'

FLOCK BOOK

Flock Book Poems

By Kacie Uman 'O 1
2012, Black Lawrence
Books, $14
Farmer u e "flock books" to
regi rer and track livestock,
including parentage, owner hip,
::.
birth , cran fer and deaths.
::.
Uman ' poems urvey the an.xierie of thi regi cry, the comfort
of helter versus conformity, the
chreac of removal and che de ire to stray.
�ATIE UMANS

"for Mischief done"
By Jan chenk Gros kopf '81

2013, Andres & Blanton, $12

In the early 1990s, while doing
re earch in the onnecricut
care archives, Gro skopf
rumbled on rhe records of a
1786 ew London court ca e
that resulted in the execution
JAN SCIIEN GRO KOPF
of an I I -year-old "mulatto"
girl for the murder of a
6-year-old neighbor. Gros kopf. who has a doctorate in
history, decided to cell the tory in novel form.

The Affordable
Housing Reader

Edited by J. Ro ie Tighe '98
and Elizabeth J. Mueller
2013, Routledge, $47.95
Tighe, an a istant professor
of geography and planning
ac Appalachian race Univericy, and Mueller, an as i cant
profes or ar che University of
Texas at Austin, have com
piled che lace c research on hou ing planning and
policy. Tighe' research and reaching focu on a��rdable
hou ing, racial and clas policie , and urban polmcs.

A Wedding
in Haiti
By Julia
Alvarez '71
2012, Algonquin
Books of Chapel
Hill, $22.95
More than a
decade ago, Do
minican author
and poet Julia
Alvarez and her
hu band befriended Pici, a young Haitian work
ing in the Dominican Republic. The book i
Alvarez' fir c-per on account of their friend hip,
including nvo trips to Haiti, in 2009 for Pici'
wedding and in 20 IO to bring Piri's home ick
wife ro vi it her family. Illu traced with
Alvarez' per onal snap hoes, the book pa.int a
vivid porrrair of Haiti before and after the
2010 earthquake.
Alvarez i the author of 19 books, including
the be cselling novels "How che Garcia Girls
Lost Their Accents" and "In the Time of che
Butterflies." he attended onnecticur ollege
from 1967 co 1969.
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UBLIC APOLOGY

MAKERS
� I KERS
AKERS
,,

ROY EATO

Book Art Studio
Handbook

Public Apology
By David Bry '93
2013, Grand Central
Publishing, $23.99
Bry i • orry for every
mi rake he's ever made,
and he want the world
to know it. The book,
described as 'a sort of
memoir cold through
incident of regrerrable
behavior," grew our
of Bry' blog at
www.rheawl.com.

By tacie Dolin and
Amy Lapidow '83
2013, Quarry Books,
24.99
The era.fr man hip of
Lapidow and Dolin, both
of whom rudied book
binding at Bo con' orrh
Bennett rreer chool, i
on di play in chi well-illu traced handbook intended to
reach "technique and method for binding books, cre
ating album , making boxe and enclo ure , and more."
Lapidow, who is al o a librarian, periodically present
bookmaking workshop on campu .

IQ'YV\J)YYotv

Makers, Shakers
and Takers
By Roy Eaton M.A. '78
2012, Tate Publishing and
Enterprises, LLC, $13.99
Eaton' es ay touch a
variecy of topics including
public policy, hi boyhood
friendship with Donald
Trump, and the life of hi
late Father the ollege'
campu afecy director
in the 1970.
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Tomorrow There
Will Be Apricots
By Jessica offer '07
2013, Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt Publishing
Co., $24
In chis debut novel about
family, love, grief and food,
14-year-old Lorca rrie
to win her mother' love
by learning to cook her
mother' favorite meal,
a Middle Eastern di h
called masgouf.

A History of Collegiate Rowing in America
By Daniella K. Garran '94
2012, chijfer Publishing, ltd., $39.99
arran, a middle chool hi tory reacher and freelance writer, fell in
love with rowing at onneccicut ollege, where he was coxswain for
the men' ream. Her pas ion hines in a coffee cable book packed with
photo , fact and rowing lore.
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The Good Life

Wynter's Horizon

By u an Kieczman '82

By Dianne Cavaliere

In her women' fiction debut,
former journali t u an
Kietzman tell the rory of a
wealthy, beautiful wife and
mother, who e eemingly
idyllic exi tence begin to
unravel when her aging
parent move into the
family gue thou e.

2013, Evernight Publishing,
ebook, $5.99, print, $16.99

2013, Kensington Books, $15

World Rat Day

By J. Patrick Lewis,
illustrated by Anna Raff '99

2013, Candlewick
Press, $15.99

Raffillu crates humorous
poem by the U..children'
poet laureate about hocolateovered Anything Day,
World Turtle Day and other
obscure holidays.

May'92

avaliere' paranormal
romance, publi hed
under the name Dee .
May, features a beautiful,
troubled enior at an
unnamed college in
ew London.

The Ballerina
Monsters Go to
the Zoo
Written and illustrated by
Kate Ledogar '94

2013, A Proper Mob,
ebook, $2.99

T hree little girl run wild at the
zoo and end up behind bar
uncil their mother, "fortified by a
trong cup of tea," rescue them.

Ocean Counting
By Janet Lawler '74

2013, National Geographic
Children's Books, $16.95
Vibrant photo of marine
life illustrate thi ocean
themed counting book; fact
boxes throughout the text
provide information on
the ea creatures' habit
and habirar.
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Annual Fund:
A critic I reso ce
for the College
SUPPORT FOR CONNECTICUT
ollege through annual giving has been a
prioriry throughout the ampaign and will
continue to be a primary focus of fundrai ing
effort in the future. u rained annual giving
critical becau e it help the ollege both
immediately and in the long term.
The Annual Fund has grown ignificancly
during the ampaign, from 3 million initially
to levels consi tendy exceeding 5 million.
ontinued po itive growth to level of more than
6 million i key to en uring nothing !es than an
extraordinary education for our rudent .
The arrival of Anna Long caff'00 as the new
dire tor of annual giving in April add both
exp rti e and experience to the team. In addition
to her commitment to be t practices in annual
giving, he is dedicated to engaging increasing
numbers of alumni and parents to upporc the
ollege through annual giving.
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THE PREMIER EVENT FOR FALL WEEKEND
2013 will b cl1e celebration of the ampaign for
onnecticuc ollege, an event for the entire onnecticuc
ollege communi ry.
ome to campu cc. 18-20 to cake part in all the traditional
Fall Weekend favorites - Harv cfesc, picnic on the reen and
a cappella concert - and ome new addition that will catch
your attention co mark the extraordinary a hievements of the
ampaign and how it has cran formed the liege.
The long sweep ofTempel reen, a beloved campu space,
will erve as the main cage for all the we kend' evenc . It
represent both the ollege' beginning and its future promi e.
In a fe rival-like acmo phere, the communiry will come together
co enjoy a packed chedule full of in pirational talks, live
entertainment and dynamic activities co commemorate chi
special occa ion.
o mark your calendar and plan co join alumni, parents,
friends, tudent , facul ry and stafffor our fe rival celebration
thi fall. For more information, vi it:

www.conncoll.edu/alumni/programs-events/fall-weekend/

Transforming the College

$201

MILLION+
CAMPAIGN TOTAL
las of April 26. lCll .ll

I H I·

C � M I' A I C,

I CJ R

CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE
■ Funded need-based

scholarships to nearly
50% of students.

■ Established eight

endowments to support
international experiences
for 1,700 students.

■ Supported an

exceptional liberal arts
education each and
every day.

■ Brought nearly 40

visiting dancers to campus.

Created Science Lead
ers Program to increase
the number of women and
minority students pursuing
science degrees.

■ Created the Academic
Resource Center and
supporting resources
for students to reach
their highest academic
potential.

■ Provided support
for College-funded
internships in the United
States and abroad.
■ Supported the

Teaching and Learning
Center to provide faculty
the best tools and
technology available.

■ Invested in science

and research equipment,
including a transmission
electron microscope and
liquid chromatograph.

STUDENT
EXPERIENCE:

$98

MILLION

SCIENCE
EDUCATION:

�3g '" . ·.�
MIUUION

IN�NCIIU �ID.

1 11

MIUUION

ANNUAL FUND:

$47

MILLION

■ Renovated the historic
Steel House.

Increased financial aid
spending by 67%.
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�l Mi f IN I % (far left) accepts an Oscar for best documentary short for his folm, "Inocente." Fone, who self-designed a major in zoology and filmmakong at
Connecticut College, was Joined on stage by hos wife and co-director Andrea Nox Fone, editor Jeff Cons1gloo and the film's 18-year-old subject, Inocente lzucar,
a homeless artist and undocumented immigrant who finds solace on painting. This was the couple's first Oscar won and second nomination; they were also
nominated on 2008 for "War/Dance," a documentary about children from Uganda who aspored to won a national music competition.

1935

Correspondent, Sabnna (Subby)
Burr Sande/5, 33 Mill St.. Unit 4E,
Wethe15f1eld, CT 061O!J

1937

Correspondent: Class Notes Editor.
CC: Magazine, 270 Mohegan Ave.,
New London, CT 06320,
ccmag@conncoll.edu

1938

Correspondent, Class Notes Editor.
CC: Magazine, 270 Mohegan Ave..
New London, CT 06320,
ccmag@conncoll.edu

1940

Correspondent, Frances Sea/5 Baratz,
87 Plant St., New London, CT 06320,
f.baratz@sbcglobal.net

Miriam (Mims) Brooks
Butterworth Is still happy that
she decided to move to Seabury, "a
lively retirement home.· where she
has many new friends and "almost
too much to do." She wrote in the
midst of the Feb. 8 blizzard, reveling
that she didn't have to worry about
plowing, staying warm, getting fed
or even being entertained ·1 can't
believe I will soon be 95! Statistics
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show that I haven't a lot of time to
finish several projects I'm worlung
on." One project Is a map showing
U.S. expansion during the 20th
century. Mims taught U.S. history
and still thinks about ways to teach
II; fortunately, collaborators from
the U.of Hartford are helping her
w,th a teacher's manual, "adding
some student technical interactions
(in my time this wasn't an option)'
and l!ying it out in a classroom.
"I've been working on this for about
five years, and I have to remind my
collaborators that time is running
out.' Mims Is also working on a small
book called "My Felonious Friends,·
which deals with her expenence
with pnsoners she got to know when
Visiting an inmate for eight years in
the '50s and '60s. "Will my memory
hold out till I've wrapped that up?"
Her book "Just Say Yes " is still selling
"but very slowly."

1941

Correspondent, Ethel Moore Wills,
P.O. Box 443, Northport, Ml 49670,
e-w1lls@sbcgJobal.net

I chatted with Mildred (Millie)
Lascalzo Vanderpool last Aug. (too
late to make the last issue-I didn't
forget, Millie!).She has been IIVlng in
the same house in LA for 55 years,
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with two acres that are profess1onally
cared for. Millie still climbs the stairs
to her upstairs bedroom.She has
been w,dowed for 12 years and has
a son who lives in CO and a daughter
nearby. At 92, Millie drives, plays
bndge, cooks and enjoys eating out
and seeing movies with friends.
Cathy Elias Moore is a
numismatist (a dealer in precious
metals, coins, etc.l. She lives in an
apartment in PA and goes to her
nearby office every day.She is well
and adjusting to the new office, which
she finds larger than necessary.Cathy
went to a convention on Wall Street
and was overwhelmed by the elegant
flffany & Co.store, among other sites.
She never knew there was another
Tiffany besides the one on Rfth
Avenue.Cathy Is an aVld baseball fan,
particularly attached to her beloved
Phillies. She has been a tremendous
help to me as class correspondent as
she reports to me about classmates
she talks to.
She recently talked to Doris
Goldstein Levinson and says Dons
Is wallung less because her ankles
are weak. Cathy and Dons traveled
together from NYC when they were
returning to the College
Cathy spoke to Dorothy (Bosch)
Boschen Holbein's son Bruce.

Cathy and Bosch were close fnends
in college. Bruce said his mother had
died on 4/12/12.Bosch's obituary
ran in the Fall 2012 issue of this
magazine, but Cathy and I had missed
il Bosch had three children, eight
grandchildren and three great-grands.
The Class of '41 sends sympathy to
Dorothy's family and friends and
thanks to Bruce for his concern.
I put Cathy in touch with Ginny
Chope Richmond, who phoned me to
say that they had talked for an hour
and It was fun. Ginny gave up dnvmg
last summer when she broke her
pelvls.She hopes to start again this
summer.She enJoys "Downton Abbey."
I hope to get more of you out there
to be reporters for me.This job is not
getting any easier as my 94th birthday
comes closer.
I had a lovely phone chat w,th
Martha Chapman Poe, who lives in
her own apartment and enjoys classic
mOV1es on lV.She goes to a central
dining room for meals. The food is
good, and she sits with fnends.She
has four children: a son who lives in
France and three daughters who live
m Austin, TX, as does she.All of her
children have children "too numerous
to counl• Martha has given up dnving
and traveling, prefemng to "stay pul•
Sally Kiskadden McClelland

has an independent-liVlng apartment
in Great Bamngton, MA. One of
her two sons lives nearby, and the
other has a prospective retirement
home in the area. Sal has given up
her car; the parking facility was
too far, particularly in the winter. A
seivice accommodates her shopping
needs-she still cooks. In July, she
heard Yo Yo Ma's Silk Road Ensemble
open the season at Tanglewood. "It
was interesting and exciting to hear
all the exotic instruments ... lwithl
beautiful costumes as well as lots
of Asian musicians, including Yo Yo
himself. He works his cello into the
mix.· Sally spent her junior year at
Swarthmore, where she was Phi Beta
Kappa. She returned to CC for her
senior year and graduated with our
class. Sally's granddaughter Sadie
Is in school in lower Manhattan, and
when Hurricane Sandy struck, she
was sent home for a week until power
was restored. "Hurricane Sandy will
be a memory for her like our 1938
hurricane Is for us."
I had a fun talk wrth Susan Shaw
Keffer, who is liVlng in her own
house with full-time help. She lived
in Mosher House freshman year and
later moved to the new cooperative,
Emily Abbey. She remembers being in
Fanning Hall when the '38 hurricane

class tes
struck. Five students, including her,
house she lives ml Son Henry lives
held hands to struggle back to their
next door and 1s on call when things
house. She remembers that Professor need foong or Lydia needs help of
Rosemond Tuve, who lived in New
any kind. Son David 1s a card1olog1st
London and was given five minutes
in Philadelphia, married to Katnna,
to evacuate, reported that she had
a lawyer. Third son Clement lives in
saved all the wrong things but made DR, and he v,s1ted his mother when
11 to class the next day. Susan 1s in
she broke her right wrist m a fall,
touch with Mary Lou Sharpless
leav,ng her in a large cast and quite
Swift, Bettie Smith Twaddell and
helpless Lydia's daughter, also
Elizabeth (Brickie) Brick Collier.
named Lydia, who went to CC for
The Class extends sympathy to
two years but graduated from the
the family and fnends of Kay Ord
u_ of New Hampshire, lrves m South
Mcchesney, who sel\led faithfully
Pans. ME. where she 1s a fifth-grade
for many years as our class
teacher. One of her sons graduated
correspondent. She died 7/19/12. I
from Bowdoin College Just at the
feel compelled to thank her for her
time of our Reunion last May, and our
many years of service to the Class
of '41.
Lydia went to rt instead of coming
And, the Class extends sympathy
to Reunion. (We would all make the
to fnends and family of Phyllis
same choice, 11 we had to.) Lydia's
Walters Williams, who died
other hobbies are local politics,
9/2Vl2.
knitbng. swimming and church. She
still drives and is trymg to learn to
type so she can use her computer, but
Correspondent: Jane "Woodie· Worley
that was on hold while her wnst was
Peak, Vinson Hall, Apt. 306, 6251 Old
m a cast. Lydia owns two cottages;
Oomrn,on Orrve, McLean, VA 22101,
one m South Pans, ME, where she
JWpeak@aol.com
goes every July, and the other m the
Back m '42, when we graduated,
12 of our classmates started a round- mountains in northern NH, not far
from the Canadian border.
robin. Seventy years later (who's
The other three round-robin
counting?) the round-robin is still
going strong. with five participants.
participants are:
One of them. Mary (Pete)
Winnie Stevens Freeman, of
Franklin Gehrig, was at our
Hinsdale, IL; she has three children,
70th reunion in '12, and your
SIX grandchildren and three greatcorrespondent neglected to include
grands. and she vacations m northern
her! I apologize. She was there with
Ml each July.
her daughter, Suzanne Gehrig Kranz
Lois Weyand Edwards has two
'68, and her granddaughter, Kate
children and three grandchildren.
Kranz '03. Pete has lived m the
She lives in a retirement community
Cypress, a retirement community
FL in the winter months and visits
in
at Hilton Head, SC, since '93. She
with old fnends in Birmingham, Ml, in
1s very happy there, and why not?
the summer.
She is well cared for, with one meal
Cynthia Schofield Cleary,
provided every day and transportation
known to us as Scho, rounds out
to all her medical appointments.
the round-robin letter writers.
(As we grow older, our lives seem to
consist of one medical appointment Your correspondent 1s charmed by
after another!) She keeps busy with
the convenience of Facebook and
exercise programs there and credits instant messaging, but wonders 1f
them for keeping her in as good
her grandchildren's dear fnends will
condition as she is. She still dnves
remain in ongoing correspondence 70
but only in her 1mmed1ate area.
years from now.
Daughter Suzanne, recently divorced.
I am sorry to report the death of
has moved from PA to Fl, but visits
Olive (Bunte) Mauthe Stone, of
her mother m Hilton Head as often
Struthers, OH, last Christmas Day.
as she can.
After graduating from CC. Bunte went
Lydia Phippen Ogilby 1s another
to Kathenne Gibbs School in Boston
of the round-robin parllc1pants. She
She was married to her husband,
lives alone, except for her standard
John, for 70 years, and they had three
poodle, Daria, as she has done
daughters, Barbara, Deborah Slone
since her husband died m '50, m
Mager '70 and Martha, as well as SIX
a house built m 1791 m Belmont,
grandchildren and four great-grands.
MA, five miles from Boston. One of
The Class sends sympathy to John
her hobbies 1s preservation, and
and Olive's extended family.
by that she means preserving the
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Correspondent Class Notes Edrtor. CC,
Magazrne, 210 Mohegan Ave.,
New London, CT 06320,
ccmag@connco/1 edu

1944 N-1Jitlit!WMH

Correspondent Jane Brtdgwater
Hewes, Sprrng uke Village. 5555
Montgomery Dr. #53, Santa Rosa, CA
95409, wlhewes1r@aol.com

1945

Correspondent· Ann Leuevre Hermann.
6809 Turban Ccurt, Fl Myers, FL
33908, annlhermann26@gmarlcom

Greetings, classmates. At holiday
time, I heard from several of you
Barbara Avery Jubell is happy
about her move to a senior facility
in Vernon Hills, I� near her daughter
and family. Betsy Dale Welles is
also happy to be near her two sons
in Santa Cruz, CA Anne McCarthy
Garrison and husband Earl must
be doing okay m Lower Gl\ynedd,
PA; their address hasn't changed,
and I still receive their Chnstmas
messages Elizabeth (Trim) Trimble
Crosman developed a nasty illness
while in ME last summer. As I recall.
a daughter and Tnm scrambled to
Boston for treatment and eventually
got home to C.A, where she recovered
completely.
Marcia Jo Faust McNees
appreciates all the traveling and
celebrating she does with her
wonderful family. Last Oct., they
attended Fall Weekend and dined in a
new waterfront restaurant overlooking
the Thames River. Ruth Veevers
Mathieu joined them for the special
dinner. In May, Jo's youngest mece,
Kacie Quick •13, graduated from
CC. Jo shared an amazing story: Her
paternal grandfather, who died in
1930 in Schenectady, had owned a
beautiful wool cape. Apparently a
diligent worker in a thnft shop in
western MA found the cape with other
obv,ously "old family estate items"
and took the time to search the
Internet and contact two historical
societies Somehow, she found a
rightful Faust family member m
2011 his grandson in lX! When
Jo's niece Katnna graduates from
medical school. she will receive the
cape, which belonged to her greatgrandfather, the first of 12 doctors m
the Faust family.
It was good to hear from Lois
(Toni) Fenton Tuttle. Tom shared
that Joanne Viall Davis died in
Dec. after having been in failing
health for some time. As for Tom,
she has SIX great-grandchildren and

a granddaughter, who lives m NH,
where she has launched a career m
natural medicine and acupuncture.
Mariechen Wilder Smith's
longtime companion, Kirk. passed
away last fall. This has meant many
changes, but she 1s getting back
involved m life at Carolina Meadows,
including taking golf lessons, despite
a bout with bursitis. ·1 even try to
keep a free day for myself each
week . .. I have enJoyed making a
pomt of entertaining more often.·
Manechen also attends Citizens
College m Pittsboro, about 20 miles
away. The community and the county
staff have created a seven-lecture
series about getting to know your
county and how 1t works. Manechen
still drives at night, but her longdistance traveling days are over:
"Email and phone calls fill that
void!" She phoned Marjorie (Marje)
Lawrence Weidig on Ma�e·s
birthday. Marje still lives m her home
m Orteans on the Cape.
Mary Watkins Wolpert brightened
my Irle with a long, chatty email!
Sadly, she reported Shirley Jamar's
death a few months ago. Shirley was
with us m Vinal Cottage freshman
year; Mary and Shirl had remained
good fnends ever since. "The last
I saw Shirl was when she v,s1ted
us m Tucson maybe 15 years ago. I
also saw another Vinal Cottage gal,
Elizabeth (Betsy) Payne Shannon,
in the summer of '11. We lunched
near the Denver Art Museum, where
Betsy has volunteered for many
years.· Mary also sent me a photo
taken during freshman year of our
Vinal Cottage classmates. Together
we identified all 16 and recalled
roommates! ·we gave up our
Tucson apartment last spnng and
have enjoyed our first winter m CO,
especially seeing more of our Boulder
son and his family"
Joyce Stoddard Aronson sent
greetings and good health wishes and
love to all. She expressed sadness
over some recent news notes. After
chamng her community library
committee for many years, Joyce
has passed the torch, but she 1s still
busy and feels blessed. Joyce reads
a lot and wntes that she even looks
foiward to reading our Class news
column when CC Magazine arrives ...
so do send your news!
Suzanne (Suki) Porter Wilkins
and husband are both m good health
and have busy lives. They don't
travel much, Just a few three-hour
tnps to Boston and the Cape m the
summer. They look foiward to golf
season. Suki does yoga three limes
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a week and takes a college class
on the Middle East. They have three
great-grandchildren but not close
enough to see very often. Luckily,
daughter Wendy 1s in the next town;
she IS "helping Wilk wnte up his hie."
Suki reared from docent work last
year but still attends meetings and
events at the Clark Museum across
the street "Good luck to you and our
classmates."
Patricia Feldman Whitestone
and Dorsey moved about seven miles
from their condo on the CT shoreline
to a life-care retirement community in
North Branford. At wntlng. they were
"stlll getting settled." Pat continues
to read a lot and works on the Study
Group Committee of the Yale U.
Women's Organization.
Lucile Lebowich Darcy wrote
me just after I sent in the last
column; she had lost track of
contact information for a couple of
classmates and asked if I could I
help. YfS' I have a current lrst of our
classmates and sent the addresses
and phone numbers she needed. Ifyou need updated information, Just
ask! I am happy to help reactivate
contacts with as many of you as
possible
Now, 1t would be nice 11 Lucile
shared what she has learned from
contacting her "beloved fnends."
Lucile, can we expect to hear more
from you?
Closing with a good-natured report
from Mary Watkins Wolpert: "Things
are pretty quiet here now that
we've made ii through tax time.and
I'm recovenng from getting my
first speeding ticket in 40 years!!!
The cost of living has really gone
up-$152 for this one. It's slow and
easy for me from now on!" Thank you,
Mary, for giving us all a good chuckle!

1946

Correspondent Janel Kennedy
Murdock, 801 Yale Ave., Apt. 819,
Swarthmore, PA 19081,
1anetmuidock@comcast.net

Reading the latest CC Magazine,
I'm impressed at how the College
keeps up its momentum; I think we
do, too. It appears that the game
of choice is bndge, book clubs are
ve,v popular and '46ers are trying
new things
Marie (Ann) Bloomer Patterson
gave up photography and 1s now
studying and working with clay.
Shirley (Chips) Wilson Keller
prepares food for community meals,
takes courses through the U. of
Binghamton and has Joined a class
called Alive Drums. She does strenuous

www.conncoll.edu/alumni
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drumming with sbcks on a huge
ball set on a bucket. The class has
to switch techniques whenever the
teacher changes the music. "It's good
exercise and fun, and we laugh a lol•
Mary (Tawie) Eastburn Biggin
lives at Pennswood, a Quaker-run
community She has cut back
her volunteer work from seven
committees to three, mostly ones
dealing in financial matters.
Evelyn Black Weibel has taken
two long tnps to family weddings
since our 65th Reunion. A book
clubber, for light reading she
recommends the Women's Murder
Club senes.
Eleanor Tobias Gardner, now
livmg in a retirement community m
State College, PA, told me that after
graduation, a master's from Penn
State and a teaching Job at a fnends'
school in Philadelphia, she returned
to Penn State to work for the CIA (it
was then a ne\'I organization grOW1ng
out of the wartime OSS) When Toby's
boys were older, she had a shop there
with designer fabncs and fine wools.
She always recommends a book; this
lime 1I 1s "Thomas Jefferson The Art
of Power," by Jon Meacham.
Lygia De Freitas Charlton,
in CA, has recovered from homfic
pneumonia, and she recommends
any books by Len Deighton for good
spy stones.
I have two books to suggest,
"C1t1zens of London, The Americans
Who Stood with Bntain in Its Darkest,
Finest Hour,' by Lynne Olson and, for
well-wntten lighter reading, 'Mrs.

www.conncoll.edu/alumni

Queen Takes the Train," by William
partner and CEO of ProV1dence Equity
Kuhn.
Partners. "He has been interVlewed
We send our sympathy to Jean
by Charlie Rose and has traveled all
Mount Bussard and Suzanne White over the world. He has offices in Ne\'/
Frank, whose husbands, Willis
Delhi, Hong Kong, NY. ProVldence,
Bussard and Arman Fran� died last London. and who knows where else.
winter.
He has signed the GMng Pledge
!created by 8111 and Melinda Gates
Please send me word about
yourselves, a comment on the world and Warren Buffett!. It was in all
the papers, CNN Money and the
or a book tltle, and 1f you come to
Philadelphia to visit the new Barnes Wall Street Journal. He had already
underwntten a gorgeous ne\'I fitness
Museum, let me know and I'll meet
center at Brown, which was dedicated
you there for tea.
last year, and I could go and on.·
Jane's other son lives in Newton, MA,
and works for £MC. Jane's daughter
Caresponden/: C/a$$ Notes Ed,tor, CC:
Just retired as a speech and language
Magazme, 210 Mohegan A11e., New
London, CT £n'O, ccmag@conllalll edu pathologist "All have graduate
Jane Sapinsley Nelson was the degrees, MBA, Ph.D., M Sc., etc. I am
so lucky!!'
class baby, born Dec. 7, 1926, and
entered CC at 16, two years after
Pearl Harbor was struck. She attended
CC three full years, got engaged and Carespondent, Ginny Giesen Rlchardsoo,
mamed at the end of Junior year, and 5555 Montgomety Dnve, Santa Rosa, CA
954Q9, �ny2@comcast.net
followed her husband when he was
stationed first at fort Sam Houston
in San Antonio. lX, and then at fort
1--WC• ilWMti
Sill, in Lawton, OK, where the nearest
Correspondents: Mabel Brennan Rsher,
college was in Oklahoma City or
6602 Sulky Lane, N Bethesda, MD
Dallas-fl Worth, both of which were 20852, wotted@aol.com; Maqorie
too far away for commuting. "As my Stutz Turner, 6696 Club House Lane,
husband was already a dentist and
Apt 104, Warrenton, VA 20187,
a captain, we had all the pnvlleges
ectmstOl@comcast.net
of the officers' clubs, and I met lots
Carol Young Pomeroy and
of interesting people, and probably
husband moved to a smaller house
got more out of that than another
in Portsmouth, VA. Both daughters
year of college, any,vay.• Jane has
are attorneys, and one son works
lots of young friends, and since she in CO, MT and WY as an energy
1s connected to Brown U., attends all expert. Another son 1s a musician in
kinds of functions and lectures. Son NaslMlle and head of the Amencan
Jonathan M Nelson is the founding
fe:lerabon of Musicians union. The
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Pomeroys attended a fam1� wedding
in Washington, MA, and saw a Red Sox
game. They met Pat Folts Dooley for
lunch; she 1s doing well and looks great
Emily Lee Garrison went to
northern Italy to paml In early fall
she will have an exhibit in VT with
two other artists. She mentioned Mr.
MayheYI; remember his art history
course? Lee has produced a film
titled "Scattergood Moore: Artist and
Teacher.·
Anne Glazier has a busy life in
in Enfield, CT. Last Oct., a snowstorm
knocked out power for eight days
Anne left on the third day to stay
with a fnend. She plays cards at
the senior center and belongs to a
singing group. They give concerts at
Chnstmas and in the summer and
entertain at nursing homes. Anne
visited with Estelle Markovits
Schwartz at Barbara Norton
Fleming's funeral.
Estelle Parsons lives in NYC
and 1s in the play 'Nice Work If You
Can Get IL· When I mentioned how
gracious she 1s to her CC classmates
who come to her shows, Estelle
said, "I'm glad they come.' Her two
daughters are well. One 1s an actress;
the other teaches yoga and edits
magazines.
Miriam (Mimi) Berberian is
still in her Worcester, MA, home. She
keeps an office at Clark U., where she
does the technical editing for a book
on how human activities affect the
environment. She also volunteers for
the lnternalional Center of Worcester.
She Visited Russia and stayed with

Alexandra Israel 'JO, Johanna Gregory '10, Jessica Bombasaro-Brady '11, Skye Ross 'JO, Stephanie Banim 'JO and Melissa Lindsay '10 got together
for a Ne\'/ Year's celebrallon.
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a Russian family, experiencing their
stupendous hospitality.
Dorset Townley has lived in
Houston since 1978 and is still in
her home (with four cats and a dog!).
She enJoys the cultural act1v11ies of
the city as well as V1S1ts with children
and grandchildren.
Selma Weiner has lived in NYC
since 1956. She still works part lime
as a travel agent and takes courses
at NYU, and she loves being close to
plays, lectures and musical events.
Helen (H.J.) Wettach's aclMt1es
are limited by the effects of a
2004 stroke and congestive heart
failure. She sees Catharine (Kitty
Lou) Wilder Pope, who also lives
in Chapel Hill. and she maintains
contact with Carolyn Beattie
Garbutt, Jean Sherman Muste,
Mary (Mimi) Haskell McDowell,
Gale Craigie Chidlaw and Joyce
Silhavy Harper.
Elizabeth Anderson Culbert
and family have lived all over with
her foreign SerV1ce husband, finally
settling in Maple Valley, WA, south
of Seattle. Betty enioys hiking and 1s
involved in church activities and the
League of Women Voters.
Margaret Ashton Biggs and
husband Charlie live in the house
they built for their retirement in
Berkeley Spnngs, WI, where they are
involved in environmental issues and
'Pooh" 1s a master gardener.
Barbara Ayers Herbst is sbll in
her home in Summit, NJ, where she
enioys the garden club and church
actiV1ties.
NYC enthusiast Edith Barnes
Bernard claims 11 1s a great place to
live when you're old, because it's so
easy to get around. Edie volunteers at
the Metropolitan Museum and goes to
the gym. She and Jane Smith Moody,
Vicky Simes Poole, Joan (Johnnie)
Jossen Biven, Esther (Andy) Coyne
Flanagan and Jean Webber Clark
get together occasionally.
In Alexandna, VA, active Frances
Brigham Johnson and husband are
think tank consultants and sponsors,
working with organizations such as
Hentage foundation, Cato Institute
and Brookings Institute.
Marjorie Byck Levy lives in
an over-55 active community in
ShfeYISbury, NJ. She volunteers with
the League of Women Voters, plays
bndge, and does aerobics and tai chi.
Elizabeth Costa Formica taught
math for many years at several
campuses of Suffolk County (Lil
Community College, retmng in '03.
Now she and her husband �nJoy a
"happy, contented retirement" in a

class ote
house on the water in Matt1tuck, NY,
on the eastern tip of Long Island
They enJoy boatmg, fishing, gardening
and woodworking.
Esther Coyne Flanagan, still in
her home in Norwich, NY, 1s mostly
homebound with her husband, 93,
who has limited mobility They enJoy
visits with their seven sons and
families, all of whom lrve nearby.
Suzanne Brenner Geller still
lives in the home she moved to in
1975 in La Jolla, (',A Her daughter
and family, including dogs, live with
her Suzanne paints, goes to the gym,
travels, takes courses at UC San
Diego and enJoys the theater. She
loves her animals and is active in
animal organizations
Anne Cobey Spencer lives in a
condo in San Rafael, (',A Always a
lover of the outdoors, she continues
to walk and to count birds, but has
curtailed senous hiking and her
environmental volunteer work. She
comes east each summer to visrt
children and grandchildren in Boston.
Gloria Barnett Levin keeps an
apartment in FL Her next tnp 1s to
Italy, accompanied by her mece.
Glona travels to Cleveland to see
family and also to (',A She enJoys her
many fnends in Atlanlic Beach
Mary Benton Gemmell and
husband moved to a retirement
community three years ago and
are very happy. Both have health
problems, which keep them from
being very active. Their greatest JOY 1s
their four children, SIX grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren.
Marion Bernstein Walldorf
1s doing well. Her daughter and
grandchild visited recently. One son
lives nearby, the other across the
country Manon keeps in touch with
Barbara Himmel! Springer.
Elizabeth Brainard Sandwick's
daughter, V1ctona Sandwick Schmitt
'73, and two granddaughters,
Stephanie Bnggs '06 and Eleanor
Langley Schmitt '12, are all CC
alumnae. Elizabeth presented one
granddaughter her diploma. Another
granddaughter teaches Native
Amencan children in Albuquerque.
Elizabeth volunteers at the Akron
Art Museum; helped found Progress
Through Preservation, focusing
on preservation of h1stonc and/
or noteworthy buildings; and 1s a
member of the Akron Arts Alliance.
She 1s in touch with Mary Stecher
Douthit and Sarah Blaisdell Dorn.
Despite a vision problem, Janice
Braley Maynard is able to live alone
and care for herself and even does
crossword puzzles Two daughters

live nearby Another daughter lives in
FL Jamee gets together with Norma
Gabianelli Le Febvre yearly.
Sarah Blaisdell Dorn and
husband are still in their house, and
a son lives in the same town. Sarah
knits and enJoys gardening.
Retired teacher Elizabeth (Betsy)
Bragg Crane has been in (',A for four
years, where she has family. She also
has children in Denver and Phoenix.
One daughter 1s a retired teacher,
as is a grandson. Betsy currently
teaches in the ESOL program. She
keeps in touch with Helen (HJ.)
Wettach and Catharine (Kitty Lou)
Wilder Pope.
Lois Braun Kennedy spent
Thanksgiving with a son in Denver
and Chnstmas with another son and
his family in London. Lois 1s in her
third year as a trustee of the New
York Crty Police Museum, which
·is amazing and does some great
children's programs· Lois keeps in
touch with Carol Young Pomeroy
and Gale Craigie Chidlaw.
Mabel Brennan Fisher and
husband no longer travel, but a year
ago they took a four-day cruise to
Bermuda, leaving from Balli more.
Mabel 1s sllll active in her garden
club and church.
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Correspondents. Alice Hess Crowell,
3500 West Chester Pike, Apt 821 /,
Newtown Square, PA 19013,
hr dubdee@yahoo.com; Man/yn
Packard Ham, 800 Southerly Road,
Apt. 1511, Towson, MD21286-8403,
wether345@yahoo.com

Artemis Blessis Ramaker
attended the 2012 Sykes Society
wncheon with Marilyn Crane
Williams and saw Gerry Foote
Dolliver, Joan Pine Davis and
Diane Roberts Gibson. Artemis
weathered the big storms in RI well.
She never lost power, so she took
in other members of the family.
They had trouble opening the doors
because of the dnfting snow.
James Gleick. son of late
classmate Beth You man Gleick,
1s now a successful science wnter.
His most famous book. "Chaos: has
been printed in many languages
(See wwwaround.com.)·chaos·
acknowledgements include,·rm also
indebted to my parents. Beth and
David Gle1ck. who not only brought
me up nght but edited this book·
Ginny Amburn has been a patient
at Bayview in Waterford. CT. for some
years. Has anyone kept in touch
with her7
Elaine Tille Lowengard and your

correspondent, Packie, are amazed
that many of our children are now
senior citizens-two for her and
three for me. Elaine continues to
vacation on Nantucket Island each
summer For many years, she and
her husband owned a large house
there, but she sold 11 after his death
10 years ago. She now lrves in West
Hartford, CT, in the same house
in which her parents lived before
she was born! Elaine sometimes
gets together with Jean McClure
Blanning, who also lives in West
Hartford. Jean's granddaughter,
Allison Hamilton Blanmng '16,
attends CC; her parents went to Fall
Weekend and were very pleased with
her choice.
Jan Doherty McCarthy continues
to be happy with her renovated barn
home on the Hyannis, MA, coast. She
keeps busy with the activlt1es of her
SIX grandchildren, who live in town.
Jan plans to return to Naples, FL
this winter, where she plays golf and
bndge. She has learned to use an
1Pad. Husband Bill lives in a nursing
home; unfortunately, he does not
have much "quality of Ille.·
Our class president, Marie (Mimi)
Woodbridge Thompson, did not
make 1I to the Sykes Society Luncheon
because of a broken arm. She did
make the Fall Weekend and will soon
send a class letter M1m1 keeps a
busy schedule with a yearly trip to
HI, summer stays at a NH cabin and
Leaming in Retirement courses at St.
Regis U., which 1s near her home in
Wayland, MA. Cynthia Hill Williams
1s in one of her classes.
Rhoda Freed Mann and Paul
have found an ideal retirement home
in Auburndale, MA, situated on the
campus of LaSalle College. Rhoda
sees Adrienne Najarian Rabkin
and Jeanne Wolf Yozell.
Joan Thompson Baker and
husband moved to Middlebury, VT,
some years ago. Now that she is
widowed, Joan has relocated to a
retirement community of about 120
people, where she can still enJoy
Middlebury College act1v1ties and
small-town hie.
The Marilyn Packard Ham family
suffered the loss of Manlyn's son
Gordon, 57, in Sept. He was buned
in Arlington Nallonal (',emetery, as he
had seived 20 years in the Navy
Sue Little Adamson who has
been in l'.A since 1954, occasionally
sees Gabby Noswothy Morris
Sue keeps busy with plays and
church. She has SIX grandsons She
sees Nancy Budde Spooner when
Nancy comes from Essex, CT, for two

months in the winter to visit her two earty Dec. After Chnstmas in
Williamsburg, VA, with daughter
daughters.
Janet Surgenor Hill is emptying I.Isa and her family, Mona and Doug
her West Hartford house and putting embarked again, cruising for four
it on the market. She plans to live
weeks from Singapore to Thailand,
with her daughter in Portsmouth,
Cambodia, Vietnam, South Korea,
NH. The Class sends condolences, as China and Japan. "From Singapore
Janet has Just lost her younger sister. to Nagasaki, we followed degrees of
Mered1th Byrne '13, our
recovery from colonialism, civil war
scholarship recipient, graduated in
and intrusion, always finding that
May An mtemat1onal relations maJor there are no 'exotic' (i.e., fore1g,v
who hopes to pursue a master's
strange) people, Just folks who live
degree in mtemallonal development, in different countries m different
Meredith has done outstanding
circumstances-an amazing
fieldwork, including a grassroots
expenence."
community garden proJect in a low
Pat Roth Squire and David
income area of Staten Island. She
attended the dedication of the new
later interned with a government
Science (',enter at New London Hall
organization that aids refugee youth last fall. They were pleased to see
in their educational endeavors in
how well the new blended with the
Cameroon.
old In Feb., when she wrote, Pat
and David had 1ust returned from
a wonderful trip to Panama and
a cruise through the canal on a
Correspondents, Barbara Wiegand
P,/lole, 3200 N. Le,sure World Blvd., Apt. small ship, with Just 77 passengers
from all over the world. They saw
511, Silver Spong, MD20906,
rp,ltole@aol.com; Justrne Shepherd
the construction of the new canal,
Freud, 1585 Bayhi/1 Dnve, Johns Creek.
ongoing 24/7, which 1s scheduled lo
GA 3fXJ91, freud1ansl1pJ@comcast.net
finish in 2015. The tnp wrapped up
It's been a while, but we were glad with a stop in Costa Rica and visits to
to hear from so many of you.
a coffee plantation and an amazing
Class president Mona Gustafson wildlife refuge.
Affinito sent greetings in Jan.,
Marge Erickson Albertson and
wnling of a fabulous two-week
Murray spent their Chnstmas holidays
cruise to Australia and New Zealand, on a Caribbean cruise with their
which she enJoyed with son Doug in
daughter and her family. One of their
granddaughters is now a freshman
at Notre Dame, where she serves as a
Traveling somewhere
volunteer for the football team!
special' Doing something
Jane Swett Lonsdale and Adrian
especially cool for your
Job or with your family'
wintered in North Forl Myers, FL

1951

Snap a picture and use
tt wheremyc,1111els.1t
on Twitter. Facebook and
lnstagram to share your
Journey with the Camel
community'

Mona Gustafson Affimto '51 and son Doug enJoyed a cruise from Singapore to
Nagasaki in February 2013.
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and still manage to play tenmst
Adnan, already the author of two
nonficllon books, has written a
new book, "Scotch and Water,·
a fictionalized account of his
grandfather's e,qilo1ts as the skipper
of a Coast Guard vessel chasing ·rum
runners· in the Pacific Northwest It
1s available online and has a fNe-star
rating from Barnes and Noble.
Nancy Bohman Rance wrote
from Highland Beach, FL. where
she moved several years ago to be
near her daughter. Her condo looks
out at dockside on the fascmating
lntracoastal Wateiway. When not
enjoying the beach, Nancy keeps busy
with her piano, her family and many
local concerts.
Jus Shepherd Freud recently
noted in the advice column of her
local newspaper that when a woman
inquired about help with her husband
who had become interested in male
compamonsh1p, the columnist
recommended that she seek guidance
from the website wwwstra1ghtspouse.
org-Amity Pierce Buxton's
company, now operating worldwide to
glVe advice in such s1tuallons. Jus and
Don are doing fine, but feel ii might be
time to think about an ass1sted-livmg
facility in the Atlanta area
Al press time, Sally Buck
Thompson wrote that she hadn't
gone to fl this winter because the
day before she was scheduled to
leave for Siesta Key, her car was

www.conncoll.edu/alumni

hit by a drunk dnver, totaling her
car and catching his on fire. She
was hospitalized with a fractured
nght ankle. Hopefully, by now, her
ankle, muscles and nerves will have
recovered. And Pam Farnsworth
French called to say that although
she 1s now housebound, she wants
to be remembered to all. Roldah
Northup Cameron sends greetings
from Basking Ridge, NJ, where she
sees Helen Pavlovich Twomey
occasionally in the d1mng hall.
Ginny Eason Weinmann was
recovenng from shingles when
she wrote, but the Super Bowl,
followed by Mardi Gras, helped to
divert attenllon from the pain. She
heartily recommends a visit to the
new Nallonal World War II Museum,
recently opened in New Orleans.
Jeanne Tucker Zenker has
moved to a smaller home in
Momstown, NJ. Her three children
and 10 grandchildren are among her
many blessings. Phyllis Hoffman
Driscoll, m Hilton Head, 1s still
playing golf (14 holes, her choice)
and walking two and a half miles
daily. She hears from Ellie Tuttle
Wade, who 1s active in the Vero
Beach Amencan Association of
Umvers1ty Women, and Chloe Bissell
Jones, still enJoying her garden in
Fife Lake, Ml.
Harriet Bassett MacGregor
welcomed a great-grandson in Jan.,
in the midst of all the snow they had

in ME this winter. Bob and I stayed
home this winter, and fortunately the
really cold weather and snow passed
us by. We thought often of our NJ and
New England classmates who weren't
so fortunate.
And on a sad note: The Class
extends deepest sympathy to the
family of Rennie Aschaffenburg
Christensen, who died last Nov.,
especially to her sister, Edie
Aschaffenburg Wilhelm '48, and her
daughter, Linda Chnstensen Wnght
'87 Our sympathy also to the family
of Pat Krug1er Jackson, who died
in Feb., to Jo Willard Nesteruk,
whose husband, John, died last Dec.;
and to Judy Adaskin Barry, whose
husband, Nate, died on Valentine's
Day. In wnting to tell us of Nate's
death, Judy says she will stay in
Dartmouth, NH, enJoymg her children
and keeping busy.
Stay in touch.
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Correspondent. Janet 8. Keflock. I5
Library St., Mystic, CT 06355,
Jbkellock@alt.net

Cordy Ettl Clement went to
Cuba in Jan. for eight days with
Road Scholars (formerly Elderhostel).
They have perm1ss1on from the U.S.
government to run educational
tnps there. Cordie's tnp was called
"People to People • Her group met
with students, artists, wnters, senior
c11izens and a vocal group. She said

the Cubans they met were very poor
but very fnendly and welcoming
to Americans She recommends a
tnp there, saying that the country
1s lovely.
I am very sorry that President
Higdon 1s rellnng. The campus has
never looked better, and he 1s well
liked by students and faculty. I'm sure
we all send best wishes to him in his
next endeavor.
Monique Maisonpierre Wood
had been an addicted tennis player;
three rotator cuff surgeries put an
end to that, so she took up biking.
She and Davtd live in ·a biker's
heaven area" in Lincoln, r.A, near
Sacramento and lake Tahoe. They bike
about 120 miles a week with a fun
bike group in their active retirement
community "Had always thought that
a bike and barge tnp would be fun
when I got old-we're old.· So last
Sept.. Monique, Davtd and 14 friends
from the bike group arranged a bike
tnp from Balzano to Venice. They
were on their own the first four days,
with maps and hotel reservallons.
"The most exciting part was Lake
Garda, where we would have liked to
stay, but we had to reach the barge,
our hotel for the next eight days."
The barge was brand new and very
comfortable, with amazing food. ·we
did worll it off, on our bikes at 8:30
to return by 6. It was a very un-tourist
tnp until Venice. We went far from
the barge up and down hillsides,

happy we were in good shape Met
wonderful people in Trento, Ch1zzola,
Pesch1era del Garda. On our way
to Italy, we stopped in lunch and
Innsbruck, where we did some great
hiking. This was a fabulous tnpl"
While many of us traveled to exotic
places in 2012, the big event of the
year for Pat Wardley Hamilton
was Humcane Sandy in late Oct
·we knew 11 was coming, of course,
but there wasn't much we could
do except stock up on battenes,
flashlights and water, all of which
proved to be very useful. The mght 1I
hit Grand View there was a full moon,
with high tide e,qiected at 11 p.m.
As we waited, hoping for the best,
the wind blew directly at us from the
east at about 70 knots, and really
enormous waves from the Hudson
River rolled into the yard. While we
held our breath, the nver came to
within four feet of the kitchen door ...
and then began to recede. No water
came inside, no trees fell on the
house; we were tru� fortunate. When
daylight came, we discovered we
had a backyard full of debns-big
pilings and pieces of lumber from
docks that had been destroyed,
a couple of telephone poles. Our
seawall had been reduced to rubble,
but this was nothing compared to
the damage many of our neighbors
suffered. Glass windows smashed,
bottom floors totally flooded and all
furnishings ruined We were without

Taylor Neff '03 and Daniel Eberle '03 were mamed 8/4/12 in Phippsburg. ME. Class of 2003 Camels in attendance, from left. Evan Olmstead, Liza Eleoff, Sara Kelly, Sarah Besky, the groom and bride,
Kate Grandbois, Mary Rafter, Elem Kotsoms, Whit Richardson '02, Sean Hagan, Coley Ward Back row Zvee Geffen, Henry Kesner, Stefan Apse, Jeff Mandel '04, Chris Percy '04, and Anme Tselik1s '04.
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power for fTVe days, but that was no
big deal since we are used to livmg
on the boat and made out fine with
a kerosene lamp and cookmg on the
gnll outside. Many people in nearby
Nyack were without power for two
weeks. So our 120-year-old house
and its aging occupants held up OK.
And so did our boat. which weathered
the storm m the boatyard when many
others did not·
Jean Hewitt Thomas has finally
jOmed the unemployed She retired
(at age 82) from helping to run the
fertility clime at New Yorll Hospital
She will now live full time m her
Danen home, near daughter Heather
and three grandchildren. Knowing
Jean, I am sure she will shortly be
very involved m something.
Barb Ackroyd Elder has moved to
a retirement community m Medford,
OR, to be closer to son Win. Son Wyatt
lives m Holland near Rotterdam,
working for Cargill. Barb and Win
V1s1ted him last spnng. She lives a
quiet life, playmg some bndge and
taking a course at the local college.
She has been slowed down by two
knee replacements and now walks
with a cane but does get around and
still dnves during the day.
Rosemary (Posiel Dunne Kelly's
husband sent an email: ·1 am sorry
to tell you and your CC readers that
my wife, Rosemary Dunne Kelly,
passed away late last Sept Ten
weeks earlier she wasn't feeling

well and, going to the doctor, we
were surpnsed to learn that she had
cancer. Mayo Clime did their best
but to no avail. Hospice was very
helpful m her final weeks. Posie 1s
survived by three children, three
stepchildren, mne grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren, which
makes quite a gang. We had been
mamed for 35 years. She was, as one
of the grandchildren remarked, 'the
glue that held the family together'
and will be greatly missed." We send
our condolences to 8111 Kelly and
Pos1e's family
Because I am very deaf, contact
me at jbkellock@attnet 11 you
have any news for our next issue.
Please do1

1953

Correspondent L¥<J1a R,chards Boyer,
4031 Kennett Pike 1142, W1lmmgton,
DE 19807, l'fd1aboyer@aot.com

1954 HEltllltlaMIII

Correspondent, Lo,s Kea/Ing Learned,
132 Pomperaug Woods, Southbury, CT
06844, tSarned@oplonlme.net

1955

Coffespondent, Joan Barlwn Antell, 12
Greenwood lane, Westport, CT 0688V,
1antell@optonlme.net

Joan Walsh Asker has been
involved m Cerdallo Pro1ect. a
m1ss1onary program, for fTVe

years. She spent five weeks m the
Dominican Republic, in a small village
with no electnc1ty and no running
water. The project focuses on helping
people learn to cook and conduct
business matters, and to improve
their livmg conditions. Bible study 1s
also offered. The projecl has installed
four pumps in the village to provide
clean water for area inhabitants.
Henny Jackson Schoeller has
been busy shoveling snow. She 1s
involved with renovating the interior
of her church and assisting the new
minister m attracting the ·nones·
(people who don't identify with any
religion). Lucky to be m good health,
Henny attended a women's retreat.
"Finding Inner Peace."
Jane Doman Smith and husband
Wee went off to FL m March to
"freeload" with their son for a couple
of weeks and watch baseball games.
Wee loves the warm weather, and
Jane opts for the WC at the ballpark.
Joan Flaherty Johanson has
been ·a very lazy noncontnbutor
to the Class Notes dunng these
past 58 years " She has enjoyed
an interesting life with Bob (now
a retired USCG aV1ator), including
seven sons, 24 grandchildren and
two greats. In her 40s, Joan earned
an MSi-1 from the U. of Houston and
worked m a vanety of settings. She
flew "by very small plane" over the
villages that nng the coast of Kodiak
to prOV1de services up close and

personal. At the Super Bowl m New
Orleans with her family m filb., she
wntes that the important question
1s not who won but "Where Were
You When the Lights Went Out?"
According to Joan, 11 she ever were
to write her autobiography, 11 would
be bUed "Bathrooms I Have Surveyed
Throughout the Country and Around
the World." "It was 1romcally fitting
that the 34-mmute blackout found me
stranded alone m a pitch-black Super
Dome ladies room!" Finally returning
to her seat her greatest humiliation
was that no one had even realized
she was missing.
Frances Steane Baldwin
reports that daughter Susan Baldwin
Kietzman '82 has published a novel,
"The Good Life," and is working on
her second, scheduled to come out
next Feb. Frannie went to Las Vegas,
·a fun place to VISrt ... so much to
do." She also enjoyed her V1s1t to
nearby Hoover Dam, about an hour
from Las Vegas. Last fall, Frannie took
a tram tnp across Canada to v1s1t the
national parks.
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Correspondents: Jan Ahlborn Roberts,
P.a &!x 221, East Orleans, MA 02643,
1ar.1rr@comcast.ne/; Betty Ann Smith
Tylaska, 138 North Stonmgton Road,
Myst,c, CT 06355-0203.
bettytylaska@yahoo.com

With warm weather coming, it's
lime to plot getting together with

other '56ers. Please let Betty Ann and
Jan hear about 111
"Hungary m World War II. Caught
m the Cauldron," Debby Gutman
Cornelius' book about 20th-century
European history from a central
European viewpoint, 1s at last being
translated mto Hunganan.
In Feb. '12, Jan Ahlborn Roberts
thought 11 would be fun to enter m
the local June flower show a 30" x
8" planter filled with pretty summer
flowers. Rules for this sort of thing
are stringent. and by May, sheer pamc
set m and she sought help from an
expert m floral design With regular
counsel, Jan won a first. plus a
Growers' Choice Award.
Faith Gulick lives m a 1712
house with a barn, which houses her
antiques business m Sandy Hoo� CT.
She became an unexpected observer
of the aftermath of the tragedy at the
Sandy Hook Elementary School. She
watched from her house as endless
Imes of slow-mOV1ng vehicles came
to express support for the town
and to do anonymously what they
could to bnng flowers, toys and.
many, many teddy bears and even
whole displays-as gifts of comfort
and support for the afflicted families
and the town. "An expenence like
no other.·
Angie Arcudi McKelvey "volunleers all over the place.· She recently
fulfilled a lifelong dream when she
V1s1ted many religious places m Israel.

Jonathan Musoke 'DO and Carta Laracuente Musoke were mamed la� spnng From left: Lauren Butler '00, Laura lsraellian Petras '00, Jeannine filrrer Zapata '00, Jennifer Deleon '99, Mana
Perez '01, Daniel Carrero '01, the bride and groom, Jason Allababid1 04, Andrew Musoke '04, Tito Molina '80, Jacques George '00, Adam Musoke '1 I. fillix Fofie '00, Enc Williamson '01, M1tzchka
Ortiz '99, Rodney Ortiz '99 and Michael VascoVllz '10.
CONNECT WITH YOUR CLASSMATES:
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years after a significant stroke. He
A safan to Tanzania was the
highlight of 2012 for me. Betty Ann recovered to relatively stable health,
Smith Tylaska. We saw the Big f'ive and we were able to en1oy that lime
and multitudes of other animals and together. Having all six children living
nearby has been a blessing. and
birds. Memones of the leopard that
they have been very attentive and
walked past us and of the lion that
supportive."
crawled under our vehicle and then
Elizabeth (Bettine) Horigan
dashed out to catch a zebra will stay
Montgomery and 8111, along with
with me forever.
Sally Read Dow and Bryden,
Betty Ann Tylaska's sortie to
Tanzania must be s1m1lar to unusual enJoyed our 55th Reunion.•Sally kept
Journeys by others of you - please everyone organized so they didn't
let us know what you've been doing, miss anything! Later that summer
in their Chatham, Cape Cod, home,
in travel, of course, but also your
volunteering. work (we seem never to Bettine and Bill had a mini-reunion,
be without that, either), and hobbies, Dolores Pagani Tutt and Bob, Kate
Crehan Bowman and Phil, and Sally
some of which must also tied with
and Bryden all came for a few days
work and volunteenng7
to talk and catch up. Bettine and
Bill are doing well, three of their six
children and families live close by in
Ccnespondent Elaine Diamond Berman,
VA
and MO; the others are in Boone,
72 Stanton Lane, Pawcatuck, CT 06379.
NC; Colorado Spnngs, CO; and Mill
elamedberman@comcasl.ne/
Valley, ('.A "These are all great places
At our 55th Reunion, Barbara
to visit, plus, of course, our real JOY 1s
Wasserstrom Alpert looked
seeing family."
great and spake enthus1as!lcally
Sarah (Sally) Hargrove
about her three children and eight
Harris and Chns are now great
grandchildren. She emailed with
more. "Joel 1s professor and chairman grandparents-an adorable baby
of ped1atncs emeritus and a dean boy was born last June to the
at the Boston U School of Medicine.· granddaughter of the late Linda
Robinson Harris Sally and Chns
The Alperts hal'll wintered in Palm
went trekking with a small group
Beach Gardens, Fl, for the past 10
of "younger, fitter folk" in Croatia
years, with summers in ME.
Condolences to Caroline (Caco) last spnng. Sally still volunteers
and designs publications. "And
Myers Baillon, whose husband,
I'm happily singing again, with a
John, died Dec. 27. ·we had been
mamed 54 years, so you can imagine regional world music chorus and with
a smaller group that specializes in
the void in my life. I was fortunate,
however, that he lived more than five hospice singing.·

1957

Helene Zimmer-Lowe has
enJoyed her first year of ·not working
full time (not retirement!)." They
moved to a Chicago apartment
overlooking Lake Michigan and
Belmont Harbor. Helen's son and
family live nearby, so they see
their two granddaughters often.
Helene worked as a consultant for
a third-party study abroad provider
and traveled the world. She still
does presentabons in the U.S , most
recently on the EU and using art
museums in language class. Helene
had fun sk11ng with Sue Krim Greene
in Jan. Mark's MS 1s progressing. but
he 1s still able to get around and do
some things for himself. "All in all,
life IS good . "
Life for Anne Hildreth Russell
is rolling along in Portland, ME. She
volunteer teaches ESI., sings, en1oys
eahng out, cross-country skis dunng
the endless winter, and 1s generally
adjusting to widowhood-"I hate
that term.· She enJoys reading.
being outdoors, and embracing
grandchildren, family in the Portland
area and being involved in her new
community.
Sarah Greene Burger attended
the CC holiday party in Washington,
DC. "No classmates, but lots of
young, enthusiastic recent graduates.
Great fun!"
Lynne Twinem Gorman and
friend John spent 10 days in England
during the winter. They rented a flat
and v1s1ted her oldest grandson,
who was in his first year at Villanova

Business School and took the second
half of the year in London to study
and do an internship. They also spent
three days in Bath V1s1ting some old
fnends. "Aside from the total absence
of the sun and unusually cold
weather, we had a great bme."
Susan Adam Myers' son,
Adam, and his wife, Karen, have
been grOW1ng their new business,
Our Pleasure 2 Help. They proVIde
nonmed1cal convenience services
to seniors and other busy people
throughout the Boston area. Most
requests are for transpartallon to
airports and medical appointments,
but they can fill a vanety of client
needs.
Sally Read Dow enJoys retirement
after 40-plus years of being a
children's libranan. but finds she 1s
busier than ever with mahJong. yoga,
community gardening, aerobics,
book club, bndge, Audubon board
and lots of travel. She took a tnp to
Yellowstone with the local Audubon
chapter, then VIStted children in CA,
and finally spent lime unwinding at
home in �mpscott, MA, near the
beach. She enJoys her recent rescue
dog adoption, a dachshund-shaped
southern coon dog "who takes me for
long runs along wooded trails.·
Sadly, Wendy Allen Wheeler
passed away at home in CT on Feb.
6. The Class sends deepest sympathy
to her husband of 53 years, Robert
B. Wheeler, and to her two sons,
two daughters, 10 grandchildren,
two sisters, brother and all of thetr

spouses. Wendy had a long career
as a psychotherapist, as well as
published "Path Through the fire," a
book that recounted her expenence
with breast cancer. Her strength
over her 19-year battle with cancer
was inspmng to all. Betty Weldon
Schneider and Sandy Weldon
Johnson V1s1ted Wendy after our 55th
Reunion, "The three of us laughed
over our escapades as students.
Wendy was a class acl She could
lead, empathize, inspire and entertain
us. Her life included family and a
career At the end, hospice and her
family helped Wendy help us all focus
on a celebration of her life. She will
be missed."
The Class sends condolences also
to the family of Bernelle (Bunny)
Curtis Millan of Simsbury, CT, who
died in Nov. She 1s suivrved by her
husband of 54 years, Raymond "Tito·
Millan, a daughter, two sons and five
grandchildren. Bunny was an artist,
docent, needlepointer, cook, gardener
and participant in many community
actMttes. She fought a brave two
year battle with leukemia

1958

Correspondent. Judrlh Ankarstran
Carson. P.O. Box 5028, Edwards, CO
81632, J(icafS()()@centurytel.net

Kathy Gregory Hearn and Bruce
have relocated to their old hometown
of Cincinnati. They are happy to be
surrounded by all three children and
families.
The Class extends sincere
sympathy to Sandy Sturman Harris
on the death of her husband, David.

1959 HU■itlWMt■

Correspondents Carolyn Keefe Oakes.
3333 Warrensville Center Road, Apt.
412. Shaker He,g/lts, OH 44122,
carolynoakes@att.net, Lynn Graves
M1tchell, lynnmrl@mac.com

Mansa Olsen '06 and Will Grosvenor '06, were married on 10/7/12 at Castle Hill Inn in Newport, RI Front row, Kathenne Brant '07, Emily Whipple
'06, Kathenne McCord '06, Rachel Humphreys '06, the bride, the groom, Joe Gnffin '07, Virginia Fuller '06, Kelsey Comstock '06, Ned Leutz '06. Back row,
David Grosvenor, Jordan Savage '07, Thomas Anderson '07, Patrick Jones '06, Makena Cahlll '06, Colin Whitney '07, Colin Pagnam '06, Graham Lincoln
'06, Brendan Ramp, '06, Peter Ll!'lltan '06, Kathenne Brodie '06, Nate Dooley-Hayes '06.
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Anne Earnshaw Roche and
husband Visited from New Zealand,
seeing Margy Brash Crisp and
husband in CA and taking a tnp on
the Napa Valley Wine Train. They took
a National Geographic trip on the
Columbia and Snake Rivers, following
in the footsteps of Lewis and Clark.
In Portland, OR, Anne had lunch
with Joella Wer1in. They completed
their tnp by celebrating Anne's 75th
birthday in Maui, spending time at
their beach with family and fnends.
Anne has been playing piano duets
with a fnend.
Judy Petrequin Rice and husband
traveled for three weeks in Australia
and New Zealand. Son Jim lives in
Cleveland with a daughter, 13, who

class otes
swims, and twrn boys, 12, who play
baseball and basketball. Daughter
Debbie lives m Scottsdale; her son
and daughter are mto swimming long
distances, like to Alcatraz and the
length of the Golden Gate Bndge! Son
Bailey lives m Chicago with two sons
who are into vanous sports Judy went
to KY for a family reunion They spend
winters in Scottsdale and summers m
Cleveland.
Ann Seidel Fletcher 1s busy
with eight children and their families
and their many actMbes. With fMl
children out of town, they VISlted Salt
Lake City, CT and NJ They had a big
family gathenng m TX when Ann's
son got mamed. They V1S1ted Palm
Desert and took a tnp to Italy, seeing
Venice, Rorence and Rome. They even
did a cooking class m Vinci, Ila� Ann
gardens, does yoga and volunteers
at the arboretum. Her husband 1s
working on his master gardening
cerlificate.
Gail Glidden Goodell has fMl
grandchildren, ages I to 11. She
spent time in Key West, at Lake
Winnipesauke m NH, and at a Glidden
family reunion m NH. She saw the Tall
Slups in Boston. For her 75th birthday,
Gail went to Turkey, where she sailed
along the Turquoise Coast of the
Mediterranean and had a hot-air
balloon nde.
Connie Snelling Mccreery and
family celebrated the holidays at Napa
Valley, r.A One daughter and family
traveled from Japan, and her other
daughter, Gigi, and family met them.

Connie 1s proud of Gigi, who won
an Emmy for wnting and producing
the Disney Channel's "The W1Zards
of Waverly Place.· Connie's oldest
grandson attends Wesleyan.
Marcia Fortin Sherman and John
have been taking mm1 courses, doing
choir rehearsals, building Habitat
houses, and attending P.£.0. funct1ons
and meetings. They spent time m Fl
and had an adventure by a1rboat,
traveling among alligators. They also
had a family gathenng m Ml, where
their son fixed a great meal.
Jean Alexander Gilcrest had
successful eye surgery. Her daughters
took her to Sedona, f,.l, to celebrate
her 75th birthday, and they toured
the area and the Grand Canyon Jean
spent lime m Las Vegas with one
daughter Other daughter Gretchen,
who was widowed, Just remamed and
lives about 25 miles away
Mims Matthews Munro
celebrated her 75th with her family of
14 at the beach.
Ginger Reed Levick and husband
traveled to Cuba. Lynn Graves
Mitchell celebrated with her family
in Santa Fe, NM, at Chnstmas. Lynn's
granddaughter 1s a freshman in the
Penn State Schreyer Honors College
Olga Lehovich moved to a nice
apartment back in New London, NH,
without the mouse problem she had in
the old place. She spent lime with her
brother over Chnstmas and with his
three grandchildren. She reminisced
about college and the personal
attention we received from our

professors, as well as the wonderful
fnends we made.
Judy Bassin Peknik had her
first solo art exh1b1t1on through the
Stamford Art Association. She sold her
home and has moved to a downtown
apartment, where she has an urban
Vista.
Jean Maccarthy Marshall left
Botswana in 1966 for M� where
she lived for 25 years. Husband Ian
changed his Job from architect to
manne artist. and Jean worked as a
town planner and then for Eastern
Mame Development Corporation
on two Navy base closures with
Senators Collins and Snowe. Her
oldest daughter maJored m theater
but decided to become an architect,
studied at Cambndge m England,
worked m London, and then got a
Job m TX. where she mamed an
Argentinian and now has a son, 5.
She teaches art, architecture and
dance at Southern Methodist U
Daughter Rebecca Marshall '90 was
an economics and dance maJor. She
attended Boston Conservatory for
dance, JOmed Prometheus Company,
and lived in Boston and San Francisco,
where she met her husband, a
BraZ1lian mus1c1an, and together they
moved to London, where Rebecca 1s
executrve producer of a modem dance
company Jean's son was a classical
ballet dancer who retired and studied
law and now works m M1am1. Jean and
Ian moved to NH, where Ian returned
to architecture long enough to design
the1r house.

Edie Berkowitz Hargreaves
had a brush with cancer m '11, but
all is clear after treatmenl She still
works full time as a psychoanalyst,
including running clinical seminars
on Skype with a group m Russia
and Ukraine. Edie enJoys her family,
gfOWlng vegetables, and cats, dogs
and horses. She 1s a confirmed
Londoner now.
Edmea da Silveira McCarty 1s
a conference interpreter, but takes
shorter business tnps since she 1s
semi-retired. She loves parllc1pating
in a totally Italian-speaking group.
She and her husband live in Old Town,
Alexandria, VA, and en1oy cultural
events and walking everywhere
Their latest cruise was on the Rhine,
preceded by V1s1ts with friends of 60
years who live in Normandy and Bern.
Her children live in Brwl, Mexico
City and Tallahassee. Her youngest
grandson attended school m Spam
and lived with a family, as she had
done. A few years ago they celebrated
the1r 50th anniversary with three
generations on St George's Island.
Pat Chambers Moore's grandson
graduated from high school, and her
skating granddaughter transferred to
Ml so that she and her dance partner
can tram with Russian and European
coaches. They have made Team USA
and now will compete worldwide.
Pat's oldest son 1s m Singapore
working for a bank in charge of
Southeast Asia. Her youngest son
completed his Joint service tour at
Strategic Command Center and will

Above, Patnc1a Steiger Salazar '58 pictured here on a canopy walk suspended
across tree lops in the Amazon.
Left Joella Wer1m '59 and Anne Earnshaw Roche '59 m Portland, OR, last fall.
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become a submanne skipper
Diane Miller Bessell wrote that
they sold their island waterfront
house in Bnt1sh Columbia and bought
a house m Sonoma County, where
they can entertain grandchildren.
Connie Wharton Nasson
organized a reunion at Hilton Head,
NC, with Debbie Tolman Haliday,
Marti Flynn Peterson and Barbara
Roby Nixon. They try to do this every
few years.
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Correspondents: Joan Murray Webster.
6440 Wild Horse Valley Road, Napa, CA.
94558, 1oanmwebs@sbcglobal.net,
Adele Mem/1 Welch, 53 Shipper's
Lane. Tenants Harbor. ME 048SO,
W1/lowstarSJ@gma1l.com

All is well for the family of
Camilla Richards Laney, of North
Falmouth. MA, especially with their
daughter, Melissa. whose family
lives nearby, allowing Camilla
and husband Lou to attend their
grandson's sports and music events.
A former director for the Woods Hole
Library, Camilla now sel'leS on the
board of trustees and finds time to
organize and sell used books. A May
trip took the Larreys to r.A to v1s1t
old friends, and in Oct, they plan to
travel to Italy with a tour group
Frances Gillmore Pratt v1s1ted
CC recently to check out the new
science center, which she descnbes
as ·most 1mpress1ve.• She was
pleased to find that her sculpture,
Synergy, looks even better in its

Follow
# where111yc.111wl,.it
on Twitter, Facebook and
lnstagram to see Camels
around the world.
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new locallon than where rt had been
placed at the time of its dedication.
Ju� will find Frances and all of her
fami� (11!) in HI to celebrate her 75th
birthday-rt is ·most exciting.· she
says, for none of the family has been
to HI before!
Carolyn McGonigle Holleran
rs also traveling �nsrve�. In Jan.,
during a three-week overtand tnp
to South Amenca, Caro� and Jef!Y
V1s1ted Chile, Argentina and Brazil.
'The tnp was educational, exerting and
exhausting.· Within the last two years,
two granddaughters were mamed,
and last Nov., the Hollerans welcomed
therr first great-grandchild! Carolyn
continues to work out at the gym
and still devotes lime to worthwhile
community activities. "Life is good!"
Jean Sloan Chappell wrote of
her fantastic tnp to South Africa last
summer, whrch she found a beautiful
country, very different from Tanzania
(whrch she had Visited rn '11),
complete with a lot of green grass,
trees and rolling hills. "Soweto, whrch
I remember seeing in pictures as
shacks, Is now full of small houses,
with mrlliona1res living there. Nelson
Mandela's former home rs a museum.
Our guide said that the country is
senous� concerned about what will
happen when Mandela dies." We never
stop learnrng. do we?!
Harriet Kaufman Breslow and
husband skied rn CO thrs winter.
Back home, the Breslows enJoy therr
granddaughter, 2. In contrnuing her
social work, Harne! has become

www.conncoll.edu/alumni

interested in medratron and rs
pursuing educatron in that area. Living
in Potomac, MD, with children Aimee
and Jeff nearby in the DC area, gettogethers are frequent
Nancy Osterweis Alderman, in
North Haven, er, must bare� find trme
to take a breath! She rs president of
Environment and Human Health, Inc.,
a business wortung to protect human
health from enVlronmental harms.
Multiple research proiects include
efforts to ban minors from using
tanning beds (irrefutable melanoma
relatronshrp), to ban tracking waste
from comrng into er, to reduce
pestrcrde exposure to children rn
therr schools, and a new proiect thrs
year, to research the harms of usrng
fire retardants rn the development
of numerous products. To learn more
about the V1tal research Nancy's
company rs accomplishing. Visit the
website, whrch gets 90,000 hrts a day:
httnJ/ehhj org. Nancy and husband
M�es have four grandchildren; when
the youngest enters college this fall,
all four will be rn college!
Barbara Eaton Neilson retired
two years ago from a management
position rn Cape Cod. MA, and
immediate� began traveling. However,
she conbnues to accomplish monthly
"temping" rn her former office, 'which
Is good for the brain.· She tells us:
·umwortd's # I luxury nverboat
was the crown of all tnps." Other
destrnalions, thanks to the locations
of family and fnends, rnclude LA.
r.A, MO, FL, TX, VA, VT and TN. On

her home turf, she loves walking the
beaches and talking to the seals, who
are very attentive. 'All of the Cape has
educated retirees involved in animal
care, senior care, student care and
any cause you can think of.· She rs
divorced, with a happy and acbve
famrly; her oldest grandchild rs 24,
and the youngest, 6. 'Life rs goodcome and Visit'"
Last, but never least, our classmate
Cynthia Enloe is always on the go
and educating as she goesI •1 cafTY
the alum magazine with me to my
favonte lunch eatery. I love seerng
what all of our wonderful classmates
are up to! Greetings today from TX.
Yes. Women's studies students and
faculty are everywhere!" Cynnie
admrts that her travel schedules and
talks hrther and yon are hectic, but
such a lifestyte keeps her brain cells
jumping. Recent commitments have
taken her to LA. and NYC, and last
Nov. she was at the U. of Iceland for
a week of teaching a Gender Equality
Training Program, which was arred
on C-SPAN. 'I keep thinking how I'd
love to talk about all of !hrs with
Louise Holborn," lher CC professor
and mentor!. "Every trme I go through
New London, I look up at CC there on
the hill and silently give a wave of
thanks." Cheers to all!
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Correspondent, Lesile Pomeroy
McGowan, 2606 Essex Road,
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104,
les/lemcgowan@aol.com

1962

to all who emailed, phoned and
othe1W1se tracked down classmates
to encourage therr partrcrpatron in
Coffespondent Seyrll Siegel, l 7263
Boca Club Blvd., Apt. 2, Boca Raton, FL our yearbook and our Reunion
News for the next issue rs due by
33487, seynl@gma1l.com
earty Ju�. For those who were not
included in Koine Gold. please take
lime now to connect with our class
C-Otrespondent Bonnie Campbell
and send news of your Irle. Everyone
811/mgs, bsq22@aol.com
else, please keep us updated.
By the lime you read thrs, many
It rs with great sadness that we
of us will probably strll be on a high
report the deaths thrs year of two
from our 50th Reunion weekend.
classmates, Duffy MacNaught
I can only hope that everyone rs
Monahon and Susan Passel!
follOW1ng through on commitments
made to stay rn touch with old fnends Koenigsberg. They remrnd us of the
fragility of lrfe and the importance of
and new.
marntarning fnendshrps. The Class
I'm afrard there rs no way to
sends condolences to family and
come up with Class Notes for thrs
rssue beyond suggesting that anyone friends of Duffy and Susan.
who drd not get a copy of our 50th
Reunion yearboo� Korne Gold, please
l-Jll•liD•MH
order rt now from the Alumni Office
Correspondent, Jean Klmgens/em,
for $55 rncluding shrpping.
400 W. Ontano St.. Apt l 703,
Our Koine Gold includes the
Ch,cago, IL 60654-7162,
1aklmgenstem@yahoo.com
biographical summanes and
observatrons of the past 50 years
from over 185 classmates, along
with current photos and many photos
COffespondents, Susan Peck Robinson,
from our college days, reunions
rerob@mac.com; Les/le Setterholm
and informal get-togethers over
Curtis, les/lescurt1s@yahoo.com
the years. Thanks especially to the
tireless and tenacious efforts of
my two co-editors, Lonnie Jones
C-Otrespondents, Patnc,a Dale and
Scharer and Susan Hall Veccia,
Carol Chay/un, ccno/es66@gma1l.com
our Koine Gold rs the largest and
Donna Altieri had cocktails
most comprehensive ever published! during the holiday season rn
Thanks to everyone who shared their Denver, CO, with younger friend
lives, memories, photos and other
Jeffrey Woodruff and hrs mother,
memorab1l1a to make thrs a hugely
who happened to be visiting from
successful effort. And special thanks

1963

1964

1965

1966

Follow
11 whert'111yc,rnwl,,1t
on Tw,tter, Facebook and
lnstagram to see Camels
around the world

Ethel Bottcher Cullman '67 v1s1ted Debby Greenstein '67 in Fort Lauderdale and posed with the
camel 10 the Bonnet House courtyard.
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Debby Greenstern '67 Visited Betsy Wilson Zanna '67 last fall rn Canada The photo was taken on a
wall overlooking the Ottawa Valley rn Gatrneau Park.

class otes
NYC. Donna and the V1SJling mother
made a quick discovery Where did

you go to college? In Connecticut.
What school? -Connecllcut College
for Women. What class1 -J966 So
did I, and we never crossed paths . . .

Donna 1s delighted to have met
Rona Shor as a new fnend from an
old world.
Anne Backus left Santa Fe, NM,
early this year to teach third grade
at the Amencan lnternat1onal School
in Chenna1, India Her students are
from Korea, Japan, South Afnca,
England and France, as well as from
India. Anne has a spacious apartment
and would welcome any CC fnends
as V1S1tors.
Jackie Cogan Smith returned
from a fantastic tnp with Road
Scholars to Costa Rica, which she
found to be a beautiful, amazingly
b1od1verse country
Louise Fay Despres, husband
Bob, and their fox temer, Jack.
spent the wmter m their new condo
in Williamsburg, VA. They enJoyed
the many cultural actMbes in the
area, especially programs on Native
Amencans and Afncan Amencans
in the eighteenth century. Louise
is wnting a short book on French
influences in the eighteenth
century. She would love to hear from
classmates, either in VA or in the
Chicago area, where the'/ live from
Apnl to Nov.
When her Mashpee, MA, home lost
power dunng the blizzard in Feb.,
Ellen Kagan was evacuated to high
school shelters, first in Sandwich
and then, after the generator died, in
Falmouth. She was very impressed,
even inspired, by the excellent work of
the American Red Cross, the Medical
Reserve Corps, Amencorps, and the
people who cared for animals brought
to the shelter Ellen was interv1ewed
in Sandwich by Sean Teehan for his
article in the Feb. 10 issue of Cape
Cod Times.
Olga Karman Christiansen 1s
a board member of three literary
organizalions in Buffalo: the King
Center Charter School, the city's first
charter school, founded in 2000; the
Just Buffalo Literary Center, a not-for
profil that helps local wnters, bnngs
wnters to schools, and inV1tes ·star"
wnters to Babel. its 1nternat1onal
literary author lecture senes; and
BLOOM, a c11y,V1de nonficllon book
club, where rabbis, mag1c1ans,
professors, government officials and
wnters make presentabons and lead
d1scuss1ons.
Now that Roxcy Platte has
cut back her pnvate practice in

psychotherapy to two days a week.
she can spend more bme on her art
and on traveling, including winters
in Venice, FL She took up Jewelry
making in the fall, loves 11, and may
tum it into a new business venture
Older son Tucker 1s engaged, younger
son Eben 1s mamed, and both live in
the area Roxcy would love to hear
from any classmates on the west
coast of FL during the winter.
Susan Rothschild and Kathy
Legg V1s1ted Bernice Abramowitz
Shor in NJ in Jan. to celebrate
Bernice's return to her building after
a fire kept her away from her home
for 16 months. Bernice continues to
work as an elementary school Basic
Skills teacher, which she finds both
challenging and rewarding. Kathy
enJoys being a literacy tutor in an
adult educalion program with the
New York Public l.Jbrary. Susan still
works two days a week in NYC as a
psychotherapist, and when at home
in MA, volunteers for her local
land trust
Marian Silber sent winter
greetmgs from Naples, FL where she
had a lovely lunch and afternoon
VlSII with Wilma Probst Cohen and
husband Louis in Jan. And she spent
lime with Ruth Zaleske Leibert,
who also winters in Naples Asia
Rial Elsbree, who lives in Naples
full lime, Joined them at the Naples
Museum of Art for a tour with the CC
Club of Southwest Flonda, where they
met up with about 15 other alums.
In NYC, Manan keeps in touch with
Carol Katz and Rona Shor. as they
meet occasionally for lunch, dinner
and theater
Betsey Staples Harding and
Sara (Sally) Walbridge reconnected
by accident over plans for a tnp to
South Afnca-Betsey having recently
been and Sara about to go Betsey
was thnlled to catch up with Sara
and wrote, "Sara d1V1des her time
between Boothbay and South Portland
in ME. and Hale's Locabon in NH, I'm
in Jackson, NH, pretty much full lime.
What fun to discover how much we
have in common. as well as some of
our (perhaps temporary) differences
Sara 1s youthfully embarking on
rock climbing and other temhc
adventures, while rm hard at work
recovenng from knee replacement·
The Class of '66 sends sy!'lpathy
to the family and fnend of Sandra
Welch Mitchell who d1 id 10
Jan 12
Thank you to Ml)'l)ne who wrote
in' We all enJoy hearing from u
please continue to stay in touch

1967

Correspondenls, Debbie Greens/em,
debbyg83l@venzon net,
Marr:,a Matthews,
marr:1amatthewsJ@gma1l.com

As your new class correspondents,
we are delighted to be the
repos1tones of all Class of '67 news.
We hope you will respond to the
thrice-yearly calls for information,
but feel free to be in touch more often
11 you want to share your news as
11 happens We also need your help
locating missing classmates The
College is eager to reach out to all of
our classmates in preparation for our
big 50th Reunion, and we are sure
many of you have news of people with
whom the College has lost touch. If
you are willing to help, contact one of
us, and we will send you the list
Speaking of Reunions, our 45th
was wonderful Despite haVlng only
about 30 classmates in attendance,
we made enough of an 1mpress1on
to be dubbed the ·tun class" by the
College We had our own dinner on
Fnday night. a Saturday morning
class breakfast with speaker, and
another dinner complete with karaoke
and a OJ on Saturday, so we had lots
of time to catch up
Deborah (Debby) Greenstein
V1S1ted Betsy Wilson Zanna last fall.
Betsy, who INes m Waterloo, Canada,
served as tour guide for a tnp to
Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal
Marcia Hunter Matthews and
8111 are enJoymg retirement. They

love haV1ng her parents nearby in
Venice, FL where they live for six
months in the winter. They return to
Kennebunkport, ME, for the rest of
the year Their three sons and nine
grandchildren are outside Boston,
so they see them often when they
are in ME. Every Jan., they go to
NYC, where they connect with Judi
Rosman Hahn and Nancy Blumberg
Austin and their nice husbands. The
Matthews are very grateful for their
blessings.
Nancy Blumberg Austin works
as a child psychologist three days a
week m Mamaroneck and Manhattan.
She loves liV1ng m NYC and enJoys her
four grandchildren, who live near her
office in Mamaroneck. Nancy looks
forward to her regular v1s1ts in NYC
with Judi Rosman Hahn and Marcia
Hunter Matthews
Wendy Sarkissian 1s currently
ad1unct associate professor, Curtin
U., Sustainability Polley Institute;
ad1unct professor, Bond U., School
of Sustainable Development, and
adJunct professor in the School of
Community and Regional Planning,
U. of British Columbia. She has an
M.A. in literature, a Master of Town
Planning degree (from Adelaide),
and a Ph.D. in environmental ethics
(Murdoch U.). Wendy built a career
as a social planning consultant and
pioneered innovatrie planning and
development approaches in a variety
of contexts. She has earned over
40 professional awards. She has
expertise in the design of housing and

other enV1ronments for older people
and children and the health and
restorative value of parks and public
open space She was elevated to l.Jfe
Fellow of the Planning Institute of
Australia in Nov. '11. She has served
on boards in South Australia and
Queensland and 1s the award-winning
author and co-author of several
books on housing and community
engagement. You can reach her at
www.sarluss1an.com.au.
Priscilla (Cilia) Smalzel Delas
earned a degree in education from
Boston U She earned her M.Ed. in
psychology and education while
managmg a postdoctorate program in
sciences at Northeastern. Cilia taught
grades three and four until moving
to France, where she has lived for 30
years in a suburb west of Pans. She
also has a country house in the Loire
Valley for weekends and summer
vacations. Daughter Em1he, 33, and
her mate are rebuilding a house
nearby in Maison Lafitte. Daughter
OliV1a, 31, lives in the city and 1s very
busy with cultural life. Cilia belongs
to two book groups, sings in a chocale
group, and keeps fit by going to a
sports center and walking, especially
in the woods around the country
house. She hopes to be in Cohasset
and western MA this summer, where
she sees Deborah (Debbie) Jenks.
In Pans she sees Patricia Gallagher
Gastaud, who introduced Cilia to her
French husband, Fran�1s
Judith (Judy) Robb has taken on
a new Job for three years in the U. of

Class of 1967 reunion attendees Deb Small Russel, Dana Freedman l.Jebman, Candy Silva Marshall, Debby Greenstein,
Betsy Wilson Zanna. Nancy Brown Slimak and Lil Balboni Nolan (behmd Debby) haV1ng a pre-dinner dnnk at the Ma moll.
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Shown al the opening of the Lascaux flchib1t1on in Bordeaux. France. are the catalog's designer Philippe Psa1la,
photographer Ana1s Psaila, English translator Venella Bell Valin '69 and author Pedro Lima

Found in translation

Alumna helps bring prehistoric
masterpieces to an American audience

Follow

r. wheremycamelsat

on Twitter, Facebook and
lnstagram to see Camels
around the world

VENETIA BELL VALIN '69 began her career a

a Fren h-Engli h
translator 43 year ago while living in Malay ia wirh her fir c hu band,
a French diplomat. ne ofh r recenr project i the Engli h tran larion
of the 150-page catalog for a landmark inceraccive exhibition on the
Paleolithic ave painting of La caux, France, that opened in March at
the Field Mu eum in hicago and will move on to Hou ton, Monrreal
and Denver.
La aux, a world heritage ire, i considered the birthplace ofhuman
arr and reariviry, buc ic ha been do ed to the public ince rhe early
1960 be au e che painting , created 170 cenrurie ago, are so fragile.
alin aid rhe mo r challenging a peer of rhe proje c was its horr
rime frame: he had ju r rwo and a half month to tran late rhe richly
illu rrared catalog, which explore the hi tory and ignificance of
La caux along with rhe ophi ricared reproduction technique u d in
the exhibition.
Bell divide her rime between home in Pari and Bordeaux and
is already immer ed in her next rran lacion project: a hi tory of rhe
amondo banking family, known a the "Roth child of rhe Ea t."

Chnsllne Miller SL Jean, Dana Freedman Liebman, Maijone Lipshutz Simon and Candace Sliva Marshall at their
1967 class reunion.
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New Hampshire's provost's office.
Judy hopes for a chance to make a
true mark while remaining in one of
the worst-paying Jobs in the counlly!
She 1s also trying to find a way to give
back to CC while helping to support
her adult children and maintain an
inherited vacation home in FL
The Class of '67 sends sympathy
to the family and fnends of several of
our classmates, Ann Morgenstern
Jones, who died in '06, and Nancy
Ross Livermore, who died in '96.
The Class also sends condolences
to the family of Sarah (Sally)
Donavan Goodrich, who died in
2010. Sally led a hie devoted to
education and helping those in need,
including a career m elementary
education and board membership on
many organizations. After the loss of
son Peter, she co-founded Families of
September 11, as well as the Peter M.
Goodnch Memonal Foundation, and
led 1mt1abves to aid and understand
Afghani people. Sally 1s surv1ved
by her husband, Don: a daughter
and son and their spouses; three
brothers; five grandchildren; and
multiple nieces and nephews. See a
full obituary in this issue.

1968

Correspondent. Mary Clarlteson
Ph1/ltps, 36 The Crossway, Delmar. NY
12054, mph11/2@nycap.rr.com

Carla Meyer keeps thinking it's
lime to retire, then some new project
comes along that proves 1rres1stible.
Last year she worked with Leonardo
D1Capno on "J. Edgar" and Oliver
Stone on his next movie, "Savages."
Who would have thought being a
dialect coach would take her down
so many interesting roads? Her other
great interests are in the animal
wortd. Since CC. Carta has become
a vanat1on of an East Coast cowgirl
She still competes in reining events
in Southern CA, and devotes her
spare time to New Leash On Life,
the animal rescue group on whose
board she serves. Husband Chuck has
been s1gmhcantly more successful at
retirement and manages to keep their
menagerie and her from devolving
into a Pigpen swirt of dog fur, cat hair
and paperwork' In all of this, she 1s
still so grateful for her time at CC
and the fnends from Harkness and
Hamilton.
Judy Irving 1s working on a
documentary, "Pelican Dreams."
about brown pelicans and the people
who know and love them. Elegant as
they soar. awkward as they waddle,
comical and intelligent as they live
their lives, these flying dinosaurs
are tolerant of human beings and

extremely endearing. She is haVJng
a blasl Husband Mark Bittner 1s
working on a memoir, "Street Song,·
and has almost reached draft three.
Each of these proJects has taken (and
will take) many years.
Judith Greenberg 1s relocating
to Cooperstown, NY. In July, she 1oins
the psychiatry faculty at Bassett
Hospital as their second child/
adolescent psychiatnsl Rural central
NY 1s an underserved area for child/
adolescent psychiatry, so she looks
forward to quite a challenge. At
wnling, she was working both in
private praclice (Huntington, NY)
and as a staff psych1atnst at Long
Island Jewish Medical Center (for
school-based health programs and
as medical director of a substance
abuse clime). She looks forward to
this ma1or change, which will allow
a more rational professional setting
and quality of hie. Judith would love
to meet with other alums who reside
in the Capital D1stncVl.eatherstocking
region of NY.
Brooke Suiter enJoys being
retired from teaching and being a
grandmother to two little girts. As
a volunteer guardian ad !item for
neglected and abused children, she
V1s1ts the children and then wntes
reports to help the Judges determine
what 1s in the child's best interest.
She also reads voraciously and works
in her organic garden, which 1s now
a certified wildlife habitat and which
she has filled with mostly native
plants. She enJoys travel, both to Visit
her three children in San Francisco,
London and eastern WA, and to see
interesting new places. This year: a
m1ss1on tnp to Costa Rica, a camping
tnp to Botswana and South Afnca,
and a Danube River cnuse. Life 1s
good.
Janet Herrmann had breakfast
with Kathy Burnam Flood in
Cambridge. Kathy was in Boston with
her husband, Chartes Bracelen Flood,
while he altended a book fair for his
book, "Grant's Final Victory: Ulysses
S. Grant's Heroic Last Year" Janet
also enioys seeing Trudy Glidden
around town in Winchester, usually
at a meeting having to do with social
Justice.
Last June, three generations of
Suzanne Gehrig Kranz's family
attended Reunion. Her mother,
Mary Elizabeth Franklin Gehrig '42,
celebrated her 70th reunion with
the class of '42. They were Joined in
New London by Suzanne's daughter,
Kathryn Kranz '03.
Cathy Hull was 1nv1ted, as a
nonmember parlic1pant, to take
part in the exh1b11ion "Celebrating

class tes
Women's Work" at The Pen & Brush
Gallery. The Gallery Is dedicated to
·women in the Visual, Literary and
Performing Arts Smee 1894
The Class sends condolences to
Dorinne (Dori) Lee Reiley, who
wrote that her husband, Bill, died in
Jan. '12, "after 25 wonderful years
together." She had a nice time at
the Sarasota CC luncheon in March
and met Marcia Hunter Matthews,
who started with Class of '67 but
graduated with us after mamage.
Miriam Daniel and husband Larry
Wolff have lived in Chevy Chase, MD,
for 30 years Mmam retired from her
law practice six years ago and now
travels frequently to Israel, where
she helps a Reform synagogue and
community center in Tel Aviv, called
Be1t Daniel. which was started by
her parents in '92. Her special love
Is a program in which young, post
college Amencans volunteer, work
and study in Jaffa (a neighborhood
in Tel Aviv), one of the few places
in Israel where Jews and Arabs live
together Two years ago she and her
husband bought a cabin overlooking
Pleasant Lake in Casco, M� an hour
from Portland. Mmam loves the
summers in ME, especially when
her two children V1SIl Rebecca flies
for a week from Seattle, where she
works at Microsoft. Son DaV1d, now
looking for a Job teaching music in
Washington DC, Is a more frequent
vIsItor. In ME, Miriam swims, kayaks
and looks for loons. Larry, an
educator who worked for many years
at the World Bank, Is wnting about
Israel's education system, when not
distracted by the lake and the loons.
Mmam sees Helen Epps, who lives
in DC, regularly for lunch; had a
wonderful vIsIt with Ricki Chapman
McGlashan at Obama's inaugural;
and recently caught up with Betty
Fluegelman Kahn in Brooklyn.
Please keep your news coming; we
all love to know what Is happening in
the lives of our fnends from CC.

are no longer enough to go into
business as a writer.·
Cordalie Benoit has been
elected to the board of the Amencan
Community Gardening Association
(www.communitygarden.org), which
will celebrate ,ts 40th anniversary in
2015. "It Is wonderful to get together
with so many like-minded people.
The headquarters are at Franklin Park
Conservatory and Botanical Gardens
in Columbus, OH, a beaullful place
worth the V1sIt If you are in the area."
Evelyn Marienberg was named
a top doctor in rad1abon oncology
in the Dec. 18 issue of the Long
Island Newsday Top doctor listings
were selected after peer nomination,
extensive research, and review
and screening by a doctor-directed
research team.
Katherine (Kate) Saner
Pennington realizes she hasn't
communicated very much in the last
44 years, ·as life rushed by, but now
lhal I'm retired, I have a bit more
lime. As I read that back, I have to
laugh I actually think I have LESS
time'" Kate and Phil reared in 'I 0
and immediately made more senous
use of their boat (a Monk 36 Trawler,
kept on Kent Island in the Chesapeake
Bay) Last summer, they traversed the
Bay south to Portsmouth, VA, then
en1oyed several more weeks-long
tnps. In Aug., they took their annual
car tnp to Wellesley Island, on the St.
Lawrence River, where son Jeff and his
wife, Missy, who live near Philadelphia
with their three kids, have a year
round cottage. This summer, Kate
and Phil will take the boat all the
way up there V1a the Hudson River
and Ene Canal, beginning in June
and returning in Sepl Kate and Phil

NASA physicist honored
HARVEY MOSELEY '72, a senior a trophy icisr at A A'

oddard
pace Flight enter, ha been recognized for "extraordinary invention "
char could help reveal the origin of the univer e. The international
ociery for opri and phoroni (known a PIE) ha given Mo eley the
2013 eorge W. oddard Award "in recognition of hi extraordinary
invention of uper onducring imaging array for a rronomy."
Mo eley' invention include micro huccer array for the Jame
Webb pa e Tele ope, a joint proje r of A A wich che European
and anadian pa e agencie . The Webb tele cope will permit derail d
cudy of rhe fir r galaxie co form in che univer e after che Big Bang a
well a rhe formation or cellar y cem capable or upporring life on
Earth-like planer . Moseley earned hi ma ter' and do coral degree
from the Univer iry or hicago.
stay busy V1s1ting the three grandkids
in Ph1ladelph1a and daughter Amy
and family in Washington, DC. They
vacationed in the Bahamas-first
lime for Kate-and she went to
Sedona, Pl with her yoga group. "My
mother (now 99) used to ask me how
I would fill my lime once I retired . .
there Is no problem, as there Is very
little down lime to have to fill!"
On a bnef tnp north in Jan., Ann
Tousley Anderson and Andy had
a wonderful reunion with Helen
Harasimowicz Walters and Vin in
Ambler, PA. "Their canine-themed
Christmas tree was a spectacular
backdrop for a remarkable gourmet
meal Adorable dogs Zoe and Jack
Bauer provided the floor show·
Ann reports that Helen's cooking
skills have been auctioned off at
local chantable events; she's
that good'

Saint George's School still keeps
Maria Varela Berchesi busy and
happy. The new secondary school
has had good academic results in
both English and Spanish, ·so I am
very proud of 11 all.· Middle son
Sebastian graduated as an engineer
last July but discovered that he
en1oys admin1strabon, so he manages
the secondary school while staying
involved in engineenng. Daughter
�ustina passed her final exam at
university and, after subm1ttmg
her dissertation, will graduate as
a biochemist. �ushna teaches
mathematics in English for the IGCSE
exams from England at the secondary
school, as well as working at the
research lab at the university Elder
son Gabnel and his family V1s1ted
for New Year's from CA, and the
family had a wonderful lime at the
beach in Punta del Este (remember,

that's summertime in Uruguay)
"Al age 4, my delightful grandson
speaks Spanish to all of us, but he
turns around and speaks English to
his mother. I can't get over 111 He Is
remarkably precise and detailed at
building all kinds of Lego trucks and
cars a future engineer in the works
already, and he still hasn't learned
to read!" Maria's husband, Juan, Is
fine, still playing tennis and working
some, but at a slower pace. Mana
looks forward to a number of tnps
later in the year. "I figure that as long
as my legs and eyes are fit. I have to
keep moving!"
Alice Wellington's photo,
"Walden Pond Springtime." was in
the Boston Globe's West section on
March I 0, part of the article on the
Concord Museum exh1b1t on Thoreau
and climate change "My photo will
be a 7 x 9 mural behind a display of

1969 #-WiolilWMU

Correspondent: Jud, Bamberg Manp,
1010 Sugar Sands Blvd #384,
RIV/era Beach. FL 33404,
1gmar,p@bellsouth.net

Alice Boatwright's book,
"Collateral Damage." made the Small
Press Distnbut1on bestseller hst
for the summer. She was delighted
to see a mention in the CC alumni
news; "word Is getting out." V1s1t her
website at wwwcollateraldamage.us,
where you can sample the book and
find links to Alice's blog; Facebook
page, Twitter, etc. "All required these
days. A pencil and a piece of paper

Marcia Hunter Matthews '67, Nancy BlumbergAustm '67 and Judi Rosman Hahn '67 at
their recent reunion in New York.
Right flond1an Ann Tousley Anderson '69 planned a tnp north in January
to include a V1s1t with Helen Haras1mOW1cz Walters '69 in Ambler, PA
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Orab Walrath Goldstein has moved
to Annapolis, MD, where husband
Allen started a new pcsIbon at the
National lnslitute for Standards and
Technology, workmg on smart gnd
ROZ RUSTIGIAN '73 ha been elecced chair of che board of director
technologies. They enjoy sa1lmg on
for che lnitiacive co Educate Afghan Women, a Providence, R.I., non
the Chesapeake and bemg closer
profit chat eek co develop Afghani women a leader through higher
to their older two sons. Nonna Is
pleased to be closer to CC graduate
education in che Uniced cace , leader hip craining and career guidance.
Patti Lenehan Breyley '70, who lives
In che 10 years ince it was founded, che initiacive has helped 57 women
m Medford, NJ, and she would love
earn undergraduate degree ; five more ar expecced co graduace in 2013.
to get m touch with Filch High School
Ruscigian is che owner ofV. eorge Rustigian Rug in Providence.
and CC graduate Elizabeth Kennedy,
who lives m DC. A published poet
and editor, Nonna is busy wnting and
Thoreau's des� bed, etc. Woo-hoo!"
catalog projects and are particularly consultmg until the pertect full-time
The Class of '69 sends sympathy
proud of "How We Survived,• a
academic or government posI1ion
book for Child SuMvors of the
to the family and fnends of
comes through.
Catherine Ramsey Kane, who died Correspondents: /.Jsa McDonnell, I34 Holocaust, Los Angeles, because of
Meg Gemson Ashman and
W. Maple St., Granville, OH 43023,
its beauliful quality. Find out more
husband Jay took a break from
on Feb. 12.
mcdonnell@demson.edu; i..ols Pnce,
at www.charlesallen.com, especially leading a study abroad program and
With only three more issues before 308 East Mulberry Street. Kennett
1f you have a book projecl Doreen
teaching m Belize, which they've
our 45th Reunion, it Is not too early Square, PA, 19348-3818,
welcomes visitors to their home in
done for most of the past few winters.
/opn<;e@yahoo.com
to make note of the date: May 30
Pasadena, r.A, where they 've lived for Instead, they spent a few months
June I, 2014. Reunion Co-chairs Alice
more than 30 years.
m Panama, stud�ng Spanish and
Wellmgton (alice@nutmeadow.com)
Beverly (Bev) Alfano Ahrensdorf teaching English to adults. In the
and Ann Barber Srmth (abarberl I@
retired after teaching for 38 years m spring, they returned to Burlington
Correspondents: Dr Peg Musche/1
gma1l.coml would love your ideas
inner city Philadelphia. She moved
and contmued teachmg at the U. of
Jackson, 6300 Stevenson Ave.,
and assistance. To be kept up to
Suite 4Q3, Alexandria. VA 22304,
in Nov. to Naples, FL and loves it ... Vennonl They're lookmg forward to
date on important details and urgent peg@petJackson.com
back to sun, fitness and needlepoint! seeing Maria Spencer Freedberg
classmate news, be sure to send
Doreen Chen Allen's daughter,
Husband Lee still worlls but can do
this summer.
your current email address to me at Laura, finished law school and spent ii anywhere. Son Drew, 28, lives in
Ruth Ritter Ladd contmues to
five months m Ecuador domg a study Manhattan and works in finance,
jgmangg1o@bellsouth.net
work at the New England Dlstnct
for the Nature Conseivancy. Doreen
and daughter Leigh, 26, Is 10 Boston Corps of Engineers in the Regulatory
and Charley celebrated their 40th
working at Children's Hospital in
Division as a supeMsory wetland
wedding anniversary this year and are finance and attending Boston College b1olog1st. Although she could
very busy with their photography and for her MBA at night
retire, as long as it's enjoyable
Correspondent: Myrna Chandler
book production business. They have
After 20 years as an academic
Golds/em, 5 Woods End Road, l..mcoln,
and satisfying, why stop working?
MA OJ 173, mgoldst@massmed.org
worked on more than 100 book and
dean at two colleges in WA, Norma
The only downfall is that it reduces

Helping Afghan women

1971

1972

1970

Above, left to nght: Elizabeth "Liz" Buell Labrot '55, Anne "Missy" Fenner Stolberg '74, Carole
Fabbri '92, Elizabeth "Betsy· Payne Shannon ·45 and Susan Hazlehurst Milbrath '76 in January at
the College for a Day event 10 Denver
Righi: Alumni and faculty gathered to share stones at the 1/19/13 memonal service of Lmda Herr.
Pictured here: Mary Foster Conklin '79 sang "Heart's Desire· accompanied on piano by Professor of
Music John Anthony. An obituary of Linda Herr Is on page 65.
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opportunities to spend time With
her three grandchildren. Ruth and
husband Larry still raise puppies for
Gu1dmg Eyes for the Blind and are on
their I 0th puppy.
Orquidia Acosta-Hathaway
retired last July after 22 years as a
distnct-level adm1mstrator for K-12
education in r.A. She has started an
educational consultmg busmess and
also works With the county office of
education as an administrative coach
for new pnnc1pals. She may come
out of retirement to teach full time
at the post-grad level with the r.A
umversity system. She and husband
Mike (USCGA '72) have two daughters
and five grandchildren hV1ng W1tl11n
15 minutes of them in Huntington
Beach, r.A, and another daughter in
San Francisco. Mike worlls for the
Coast Guard Support Center in San
Pedro, after a 26-year active-duty
career with the Coast Guard. They
feel fortunate that Orqui's mom and
Mike's dad are in their 90s and still
fairly healthy.
Laurie Stewart Otten majored
in music history at CC, but her real
love Is pertonnmg. Singing in choirs
since age 2, she continues to smg
as the soprano soloist at a church
in Wellesley. She has rejoined the
Tanglewood Festival Chorus (chorus of
the Boston Symphony), after a hiatus
of 30 years. She loves singing great
worlls of music with these ternfic
musicians. She also does solo concert
work and occasionally pertonns
in local musical theater. Younger
son Mike started college last fall.
Husband David still works at MIT, but
m Oct. they took a two-week roundtrip
drive from Boston to Orlando, FL
via Parents' Weekend in Rochester,
NY. Son Jim is married and lives and
works m Seattle. Laurie's niece, Tory
Stewart '15, enjoys life at CC. Laune
attended CC's 100th birthday party,
along with our 40th Reunion, and
hopes to see more classmates at the
next one!
Nancy Burnett spent the summer
gathenng oral h1stones for a book
about her hometown and tending her
bluebemes, blackbemes and a host
of flower gardens. She still teaches at
the local state university and loves IL
Margo W. R. Steiner is one of
our most fearless classmates! Her
"year of living dangerously,· mcluded
her first skydive, an unforgettable
expenence. She followed that with her
first polar plunge-into 38-<legree
waters off Gloucester, MA Margo and
another member of her Rotary club
raised a whopping $6,275 for Rotary
lnternational's mIssIon to eradicate
polio in the last three countries in

class otes
which 11 exists- Niger, Pakistan and
Afghanistan.
After Margo's news, mine 1s
positively sedate! My husband, Paul,
and I are moving back to our Walnut
Creek, CA, home this summer. The
naval engineenng firm that Paul
works for 1s opening a West Coast
office and Paul will head up the
proJecl My consulting practice 1s
growing on the West Coast so the
move makes sense. We will keep our
Alexandria, VA, condo, as we still
have business on the East Coast. The
Amenca's Cup will be in full SW1ng
in San Francisco this summer, so let
me know 1f you are in town, and we'll
get together.

1973

Wrigley Field-"sat in the catbird
seat Go Cubb1es1111 You're next.·
He had lunch at Harry Caray's on
the Navy Pier. "Chicago-the City of
Broad Shouldersl Great experience."

1977
1978

Correspondent. Kimberly-Toy Reynolds
Pellenno, /umtoyhuh@yahoo.com

Correspondent Susan Cale( Tobiason.
70 Park Terrace East, Apt. 41, New York,
NY 10034, stobrason@yahoo.com

1979 1-Wi•liDWMe■

correspondents: Vicki Chesler.
vches/er@earthlmk.net; Sue Avtges
Kayeum, sakayeum@comcast.net

Vicki Chesler 1s lhnlled to
announce that she and husband Matt
are finished paying college tu1t1on!
Daughter Kelsey graduated cum
IW••liiWMtl /aude in May from Northeastern U.
with a degree in biology. She wants
Correspondent: Deborah Hoff.
Deborahhoff@embarqma,lcom
to work in wildlife conservation in
the Boston area. so send any leads
you may have! Daughter Melissa,
who graduated three years earlier
Correspondents: Mmam Josephson
from Boston U. with a degree in film
Whitehouse, P.O. Box 7068, Cape
Po(fXllse, ME 04014, casablancal@
and telev1s1on. has worked in NYC in
gw,.net; Nancy Gruver, 2650 Umvers,ty music Video and television production
Ave. W #101, St. Paul, MN 55114.
ever since. "While in Boston for
nancyg@newmoon.org
Kelsey's graduation, Matt and I had
Douglas Renfield-Miller semi
an extremely amusing evening on the
retired in July and now works part
waterfront and in the North End with
time as COO at a hedge fund. With
Mark Mclaughlin and Jay Faber. I
his free lime, he and wife Jean
also had a wonderfuI In p to Seattle
Renfield-Miller final� realized a
and the North Cascades wrth Anne
long-held dream and sailed his boat.
M cCarthy Garrison, who travelled
Thales ("thank you, Lester Reiss"),
up from San Diego to meet me and
down to the Canbbean. After nding
my fnend Cathy last summer. It was
out Hurricane Sandy in Hampton, VA, wonderful to reconnect with Edward
Doug sailed to Tortola, BVI, as part of (Ned) Colt up in the Elizabeth
the Canbbean 1500 Rally. "After eight Islands of MA last fall. Ned lives in
days at sea. we crossed the finish line Jordan but gets back to the States
seventh out of 36 boats and fourth
a couple of times a year. Matt and I
in our class, suMVJng a stonn at sea have been doing a lot of sailing out
with gusts over 60 knots. Thales will of Stamford, and we had a beautiful
stay in the Canbbean for the next
evening sail with Jamie Marshall
couple of seasons, and I'm looking
and husband Greg last summer.·
Vicki and Matt went on their annual
forward to island-hopping with Jean
Canbbean charter in Jan. and spent
and other fami� and fnends.•
10 days in the Grenadines. Their
marketing business, Highpoint
Ventures, has taken them into the
Correspondents. Kenneth Abel, 334 W
city regularly to see clients, and
19th St., Apt 28, New York, NY 10011,
several real estate pro1ects upstate
kenn616@ao/com; Susan Hazlehurst
keep them busy as well "Thanks to
Milbrath, P.O Box 3962, Greenwood
everyone for sending in all your news.
Village, CO 80/55-3962,
It keeps our section of the alumni
shm1fbrath@gma1/com
magazine interesting'·
Bradford Peck V1s1ted Chicago
Lynda Plavin Fitzgerald and Jeff
last Oct for the first time. He took
are the proud parents of a college
the Chicago River architectural tour
by boal, listening to building history: graduate' Son Matt graduated in
"Amazing buildings." He says he had May from St. Michael's College in VT
'Hopefully, by the lime you're reading
great pizza; went to Soldier Field for
this, he'll be gainfully employed, full
Canes vs. lnsh; and took the tour of
Correspondent. Nma Davit,
davit_nma@yahoo.com

1974

1975

1976

Architect builds community
WALTER SCHACHT '75, co-founder and principal of chachr A lani
Archicecrs in eatde, Wash., ha been elecced co che American Institute of
Architecc' ollege of Fellows, in the cacegory of design. chachr focu e
on crong, modern building d igned to bring people together and
enhance the quality of civi life. Hi commis ions have included a library
addition, a eatde fire ration and building at a communiry college. After
graduating wich a degree in architectural cudies, chacht spent ix year as
a woodworker and builder with a ucce ful contracting bu ine in My cic,
onn. He de crib hi archice rural pra cice a the inter ection of hi focus
"on community and craft."
lime!" Son Daniel is a junior at the U.
of Maryland. Jeff conllnues to teach
chemistry at the Naval Academy,
and Lynda continues to run the
dance department at Anne Arundel
Community College. She attended the
Bates Dance Festival last July and
took a class with Larry Ke1gwm, Cathy
Young and Shonach M1rk and had a
fabulous time. "Look me up tt you're
ever in the Annapolis area •
Hilary Henderson Stephens lives
in Washington, DC, with husband
Ty. She 1s the development director
for a nonprofit called Best Buddies
and is currently organizing a chanty
cycling event planned for Del 20 in
the nation's capital. "If you are a
cyclist and looking for a century (I00
miles) or metnc century (62 miles)
event, please Join our nde at www.
bestbudd1eschallenge.of&-'dc." In
Apnl, Hilary and Ty caught up with
son Chnst1an in Buenos Aires, where
he was spending a semester abroad.
"So many Amencan kids in BA. 1t is
staggenng. From there we headed up
to Mercedes and some of the best
fly fishmg m the world at Ptra Lodge,
located on the lbera Marshlands, one
of the most fascinating wetlands on
Earth, 3,500,00D acres of unexplored
and uninhabited marshland m the
northeastern comer of Argentina'
Great tnp for our 20-somethings and
their parents!"
Barry Norman's latest film,
"Tears of Bankers," was screened
in NYC at the Anthology Archives
Building at 32 Second Avenue on
Sept 4 Congratulat1ons, Barry'
Frances Fremont-Smith has been
in China for 34 years, ever since her
days at CC She still lives in Be11ing
with her husband of 30 years, U.
J1a, who now works for eBay after 20
years with Amencan Express, followed
by Brown Brothers Hamman. Frances
continues to work in education.
heading up external adm1ss1ons for

in Portland having surgeries and
radiation, while her kids enjoyed their
lakeside cottage in NH. Her sister-in
law took care of them so Mark could
be with her. 'I got to Join them at the
lake for the last two weeks. just in
lime to be there for my daughter's
bike accident. Her helmet saved her
life, but 11 was a scary couple of
weeks waiting to see if there would'
be any lasllng deficit from her head
m1ury. She has completely recovered,
as have I, and we all have a greater
appreciation for life.· Kim has come
across two other CC grads in OR, both
from later classes. 'One of them 1s
my children's homeopath, and the
other mamed the daughter of good
fnends. You never know where you'll
find a Camel."
Judith Krones has been in
Washington, DC, since '90-'it
1s hard to believe my kids are
Washingtonians!" She is a Certified
Nurse Midwife and works in various
fac1lilles and organizations in
DC. Husband David Schorr is an
environmental policy consultant at
the World Wildlife Fund. Daughters
Rom! and Natanya are in I Ith and
eighth grades, respectively. "We will
be starting the college tours this year.
We have room for visitors if anyone
Correspondents, COnme Smith
wants to come see ONC."
Gemmer. 180 Glenwood Ave., Portland,
The second ed1t1on of Rick
ME 04103, conme@bartongmgold.
Semiatin's boo� 'Campaigns on the
com, Todd Hudson,
p1ratetodd@me.com
Cutting Edge,· was published by CO
It's been an eventful year for
Press. 'Now, I'm ready to go into a
Samantha (Kim) Sager and family
rest home (loll. Had a great summer
(husband Mark; son Artem, 11, and
going to the Cheyenne Rodeo, seeing
daughter Anya, 10). They left their
the New York Philhannonic in Vail, CO,
mountain home of 12 years outside
and not wnbng any books!"
Ashland, OR, and moved into town to
In June '12. Connie Smith
be within walking and biking distance Gemmer sold her small public affairs
of grocenes, restaurants. the library consulting finn to POWER Engineers.
and fnends. "I love walking my
She now directs the strategic
daughter to school in five minutes
commumcallons division for POWER,
instead of dnving half an hour'" Kim which means she is still seMcmg
was diagnosed with breast cancer
numerous clients in Ml as well as
last June and spent her summer
directing a number of projects around

Chinese lntemat1onal School's new
mnth-grade China immersion center
in Hangzhou, which opens this fall
(ccc.c1s.edu.hkl. She also works
for g-Meo, out of NYC, pr0V1ding
internship and research opportumt1es
for university students at their
centers in Chengdu and Suzhou (www.
gmeochina.com). Son Eliot. who
graduated from Middlebury in '10,
1s an NCAA tennis champion and
now works for UGl a wind turbine
company in NYC. Daughter Grace
is a senior at Western Academy of
Beijing, where she will complete the
International Baccalaureate program
"She looks forward to college next
year. Maybe she will be a Camel! We
still en1oy our summers in Ml and I
keep in touch with my dear friends
l'.'lren Jesperson Hutton '78 and
Wayne Hutton '78 and Emily Stimson
Sugg."
Mark Teschner Just won his
fifth Emmy for Casting for 'General
Hospital.' Congratulations, Mark i
It 1s with great sadness that
we report that Sharon Robinson
Shields passed away suddenly on
�9/12

1980
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Actor's ally
Labor relation attorney SUSAN GORVINE
NELSON '80 ha been named exe urive
dire tor of rhe ew England local of A AFTRA, rhe union repre enring profe ional
actor and broadca cer . el on ha work� in
labor relation for more than 25 year ; mo c
recently he was coun el to che onnecncur
race Employee A ociacion. he majored in
Engli h and government and earn d her law
degree at rhe Univer icy of onne cicuc.
the country for her new employer.
It's busy. The timing was perfect,
as she had recently concluded
her involvement on the Alumni
Assoc1ation board at CC. Connie and
Fred still hve in Portland, ME. Not yet
empty-nesters, they have plenty of
extra beds for visitors.

1981
1982

Correspondent: Ta//e Ward Hams,
homerb1rd@hotma1/.com

Correspondent E//za Helman Kraft. 13
Primrose St., Katonah. NY 10536,
l1za.lvaft@gma1lcom

1983

Correspondent, Claudia Gould fie/lung
6533 Mulroy St., McLean, VA 22101·
5511. cllellung@cathedral.org

Joy Jerome Turtola, who lives
in Portland. OR, entered 2013 very
grateful for modern medicine. Last
year, his son, Cody, underwent
two separate surgenes to remove
cataracts he developed after being on
steroids for over a year following his
bone marrow transplant in '07 Cody
now has 20/20 vIsIon for the first
time in five years and quite literally
sees a whole new worfd. Joy Is grate
ful to his fnends and family, who have
provided love and support dunng his
ongoing Journey as a parent
Please note that due to corre
spondent error, Joy was inadvertently
referred lo as "she" in the fall issue.
He legally changed his name to Joy
in 1995, and he Is still very much a
man. He prefers to be called Joy or
J.l We apologize for the mistake.

Michael Ridgway '75 and Michael Collier '76 on the shores of Lake Champlain in
Westport, NY. in August 2012. Photo was taken after lunch with Robin Rice '72
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went back to a less intense workout go, what to see, what to do and what
not For those seeking a Job abroad, I
routine.· Last summer. sailing and
can help out with advice and possible
Correspondents: Lucy Marshall Sandor. golf were the pnmary actMtIes;
251 Katydid Lane, Wilton, CT 06891.
Cushing was in the Mediterranean for connections." Please contact the
lucysandor@aol.com: Sheryl Edwards
Alumni Office at 860-439-2306 for
IO days, sailing between Spam and
Ra1polt, 11 Pheasant Lane, Monroe, CT
Italy and around the northern part of mformallon on how to reach Nicole.
06468, sra1polt@us 1bm.com: /Jz
Sardinia. He also spent some lime in
Kolber Wollloff. 119 Estate Dove.
Jeocho. NY 11153, //z/rpnnc@aolcom MN, where he and a couple of fnends
won the Yngling Open North Amencan Correspondents: Jenifer Kahn Bakkala,
Champ1onsh1ps. ·1 sail out of the
51 Wesson Terrace, Northborough,
MA 01532, Jkbb/ue@gma1l.com, 1111
Sakonnet Yacht Club, where several
Correspondents: Deborah Lowry
Maclean, 42 Catb,rd Court,
former and current CC grads also sail. Perlman Pienkos, 103 8am Hill Lane.
Newington, CT 06lll,
Lawrenceville, NJ 08S48-2045,
including Adolf Haffenraffer '05. I see Jrpertman@snelnel
deb maclean@hotma1l.com, Meg
Sue
Kur
Lees
every
couple
of
months
Dawn Ellingboe Carleton has
Macri, megmacdoy@comcast.net
with her family, and Lisa Sohmer Is been in the San Francisco Bay area
Cushing Anderson and wife
great about sta�ng in touch, loo. I
for more than 20 years, teaching at
Sue live in Boston's South End and
love reconnecting with classmates. so the same school for 14. Currently,
have a cottage in RI, where he can
work remotely all summer. ·our cal, if anyone lives in or Is visiting Boston, she Is social studies curriculum
Boelh1us, has Just turned 17, so must please let me know.·
chair. d1vers1ty chair and the fifth•
grade teacher. ·Each day Is a new
be cons1denng colleges. but like all
adventure!" she wntes. "lnteresling
teenagers, he doesn't talk to us about
important things like that· Cushing Correspondent James Bradley Wade, fact, One of my colleagues here Is a
14 Davis Chapel Rd., Candler. NC
loves his job as a market research
CC alumna from the Class of '97!!
28715, colewade@msn.com
analyst, mainly researching how
Small worfd!" Dawn has also played
In 2002. Nicole Meuderscheid
organizations train their employees
some ice hockey on a co-ed team
Gast gol mamed and moved to the
and how companies leverage
"I've loved heanng how successful
business consultants. He works with beautiful countryside of Schleswig
the Lady Camels have been on the
Megan Santosus '87 and Rich Vancil Holstein ("that's where the black·
ice since I was a student. Women's
and-white cows come from") lo
'82. Cushing has also been working
ice hockey was merely a club when I
live with her husband and two cats
with Brad Thorpe P' II to help
was at CC." Dawn has two children,
next to a farm with about 70 cows.
organize IDC-sponsored CC seniors
who both graduated from college
for internships at their offices around "It's quaint here, but after living in
this spring.
the world. They sent Vinh Pham '13
NYC, lunch and Hamburg, it's also
Randel Osborne lives in Essex,
and Gyanendra Sharma '13 lo Prague a bit qwetl So my office,'apartment
CT, with his wife, Molly Tyson Osborne
last summer. and David Romanow
Is in the city of Hamburg (by the
'88; sons Garrett (Georgia Tech •16),
'12 to Chile over winter break. In his way· gorgeous. green, great harbor.
Floyd and Roald; and a collection
spare time, Cushing sails. reads lots cosmopolitan attitude, more bndges of Labrador retrievers. He's the
of books, plays golf and squash, and than Venice), to which I commute four information technology director for
tries to stay in shape "I completed
days a week. To anyone interested in the East Haven Public Schools and
90 days of the P90x workouts in 2011 vIsIt1ng North Germany, I'm happy to spends his spare lime sailing, wnting
and got halfway through in earfy
music and making custom electronic
supply any CC student with a place
2012 before I IOJUred myself and
to stay and good advice on where lo instruments.

1987

1985

1986

From left. Holly Burnet Mikula '80, Dawn Tatsapaugh Herdman '80, Jill Elsner ·so and Linda Garant '82 got
together on a warm October weekend m Boston.

class o e
Jonathan Rosenson and wife
Rebecca recently welcomed the1r
second child, Alex, who JOIOS big
sister Sarah, 6. Jon 1s still working as
an emergency room phys1c1an at Oak•
land and Richmond Medical Centers
m the San Francisco Bay area. He 1s
also on the faculty as an assistant
professor at the medical school at
U. of California-San Francisco m the
Department of Emergency Medicine.
"All is well,· he wr1tes, ·and 11 any
Camels are out our way, please get
m touchl"

1988

C-Orrespondent Nancy Beaner, 4059
Mclaughlin Ave., Apt. 8, Los Angeles,
CA 90066, nbeaney@aol.com

Editor's note: Due to an error. the
Class of '88 column was mistakenly
omitted from the Fa/12012 Class
Notes. The follOWJng notes include
those from last fall and the current
subm1ss1ons. Our apologies to the
Class.
All is well for Liz Irwin Schlosser
m NC, who has lived m the South and
worlled for NASCAR for 16 years. Last
summer on Cape Cod, she saw Sara
Metzger-Deveaux and husband
Jon. "We had a lot of laughs, and it
seemed we had just seen each other
yesterday when ,t had been nearly 17
years.· Liz worl<s and carpools her
kids for sports. She still plays golf but
has also taken up tennis. She'd love
to hear from Camels m the Charlotte,
NC, area.
In the Bay area, Jonathan Davis
and family are well. Sons Blington,
9, and Murray, 7, are mto Harry
Potter, and the family has traveled to

Harry Potter World to work on the1r
spells Wife Susan 1s developing and
expanding a language program m the
school system. They've seen Dorothy
Dudley Kenefick de Saint Phalle,
John Zuckerman '90 and Rena
Whitehouse '87, who stopped by on
her way to Yosemite. They also spent
Ume m Portland with Rod Woodley '86
and his fami�, and they saw Pete
Mohr ·1 have a Chris Coyne original
lpamtmgl m my office that routinely
gets good reviews, not quite the
same as Spiral Galleiy • A tnp back
east brought a reunion with Nick
Burlingham and Camille Hames
Burlingham '85
After IMng m TN and TX smce '93,
Joann Scheiber Donnelly moved
back to the Northeast with her three
kids (ages IO and 6-year-old twmsl
to live near family and begm a new
Job as the executive director of
Healthy l.Jvmg and Chrome Disease
Programs for the YMCA of Greater
Boston. She visited CC "Eveiythmg
looks great though I am not crazy
about what appears to be a new
buildmg bemg plopped down m
the middle of the mam green.· She
looks forward to connecting with old
fnends.
Jennifer Scheller loves life
in Philadelphia and summers m
Cape Cod. She teaches yoga and
mindfulness and does life coaching
for teens and adults. In Tulum,
Mexico, Jennifer led her fifth Radiant
Retreal a week of yoga, meditabon,
wr1tmg, beach and self-d1scoveiy.
She designs and facilitates retreats
for Fortune 500 companies, Wharton
Business School and pnvate clients.

Jennifer 1s also studymg creative
nonfiction wr1tmg and 1s wr1tmg
a memoir. "My intent is to msp1re
others to take the Ume to enioy and
honor their bodies, relax for peace
of mind, and tap mto their creative
spml My work 1s my hie passion, and
for that I am grateful.· She 1s m touch
with Bruce Sutphen and enJoys
heanng from other CC grads.
Alyssa Smallwood-Dalsass loves
working as a nurse pracbt1oner m
Bucks County, PA, and raising three
children, ages 12, 10 and 7, with
husband Andrew A former Schwiff,
she still sings, "but usually only with
my kids, who are all singers too!"
Things are going well for Sandra
Engle Gichner. She lives in
Bethesda, MD, with husband Steven
Gichner and daughters Frances,
14, Cecilia, 12; and Blza, 10. They
celebrated their 15th anmversaiy at
Jazz Fest m New Orleans. Sandra has
taught l.aUn for 11 years, "totally
inspired by my fantasllc CC Latin
professor, Dirk Heidi" Sandra sails
eveiy summer and sees a few CC
folks occasionally, "which 1s always
great!"
Will Meyer moved back north
after graduating from Tulane Law
School in '93 and now practices law
on Long Island. He en1oys a busy
life at home m Oyster Bay with wife
Christina and children Willets, IO;
Hannah, 8; and twms Gwen and Cole;
4 He also volunteers on several
nonprofit boards, including the local
Community Sailing Organ11at1on Will
still sails compelltrvely and looks
forward to competing m his 10th
Newport-Bermuda race. "Most of my

time on the water, however, 1s devoted
to cruising with the family around the
Northeast aboard our Sabre 38."
Kristen MacKenzie Pollard and
husband Sam opened their second toy
store m Salem, MA, and have owned
Mud Puddle Toys m Marblehead
for nme years Son Graham ,s m
high school and plays three sports;
daughter Clara 1s m Junior high and
does events with her horse, Image.
"Marblehead 1s a mecca of CC
grads-fun to keep in touch'"
Carlos Garcia lives m northwest
Washington, DC, and is starting to
rally support for CC among alumni
and fnends in the Mid·Atlant1c
region. He lives with wife Lucinda
(who attended CC for one year
before transfemng to art school at
Pratt m NYC) and children Michael,
16; Gabnel, 12; and Maya, 9.
Carlos practiced corporate, tech
and international trade law for 12
years and has been mvestmg m
DC real estate since '96. Today, he
actively sells real estate as a top
agent m his area and worl<s closely
on strategically growing companies
with his business partners m real
estate brokerage and development,
property management and database
marketing Carlos also serves on
boards and worl<s with DC-area start
ups on education reform.
After graduation, Bill Lyons
spent six years m Washington,
DC, as a researcher on technical
and mternaUonal topics. He
attended the U. of Wyoming for a
second bachelor's degree, m ciVII
engineering, and ended up with an
M.S. m geology He then earned a

Ph.D. at MIT m oceanography and
manne geology. Smee then, Bill
has been with Shell lnternabonal
Explorallon and Production. He and
wife Kellie, with dogs Bella and
Copper, enioy the nice winters in
Houston, TX ("and suffer through the
summers")
l.Jfe m England 1s still entertammg
for Alison Edwards Curwen. "The
Grand Nallonal was a wonderful
yet we1rd spectacle to behold.· As
teachers, Alison and husband Austin
have summers off and head back
to the East Coast for warm weather
and lime with family and fnends.
Alison worl<s at Kingham Hill School
with students who are moderately
to severely dyslexic, dyspraxJc or
dyscalculic "Each day they make me
laugh, or sigh in exasperaUon. Work 1s
truly reward mg· Children Darcy, 12;
Tag, 11, and Stapley, 9, keep Alison
and Austin entertained and "keep life
a bit chaoUc, too." They live in the
"bucolic Cotswolds, where out my
window the rapeseed 1s blooming and
the lambs are bleating. l.Jfe 1s good."
I was happy lo receive news from
several classmates last summer,
mcludmg Deborah Carr, who 1s a
professor and chair of the sociology
department at Rutgers U. and lives m
Highland Park, NJ
The artistic Anna Raff illustrated
two children's books. ·world Rat
Day,· by 2011 U.S. Children's Poet
Laureate J Patrick l.eWls, was
published m March, and "Sttvia's
Spinach.· by l'.:lthenne Pryor, was
published last Oct
Anne Harris Wilcox lives m
Rochester, NY, with her husband and

Above: Vicki Chesler '79 and her husband Matt (far left) met up with Marx Mclaughlin ·79 and Jay Faber '79
{
when they were m Boston for daughter Kelse s graduation from Northeastern m May 2012.
Right Vicki Chesler '79, left, and Anne Gamson '79, nght, hiking in the North Cascades of Washington stale
with Vicki's fnend (center), who lives m Seattle.
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'I conbnue lo en1oy trying to stnke
a balance between my work as a
designer and hie as a married person,
parenting three kids," says Rachel.
For fun, Rachel 1s soanng through
the air, taking a flying trapeze class.
Really I've seen the v,deo.
Also in the Seattle area 1s Abbe
Bartlett Lynch, who loves the
outdoors (when it's not dnzzling),
hanging with her husband of 15
years, Andy, and three kids, Kieran,
10; Drew, 5; and Sarah, 2. 'My kids
enJoy all the outdoor opportunit1es
skiing, hiking, messing around with
boats, snowboarding. And it appears
I'm becoming a hockey mom
Kieran's been playing for three years,
and Drew has just started." Abbe is at
the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center doing administratJVW
operational work. She continues to
row, as she did in college, and raced
at the San Diego Crew Classic for the
first time in Apnl, especially enJo�ng
'the sun and warmth-and the fish
tacos. Life is full, life is good."
For the last 16 years, Josh Motta
has worked at Brandeis U. in mail
services. He lives in Waltham, MA.
Also in MA, former CC net men are
connecting on the court in Chestnut
Hill, where Tim Smith 1s the director
of junior tennis at the Longwood
Cncket Club. In March, Tim hired
Trevor Prophet 'I I lo his coaching
staff. Brad Freer '91, also of the
men's team, visited in July for the
National Father-Son event held al the
club each year.
As for me, I live in Northampton

three children. She continues to work
with her dance company, Present
Tense Dance, and teaches at the
U. of Rochester. Last Aug., she was
named the president of the New York
State Dance Education Association.
She always enJoys spending time
with classmate Sarah Webb and her
wonderful family.
And, from across the Atlantic,
Francesca Sommariva wntes,
"I'm currently living in Deauville,
France, working for the Groupe Lucien
Barriere as MICE sales manager for
our three local luxury hotels. Still
mamed with two kids, ages 13 and
14, I welcome all alumni v1s1bng the
area. I sbll hope to return to the U.S.
for good someday soon!!" She 1s in
touch with Beatrice Spadacini and
Monique Galassi.

(you can find him on Facebookl. We
welcome help from anyone, near
or far.
In Feb., Liz Arnold Bollt achieved
her goal of competing in and finishing
a winter tnathlon in Ottawa, Canada.
She was one of two U.S. c1bzens
who competed with 250 others in
the race, which included an eight
kilometer skate, five-kilometer run
and 5-kilometer cross-country ski.
'The kids and husband are great
My oldest turned 16 this year, and ii
feels like his college days are right
around the bend. My youngest excels
in music and mathematics, and
my middle son won a science fair
last year and went on to a national
competition.·
Helen Dewey, who apparently
hasn't checked in with us in a while,
sent in a very long report, which I
i-iJitlitJWMCi took the liberty of distilling: "The
Correspondent: Deb Dorman Hay,
dust 1s finally settling from last
582/ N. 22nd St., Arlington, VA 22205,
year's move (exited suburban life and
dhay@conncoll.edu
returned lo life as a city dweller).
Caroline Bennett and her
It's nice to be liberated from home
husband and family are back in
renovations. I've been traveling and
the U.S. this summer for a month,
getting to see lots of Camels - coffee
travelling the loop of the East Coast in NYC with Tappan Heher and Joe
from Toronto to NYC v,a Boston to see
St. Cyr '87; the Scottish games with
Heather Meeker Green '90 and her
Bob Calhoun; a leisurely 'ladies who
husband, Rish, and hopefully other
CC buddies. Her children are Freddy, lunch' in Philadelphia with Chesca
14; Ella. 12; and Felix, I I. ·we really Sheldon Mayser and Alexandra
(Alix) Davis Cummin (just be sure
hope to pop into CC to relive some
they get home in time to meet the
great times."
kids
after school ... sorry about thaO;
Our 25th Reunion 1s Just around
the comer! We hope to have a record and DC power catch-up sessions
with Anne Mickle and Deborah
tumoul If you want to help, check
(Deb) Dorman Hay. Then on to San
in with Reunion Chair Mark Howes
Francisco ... Mark Howes provides

full-service hospitality, including a
remote office for telecommuting, and,
up in Sacramento (hopefully you can
be your own Judge of this at Reunion),
Paul Clauss has not aged a day since
school! I met Andrew Bechgaard at
the Glasgow airport and spent a week
driving around Scotland. Seems my
nav,gabon skills were lacking, and
we routinely got lost even though we
weren't going anywhere in particular.
Paige Margules Tobin was enticed
to escape for a girls' weekend. There
are lots of other classmates I'd love
to see, so hopefully my 'traveling to a
town near you' tour will continue.·

Mark Teschner '79 with his 5th Emmy Award for Casting for General Hospital.

Enka Esposito '02 and husband Brent Pfister with their children from left: Grahm Patnck Pfister (born 7/28/09),
Natalie Mane Pfister (born on 12/12/12), Sophia Danielle Pfister (born 3/l/07).
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Class of '90 alumni call him to go out
in the city
Working near Rich is Bruce
Maclaren, who for the last three
years has been the Chinese art
specialist for Bonhams Auctioneers'
NYC gallenes. When not traveling, he
lives north of the city with his wife
and 13-year-old son.
John Rubin and Mary (Mare)
Neary-Rubin are rocking out in
the West Village with a cool new
business venture called Replay
Studios, a music rehearsal space
for musicians, with an afterschool
rock-band program for kids. John has
been dreaming about this for a while
and wanted to make a career change.
Mare wntes: ·11 is exciting that we
Correspondent: Tona Blett. 3Q
have become small business owners,
Washington Ave., Northampton, MA
but life is busier than ever. Good thing
0/06(), v,ctonatxett@comcastnet
our kids are already 11 and 13 and
Greetings from Toria Brett,
much more independent!' The perk
your new class correspondent. I
figure I can't do worse than the last of being a Camel: John and Mare are
offering any NYC alums a free hour of
correspondent, since there wasn't
studio lime: www.replaymusicstudios.
one, and it has been long enough
com.
since the witty and wry Kristen
Victoria Shaw-Williamson,
Lofblad Sullivan resigned that I
won't suffer by companson. Speaking Rachel Arp Ramstad and I got
together in NYC this fall. Victona
of, Knstin lives in Cambndge, MA,
with her husband and 4-year-old son speaks for many of us when she
says she 1s a proud member of the
and works at Harvard.
sandwich generation, madly dashing
Meanwhile, the children of
around while running a three
Rich Petersen invaded Colonial
generational household in Manhattan.
Williamsburg in R!b., astounding
Victona 1s a furniture specialist at
colonists with their musketry and
lstdibs.com in NYC. Rachel was
milkmaid skills. The Petersens are
v,srting from Seattle, where she
headquartered in Brooklyn, where
likes to hang with Galen Grossman
their three children attend Packer
Hermelee now that Galen has
Academy. Rich works in midtown
Manhattan and likes 1I when v,s1ting moved back to Seattle from London.

1990

class ates
with Geoff Schaefer and our
daughters, Sophia, 13, and Lila,
10. Geoff still plays a lot of hocke,,
sometimes with Dan Crowley '93.
We spend time in the summer on an
island off the coast of ME. a great
respite from inland living. Ken Rosen
Visits us there almost annually for
sailing tnps, a shift from his life
as a Chinese medicine and spa
professional in Asia. Tina Hunstein
Cornell lives nearby in Chesterfield
with her two kids and husband,
though we don't see her as much as
we'd all like. We did spend a few days
in LA. with Joe Syracuse and Lisa
Addario last spnng, gleaning "Inside
Holly,wod' info about the moVJe they
wrote ("Parental Guidance,' stamng
Billy Crystal and Bette M1dler), and
our kids had fun hanging out with
their cool CA kids, Augie and Lulu

1991

Correspondent: Amy Lebowitz Rosman,
120 Round Hill Road, East Hills. NY
11577, rosman5@hve com

1992

Correspondents, Maggie Ruvo/di,
mruvoldt@gma1l.com; Dug (Donald)
Stowe, dstowe@lutco.com

1993

Correspondent: M,chael Carson, P.O.
Box 914, East Orleans, MA 02643,
carson.m,chael@comcaslnet

1994 i-1U#itJWMH

Correspondent. Tika Marlin, 3221
Carter Ave., Unit 116, Manna de/ Rey,
CA. t1kamartm@yahoo.com

Susan Cotter recenW published
her first two teen e-nOYels, "Miss
r.a1cu1a11on· and "Miss alwn,' under the
pen name Sue Seabury The Ihm! nOYel
in the senes, "Miss Understanding," 1s
expected out this summer.

1995

Correspondent: Stephan,e Wilson
Mendez, 5328 0/rver Ave S,
Mmneapohs, MN, 55419,
sw1lson@bazoomer.com

1996
1997

Correspondent, Ker, Sarajlan,
ker,sarajlan@gmall.com

Correspondent: Ann Bevan Hollos,
1443 Beacon St. #105, Brook/me, MA
02446, annbevan23@gma1l.com

Jorge Vega Ill recently accepted
a pos1t1on at the Ethical Culture
Fieldston School in NYC as director
of technology. Jorge was previously
employed at the Sage School as
director of technology. 'After nearly
eight years in MA, we're coming
home to NY, and I'm mOV1ng on to the
biggest challenge of my IT career.·

1998

Correspondents, Alec Todd, 1045
N Utah St., Arlington, VA 22201,
artod4789@yahoo.com; Abby Clark,
5326/h Ave. #31., Brooklyn, NY 11215,
ab1ga1/bclarl!@hotma1l.com

Marcela Gandy '93, Gustavo Correa '94, James Palten '04 and Wilham
Wuyke in M1am1 for the M1am1 Half Marathon.

Digital leader
VINCENT FARRELL '96, has been named ro
che newly created position of global chief content
officer at Hava Worldwide, an integrated marketing
communication agency headquartered in ew
York. Farrell will develop the agency' digital-at-checore model with over ight of content creation, curation, development,
production and distribution.
Farrell came co Hava from RIGA, where he helped build and manage
che agency' digital cudio, experiential, retail and pre entation design
capabilitie . Before char, he directed content and integrated marketing
production at pikeTV.com. He al o ha a background in independent
film production. Hi documentary "ME@THE ZO ," which map rhe
rise of a controver ial video blogger from mall-town Tenne ee, premiered
at the undance Film Festival in 2012 and was di rribured by HBO.

1999 i-1U#itJWMCI

Correspondents: Megan Tepper•
Rasmussen Soi,o/n,c/u, Kent School, 1
Macedoma Road, Kent, CT 06757,
sokD/mclum@kent•school edu;
Dame/le leB/anc Ruggiero,
dame/le_rugg,ero@yahoo.com

2000

Correspondent: Kat,e Stephenson, 54
Rope Ferry Road, Unit 13811, Waterford,
CT 06385, kste78@hotma1l.com

Liz Gonzalez-Quinones is the
Teacher of the Year at the Regional
Mulllcultural Magnet School, a K-5
magnet school in New London, CT,
where she teaches fourth and fifth
grade in a bilingual program.

2002

Carla Laracuente 'OJ and
Jonathan Musoke were married
on 5/27/12. r.amels in attendance
Correspondents. Katie McA/ame,
included Lauren Butler, Laura
lrmcalame@gma1/.com; Mellssa
lsvaelian Petras, Jeannine Zapata, Minehan, 7533 Buclungham Orrve, •
Jennifer De Leon '01, Mana Perez '01, Apt. 2E, Clayton, MO 63150,
Daniel r.arrero ·o I. Jason Allabab1di mehssa.mmehan@gma1l.com; Ulla
'04, Andrew Musoke '04. Tito Molina lyrre/1, 418 Saint Asaph, A/exandna, VA
'80, Jacques George, Adam Musoke 22314, lntyrrell@wulawwustl.edu
Erika Esposito and husband Brent
'II. Felix Fofie, Enc Williamson '02,
M1tzchka Ortu '99, Rodney Ortiz '99 Pfister are thrilled to announce the
amval of their third child. Natalie
and Michael VascOV1tz '10.
Mane Pfister was born on 12/12/12
in Greensboro, NC. Enka and Brent's
other children include daughter
Correspondents: John Battista, 5225
Sophia Danielle Pfister (born 3/1/07),
Siu/Iman Ave., Apt 2C, Woodside, NY
and son Grahm Patnck Pfister
11377, Jgbat@hotma1l.com; Jordana
Gustafson, Jordana6@gma1l.com
(born 7/28/Wl

2001

Emma Hantos '07 and Max Peterson at the1r wedding in Newport, RI, on 12/1/12 From Left Amanda r.alkins '05, Andrew
Baker '06, Sarah McKitterick '07, the groom, Kendall Doble '07, the bnde, Anelle Dezura Patton '07, Ben Courchesne 'OS,
Bradley Wray Cooke '07, Kevin Cooke '07, Hunter Patton '05. Evan Piekara '07 was also in attendance.
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Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender
Community SeMces Center (the
Center) m NYC, Skyler's passion and
dedication for youth work inspired
his pursuit of the MSN. The Center
When BRADFORD NICOLL '01 and hi busine s partner ara
nominated Skyler to an event at
William recencly opened The aim arherine, a new bar and cafe in
Vice President Joe Biden's home
rhe Prospecr Heighr / rown Height ection of Brooklyn, ome of the
celebrating the next generation of
fir r gue rs through rhe door were a half dozen friends from onnecricut
LGBT Leaders. Sk�er attended the
event on 9/19/12 and was recognized
ollege. icoll, who has lived in rhe area for even year , aims to
as an LGBT Emerging Leader.
make the place a neighborhood hangout wirh a menu of comforr food
Susan (Suzie) Connor and Ryan
rhroughour che day and into the evening. Hungry and thirsty amels
(Woody) Woodward '04 were married
can follow hi progr on lnstagram or Twitter@ ainr athBK.
at Harkness Chapel on 9/16/11 They
gathered with fnends in memory
of their Frisbee teammate, Connor
announce his marriage to Leslie
(Kate) Brooks Grandbois, Mary
Jessalyn Sadler Correa and
Donohue '07, at his memonal tree.
Dougherty, which occurred on Del 13 Suzie and Woody now live in MO,
husband Steven Correa are thrilled to Rafter, Eleni Kotsonis, Whit
announce the birth of their first child, Richardson '02, Sean Hagan, Coley at the Aldnch Mansion in Warwtck, RI. where she works as a physician's
Daniel George Alvarez-Correa. Daniel Ward, Zvee Geffen, Henry Kesner, The'f currently reside in Providence,
assistant and he works in sales for
Stefan Apse, Jeff Mandell '04, Chris RI. Matt met Leslie, who is ongmal� EMC. Many fellow Camels were in
was born on Feb. 11 m Providence,
RI. Daniel was welcomed home by his Percy '04, and Annie Tselilus '04.1
from Washington, DC, while the'/ were attendance: Jeff Mandell '04, Jasper
"big sister," the family's Jack Russell
students at Boston College Law School. Kan '04, Chris Percy '04, Matt
Molberger, Jim Folger '05, Elizabeth
temer, Hazel. So far, Daniel enJoys
i-iJuditJWMt■
Bennett '08, Laura Gosnell, Bonnie
listening to Mommy sing, cuddling
Correspondent, Kelly McCall Lane,
Prokesch '04, Annie Tselikis '04,
mccall./<.elly@gmall.com
with Dad and soaking m the tub.
Justin Chiu '04, Rich Kappler '04,
Holly Simpson and Gerard Berry Correspondents, Cecily Mandi Macy,
cec1ly.mandl@gma1l.com;
Matt (Presto) Preston '04, Katherine
were married on 6/30/12 at the
Stephanie Savage Flynn,
(Kate) Reardon, Mallory Littman,
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts,
stephan1esavageflynn@gma1l.com
Correspondents, Melissa Higgins, 15
Alex Lanstem '07 and nmna
Philadelphia,
PA.
Alter
IMng
in
Clarh St. 113, Boston, MA 02109,
Molberger.
Cleveland,
OH,
where
Holly
worked
as
me/Issa h1ggmslJ@holma1l.com;
Marisa Olsen and Will Grosvenor
an ophthalmolog1st, they are moving
Leslie Kalka, 418 W. 49th St., Apt.
Correspondent: Julia Pnntz Jacobson,
were mamed on 10/7/12 at Castle
4A, New Yorlr, NY 10019,
to Chapel Hill, NC, this summer.
1u//a.1acobson@gma1l.com
lj/r319@hotma1/com
Hill Inn in Newport, RI. Camels in
Suzie Connor '06 and Ryan
Skyler Cruz (formerly Christine
Taylor Neff and Daniel Eberle
attendance included Kathenne Brant
(Woody) Woodward were mamed at
were married 8/4/12 in Phippsburg, Harkness Chapel on 9/!fvl I. See the Cruz) earned his Master of Social
'07, Emily Whipple, Katherine
Work at the Silberman School of
ME. Camels in attendance were Evan '06 Class Notes column for
McCord, Rachel Humphrey, Joe
Social Work at Hunter College in
Olmstead and Liza Eleoff, Sara
Gnffin '07, Virginia Fuller, Kelsey
more details.
Comstock, Ned Leutz, Jordan
May. kl a four-year employee at the
Kelly, Sarah Besky, Katherine
Matthew Parker 1s happy to

Thirsty in Brooklyn?

2004

2003

2006

M. Grant Hogan '07 and Stefanie Weiss '07 (both scholars in the Toor
Cummings Center for International Studies and the Liberal Arts) at the 2013
Presidential Inauguration in Washington, DC
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Savage '07, Thomas Anderson '07,
Patrick Jones, Makena Cahill,
Colin Whitney '07, Colin Pagnam,
Graham Lincoln, Brendan Rampi,
Peter Levitan, Katherine Brodie
and Nate Dooley-Hayes.

2007

Correspondent: Chns Redly,
ctre1@conncoll.edu

After five years of teaching in
Boston Public Schools, Te-Ana Harris
is in medical school at Tufts U. School
of Medicine.
Emma Haritos and Max Peterson
are happy to announce their marriage
on 12/V12 at the Hotel Viking,
Newport, RI. Camels in attendance
included Bradley Wray Cooke,
Kevin Cooke, Arielle Dezura
Patton, Hunter Patton '05, Kendall
Doble, Evan Piekara, Amanda
Calkins '05, Andrew Baker '06 and
Sarah McKitterick.
Patrick Heffernan 1s proud to
announce the formation of the Law
Office of Patnck J. Heffernan, located
in Salem, MA. Patnck is licensed to
practice in both MA and M[, and his
firm focuses on cnmmal defense,
domestic relations, and employment
and labor law. He lives m Salem, MA,
with his wife, Casey.

2008

Correspondent. Sally Pendergast
McCance, sally.mccance@gma,i.com

Christine Jackson Remy

Joselyne Flores '10 mamed high school sweetheart Jose Ochoa 12/22/12 in a small ceremony attended by the
parents of the groom, Ben1amm and Glona Ochoa, and the parents of the bride, David and Mana Flores.

class notes
and Joseph Remy are happy to
announce their mamage on &'w'12
in SL Petersburg Beach, FLThey
currently reside in Tampa, FL Laura
Robertson was one of the guests in
attendance at their intimate beach
wedding.

almost three times in size in the
past year. Kathryn works on brands
ranging from Harry Winston to Sam
Edelman and Yankee Candle, planning
and buying all media, including
outdoor, d1g1tal, pnnt and broadcast.
Michael Meade loves hie in
Santa Fe, NM, where he grows
1-VC•liiWMt■ with Many Gardens, a gardening
program at �a Fna Elementary
Correspondent. Caro/me Gransee.
School in collaboration with Santa Fe
caroflne.gransee@gma1/.com
Community Farm, a local nonprofit
dedicated to feeding the needy In
April, the program hosted a spnng
Correspondents Enn Osborn,
break camp to introduce children to
eosbom@connco/1 edu; Grace
gardening, natural arts and crafts,
Champ/am Astrove. 12316 Spur
earthen building, animal husbandry
Lane, Rockv1/le, VA 23146,
and other life skills.
gcal223@gmatl.com:
ccnotesJO@gma1/.com
Joselyne Flores always knew
Grace Astrove earned her
she wanted to work with children,
M.A. in art history from Virginia
and in June '12 the doors to Early
Commonwealth U. in Dec. She
Bird Family Child Care opened. They
recently moved to NYC, where she 1s offer quality daycare for infants,
interning in the curatorial department toddlers, and school-aged children
at the Jewish Museum.
near downtown LA.They also work
Veronica (Nica) Botsford
with low-income families, offenng
recently moved to San Diego, !'A
quality subsidized daycare. Opening
to study massage therapy at the
this daycare has not been the only
International Professional School of
life-changing event in Joselyne's life.
Bodywork (IPSB). So far it's going
On Dec. 22, in an intimate ceremony
great, and she looks forward to a
with just family, Joselyne mamed her
career in the healing arts of massage. high-school sweetheart, Jose Ochoa.
Kathryn (Kat)Torrey 1s working They are now focusing on expanding
as a media planner at the NYC full
Early Bird Family Child Care and
selVlce boutique advertising agency, hope to serve more families in their
Lipman, which was started as a
community
creative agency led by OaVJd Lipman
Justin Koufopoulos 1s haVJng
and has gamed many clients, grOW1ng hie-changing expenences living in

2009

2010

the U.K. as a Fulbnght Scholar at the
U. of Leeds. He 1s more excited than
ever about the future, with V1s1ons
of starting a technology company in
healthcare. If you are a student or
graduate and a rock-star developer
or designer, contact JusUn at
J@Jkoufopoulos.com, and check out
his websites, Jkoufopoulos.com and
thequantified me
Chris Muscatello lives in
Chicago, pursuing a master's degree
in mamage and family therapy. He
recently accepted an internship at
Resurrection Health Care, where he
will be working with both adults and
children.
Ben Gitkind IS lead English
teacher at the NabVJty School of
Worcester.

2011

Correspondent. Rachel Jacobsen,
qacobse@alumm.conncoll.edu

Rachel Cimino completed her
final semester at Pratt Institute,
finishing her MPS in creative arts
therapy. She worked on a study
about the effects of art therapy
interventions on autism.
Brittany Shinn 1s attendmg
graduate school at Columbia U
for occupational therapy and loves
liVJng in NYC. She will graduate next
year with her master's degree. She
is currently working in the mental
health field but will have a vanety of
expenences before she graduates

Jessalyn Sadler Correa '02 and husband. Steven Correa, are thnlled to announce the birth
of their first child, Daniel George Alvarez-Correa

Writing for kids
A mu ical wricten and directed by
ASHLEIGH CATSOS '06, was showca ed at
the ew York hildren's Theater Festival in
Manhattan chi pring. "Molly Bloom-Lately"
i about a third grader who, after being
ceased, learns to rand up for and believe in
her elf. at o live in ew York icy; in
addition co her life in the cheater, he i al o
a yoga instructor and teaches the newe t
member of the Blue Man roup.
Emma Krane has been living in
rural Cambodia with the Peace Corps
with a primary assignment as an
English teacher/teacher trainer since
July'11. She 1s scheduled to end her
service in Aug. and will be returning
to the States.
Brigid O'Gorman graduated from
Tulane U. School of Public Health and
Tropical Medicine with a Masters of
Science in Public Health from the
department ofTrop1cal Medicine.
Last summer, she interned at the
Botswana-Baylor Children's Clinical
Centre of Excellence in Gaborone,
Botswana, in the ped1atnc and family
HIV clime. Bng1d aspires to become
a pediatrician with a specialty in
infectious disease and to continue
traveling to sub-Saharan Afnca and

other areas around the world that
need medical aid
Siddharth Ratho is in his second
year at the Government Law College
in Mumbai. He expects to complete
his law degree by May '14. He has
interned in three different law firms
and 1s currently at the Supreme Court
of India in New Delhi. He has det1ded
to take up liligalion as a career
Lizzy Aiello lives in NYC and
works at the Hewitt School, a pnvate
girts' school on the Upper East
Side. She continues to teach yoga
in her neighborhood and will begin
a master's degree in social work at
Columbia University this fall. Lizzy
will be traveling this summer before
she goes back to school.

Caitlin McIntosh Greenhouse '05 and Michael Greenhouse '06 welcomed Elijah Kimball
Greenhouse on 12/2/12.
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enrichment. squash instruction and
John OJ.) McGregor moved
Cecy Cuevas hves in Chicago,
U. in the department of horticulture
out of Meribel in the French Alps
community seMce.
earning her master's in Latin
and landscape architecture,
Samantha Sgourakes is a Peace
when he was picked up by a new
Amencan and Latino studies.
specializing m enology with a bit of
Correspondent· Anakena Paddon,
Corps volunteer in Sorot1, Uganda. As
team in Re1ms, France. He now lives
viticulture. Anne enJoys rock climbing Currently working as a T.A., she
Flat 8. 37 Chesterton Road. London
W/0 SLY. England,
a literacy coach and teacher trainer
with a host family and plays for the
and hiking the Rocky Mountains. She plans to go to law school when
apaddon@alumm.conncoll.edu
at Asuret Pnmary School, she works
Re1ms Phenix of the French 0Ms1on
she graduates.
also trained for her first marathon,
Grace Gunderson works as
with teachers to utilize student
Karam Sethi 1s doing a Fulbnght
I Ligue. "It's an amazing town, the
the Colorado Marathon, in May. She
a staffing assistant at Vertex
centered teaching methodologies and
champagne capital of the world!"
still bakes and has developed new
in Malaysia After training in Kuala
Pharmaceutical m Cambndge,
to incorporate reading, wnting and
Brenner Green coached the
recipes that are altitude fnendly.
Lumpur, he was placed in the state
MA. She also volunteers as a Job
critical thinking into the classroom
boys' and girls' cross-country teams She bumped into Becca Pava '11 in
of Johor, where he's a teacher's
coordinator with the Greater Boston
She hves only two hours away from
at Mo1ave to fourth place in d1vis1on the anatomy and zoology building
assistant for a pnmanly Chinese
Chapter of the Amencan Society of
the orphanage where she interned for
and 10th in regionals. He's now
recently-Becca 1s at CSU for
secondary school.
Training and Development
head distance coach for track and
the past two summers thanks to CHS
vet school!
Dan Seehausen lives in Laos
Megan Reback works as the
and OVCS, Asayo's Wish Foundation,
Anakena Paddon was working
and works for an environmental
field and continues teaching the
assistant to the publisher at Quartz
the place that captured her heart.
SEC (severe emotionally challenged
on a one-year master's program
development firm on a proJect that
and The Atlantic. She works directly
Alex Hsu tutors kids ranging
students) room through the Teach
in contemporary art at Christie's
uses combustion from 100% human
under Jay Lauf '86. She hves m
from middle school to high school in
Education, in London, England.
waste to produce electricrtyi While
for Amenca program in Las Vegas.
Brooklyn with Eva Jablow and
He is also enrolled in the Masters
She returned to CC twice (in Oct
the proJect may seem off-putting, it's Washington, DC. The group tutoring
Annie Anderson.
of Education in Special Education
sessions cover all school subJects,
and March) to attend the board of
actually very exciting, and they
Catherine Lawton and Jacqui
and Alex provides his help and
trustees conferences and
program at the U. of Nevada-las
are oplim1st1c regarding the
Durand were thnlled to meet fellow Vegas.
support wherever needed.
looks forward to attending
economic returns.
Camel Will Clark '79 in Park City,
Alex Owen lives in New Orleans,
Amy Hannum held a solo show
Commencement 2013.
Caith McKee lives in Munich,
UT, and appreciated him shanng his workmg at the Greater New Orleans
at the Pigeon Hole Gallery in New
Ali McPherson was accepted into Germany, and works for a start-up
knowledge of the local mountains
Fair Housing Center preventing
London, CT, last fall and was awarded
the Yale School of Medicine Phys1c1an company.
and city.
housing discnmination. He also
a scholarship to attend the Seventh
Catherine Monahan spent
Associate Program and starts m Aug.
Rachel Buonaiuto works at a
plays music, leading his own New
International Encaust1c Conference
Jazmin Long moved to Cleveland, last summer teaching drawing and
global education company in Boston Orleans jazz band and playing with
in Provincetown, MA, in June. Three
painting, studio art and ceramics at
OH, last Aug. to attend the Mandel
called EF Education First
other bands.
of Amy's works were selected for the
School of Applied Social Sciences at
Northfield Mount Hermon Summer
Erik Karwatowski, Sam Mauck
Cotton uhibilion at Fountain Street
Alli Arrigoni works at two labs
Case Western Reserve U. This summer, Session. She lives in New Haven, CT,
and David Ma live together in a
and took the MCAT in April, after
Fine Art Gallery in Framingham, MA,
she's working for a foreign exchange serving as a public ally with Public
satellite Abbey House in Brooklyn, NY. which she celebrated with a tnp to
m Jan. and several pieces from her
company, Academic Year in Amenca. Allies Connecticut and working as
Brannen Liang works as a lab
Disneyland.
the coordinator of communications
"Migration· senes were exh1b1ted
in Stamford, Cl She spent a week in
technician at U. of Connecticut Health
Anne Kearney 1s in her first year Poznan, Poland, taking courses at
at the Chelsea Groton Bank in
at Squash Haven, an afterschool
Center in Farmington, CT. He co
as an MS candidate at Colorado State their school of social work.
program that combines academic
New London.
authored a second manuscript to be
published m Blood, the journal of the
American Society of Hematology, with
his research contnbutions on CD-13,
a molecule with potential beneficiary
effects dunng myocardial infarction.
On the weekends, he visits Camels
in NYC and Boston to help with his
"post-grad depression •
Brendan Heussler works for a
federal contracting firm, developing
software for the Department of
Defense.
In a CHS miracle, Jon Markson
landed a Job at the Gallery Recording
Studio in Brooklyn, NY, where he'd
previously interned. He's been beefing
up his portfolio of clientele and
working on his own music, including
tounng overseas for two months with
the band Such Gold in Germany, the
Netherlands, the U.K., Australia and
Japan! After resting up in Austin, TX,
with fellow alums from Shake the
Baron, Jon headed back to the East
Coas� with plans to visit CC.
Olivia Za11ara 1s back in Vienna,
Austria, where her family lives. Last
Sept, she started grad school in
international business and loves
1t so far
William Tarimo 1s at
Brandeis U , laking on a Ph.D m
Grace Astrove '10, Juha Hamett Lenzi 'IO and Alicia Cauterucc10 '12 traveled to Martha's Vineyard last summer. They will return again this summer for their
computer science.
second annual Camel reunion weekend
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Your classmates would love to hear
from you. The fastest way to share
your news is through the Alumni Online
Community, www.conncoll.edu/alumni,
where your notes and photos are
posted instantly. CC: Magazine does
not publish pregnancy and engagement
announcements. but you may submit
these online.

>

To submit your news to CC: Magazine,
send notes and digital photos to your
class correspondent. If no correspondent
is listed for your class, please email or
mail your notes and photos to us at the
addresses below.
Please note: All photos must feature at
least one alumnus or alumna and include
full names and class years. Digital

ccmag@conncoll.edu

OBITUARIES
Emma Howe Waddington '38
died March 5. No further details were
available at the time of this pnnting
Eunice Morse Benedict '38
died Sepl 25. No further details were
available at the time of this pnntmg.
FrancesHenretta Whiting '38
died July 27. No further details were
available at the lime of this pnnting.
Elizabeth Butler Close '39 of
Dallas, Texas, died Feb. 1 A French
major, Betty and her husband, Walter,
resided for many years m Scarsdale,
N.Y. An active volunteer, Betty worked
with many community organizations,
including the Junior League of
Scarsdale, Scarsdale Women's Club,
GreeflVllle Community Church and
White PlainsHospital. She and Walter
spent 50 happy years together before
his death. Betty was predeceased
by her daughter Valerie and is
sulVlved by two daughters and six
grandchildren.
Mary Chapman Watts '39
died June 22. No further details
were available at the time of
this pnntmg.
Janet Jones Diehl '39 of
Skaneateles. N.Y., died Jan. 9. An
economics major, Janet volunteered
for the College as a class agent
and class correspondent She
taught Hp reading for more than 12
years. Throughout retiremenL Janet
volunteered at many organizations,
including the C.A.R.E. Animal Shelter
and the South BayHosprtal. She
was predeceased by her husband,
Gene Diehl, and two siblings. Janet
IS sulVlved by two children. five
grandchildren. SIX great-grandchildren
and a goddaughter
Margaret Weston French '39
of Wilton, Conn , died Sept 18. A

sociology major, Margaret worked as
a secunty analyst for CentralHanover
Bank & Trust and served on Wilton's
planning and zoning commIssIon.
Margaret was predeceased by her
husband, Daniel C. French. and her
cousin, Neltje S VanDeVelde '39. She
Is sulVlved by her son. two daughters
and granddaughter.
Helena Jenks Rafferty '39 P'63
'65 ofHartford, Conn., died Jan. 28. A
zoology major,Helena volunteered for
the College as class agent She earned
her master's degree m teaching from
Central Connecticut State College and
taught elementary school for nearly
two decades. An active volunteer,
she held several leadership roles
m her church. including seMng
as deaconness and on the music
committee.Helena was predeceased
by her husband, AllenH. Rafferty, and
five siblings. She is sulVlved by four
children, including Peggy Rafferty
Reduker '63 and Susan Rafferty
Williams '65; nine grandchildren; and
10 great-grandchildren.
Evelyn Braunwarth McKinley '40
of Petersborough, NH , died Oct 14.
An economics major, Evelyn, known as
Browme, earned a bachelor's degree
m political science from the U. of
Pittsburgh A dedicated member of her
community, she held elected offices
m the League of Women Voters and
AAUW, as well as the PTA and Fnends
of the Library. Brownie's hobbies
mcluded painting, pol1l1cs and sailing.
She was predeceased by her husband,
Robert, and is sulVlved by three
daughters. four granddaughters and
five great-grandchildren.
Shirley Rice Pallucchini '40 of
Honolulu.Hawa11, died March 5. She
was predeceased by her husband,
ManoHugo Pallucch1ni. No further
details were available at the bme of
this pnnting.

)

Harriet Rice Strain '40 of
Killingworth, Conn • died Sepl
26. A history and government
double major,Harriet went on to
receive her master's degree and
teaching certification from the U.
of Connecticut She served on the
board of directors for the Connecticut
Education Association and was
president of the Old Saybrook
Education Association.Hamel was
predeceased by her husband, James
R. Stram. She Is survived by her
daughter, granddaughters and greatgrandchildren.
Margaret Schultz Marr '40
of Duxbury, Mass., died Jan. 5. A
psychology major, Margaret worked
as a reading specialist for Duxbury
public schools for many years.
She was an active volunteer m
several local schools. Margaret was
predeceased by her husband, Colin D.
Marr, and a brother. She is survived
by her sister; two daughters and
sons-in-law; eight grandchildren; and
15 great-grandchildren
Margaret Lafore Wyatt '41 of
Portola Valley, Calif., died Nov 4. An
English major, Peg worked for the
College as a class agenlHer hobbies
included traveling, going to the beach
and enjoying the Oregon Shakespeare
Festival. She was predeceased by
her first and second husbands, Allan
Moltzen and Reverend Jack Wyatt,
respectively. Margaret Is suMved by
four sons.
Doris Porter Smith '41 of
West Lebanon, NH., died Dec. 24
Alter her time at the College, Dons
worked at Smith Auto Sales, a family
business. She was a skilled golfer
and avid watercolor artist. She
was predeceased by her husband,
Kenneth Smith, a sister and brother.
Dons Is survived by a sister; two
sons; three grandchildren; three

photos must be at least 300 dpi and 4x6
inches. You may also mail prints to us at
the address below. We' ll return them if
you provide a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.
Photos are published on a space
available basis. Due to the volume of
photos we receive. we cannot guarantee
publication.
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great-grandchildren; and many nieces
and nephews.
Phyllis Elizabeth Walters
Williams '41 of St. Petersburg, Fla ,
died Sepl 21. An English major,
Phyllis served as secretary of the
board for All Children'sHospital
m St. Petersburg, Fla. She was on
the board of the South Pinellas Red
Cross and a founding member and
president of the Stuart Society at the
Museum of Fine Arts. Phyllis was
predeceased by her first and second
husbands, W.Henry Stover and John
H. 'Jack" Williams, respective�.
She is su1V1ved by her children,
stepchildren, grandchildren and
step-grandchildren.
Anne Bates Dorman Atherton
'42 of Old Saybrook, Conn., died
Ocl 14. A psychology and zoology
double major, Anne worked for many
years at an art magazine based m
Centerbrook, Conn. She enjoyed
tennis, walking on the beach and
attending church seMces. She was
predeceased by her sister, Alice
Dorman Webster '36; son Timothy;
and husband. Albert C. Atherton.
Anne is survived by her daughter;
son, eight grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren; and nieces and
nephews.
JoanHadley Ewaka '42 of New
Castle. Oel., died Dec. 30, 2011*.
A child development major, Joan,
known as Virginia, attended Sleeper's
Business College. She enjoyed
singing and volunteering. She was
predeceased by her husband, Michael
Ewaka, a son and a grandson.
Virginia Is survived by two children,
seven grandchildren and 12 greatgrandchildren.
MargarettaHosack Jones '42
of Annapolis. Ohio. died Feb. 16. A
mathemabcs major, Mamy was an
active member m many local cIV1c

CONNECT WITH YOUR CLASSMATES:

groups, including Junior League,
Women's Board of the Youngstown
Hospital, Ohio Genealogical Society
and NilesH1stoncal Society She was
preceded m death by her husband,
William B. Jones. Margaretta Is
su1V1ved by a son; three daughters;
a sister; six grandchildren; and six
great-grandchildren
Olive Mauthe Stone '42 P'70
of Poland, Oh10, died Dec. 25. A
dedicated volunteer, Olive served as
president of the Women's Board for
the YoungstownHospital Associalion.
She was an active member of the
Village Club. Garden Club and New
Century Club. AHispanic studies
major, Olive en1oyed traveling and
spending time with her family. She
was predeceased by her parents
and brother. Olive Is survived by
her husband, JohnH. Stone; three
daughters, including Deborah Stone
Mager '70; six grandchildren; and
four great-grandchildren.
Carol Metcalf Hole '42 of
VineyardHaven, Mass , died Jan. 16.
Carol was an active member of the
l>Nasco Country Club. In add1bon to
volunteering. she enjoyed playing
golf and tennis. She Is survived by
her three sons. nme grandchildren
and 15 great-grandchildren. Carol's
husband, Legare RomigHole,
predeceased her.
Billy Mitchell Young '42
ofHickory, Pa., died Sepl21 A
chemistry major, Billy worked for
Sun Oil for many years She was
predeceased by her husband, James
Donald Young. Billy Is sulVIVed by her
daughter, two sons and respective
wives; SIX grandchildren; and niece.
Sarah Turner McKelvey '42 of
Youngstown, Ohio. passed away Jan.
18. A French major, Sarah was an aVJd
volunteer, se1V1ng on the boards of
Youngstown Society for the Blind and

www.conncoll.edu/alumni
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Disabled, the Monday Musical Club,
Camp Fire Girls of America, Park Vista
and the Pink Ribbon Tea Committee
of the Junior League. Sarah enjoyed
reading, traveling and playing bridge.
She was predeceased by her husband,
William B. McKelvey; a son; a brother;
and sister-in-law, L Margaret
McKelvey Anderson '36. Sarah is
survived by her brother; sister, Helen
Grayce McNe1sh '46; seven children;
21 grandchildren; and many nieces
and nephews.
Ann Whitmore Carter '42
of Millsboro, Del., died Feb. 5.
Ann graduated as a history and
government double major. She
mamed naval officer William A
Carter and settled in Millsboro
to raise their children. Ann was
predeceased by her husband. She
is surv1ved by her daughter; son
in-law; son; six grandchildren, two
step-grandchildren; and two great
grandchildren
Alice Dimock'43 of New London,
Conn., died March 30. A German
major, Alice earned her bachelor's
degree in comparative religion from
Barnard College. She worked as a
social worker in New York and was a
member of the Denison Pequotsepos
Nature Center. Alice enjoyed reading,
studying foreign languages and
traveling. She is survived by her
sister, two nieces and three nephews
Anne Godchaux Polack '43
of Baton Rouge, La., died Jan. 4. A
French major, Anne volunteered for
the College as a class agent Anne
was a dedicated volunteer, serv1ng m
leadership posilions such as service
director for the Cancer Serv1ces of
Greater Baton Rouge. In addition to
volunteenng, Anne enjoyed books and
crossword puzzles She Is survived by
her husband, Joseph A. Polac� two
children; a daughter-in-law; a son
in-law; three grandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren.
Mary Ann Knotts Walsh '43
of Denton, Md., died Sept 16.
A psychology major, Mary Ann
was a superv1sor for foster care
and adoptions for the Maryland
Department of Social Serv1ces. She
was passionate about h1stoncal
preservalion and recorded her
personal expenences from limes of
war in her memoir, "Golden Days
and Gentle ways My World from the
Wooden Porch Swmg, 1922-1939."
Her husband, Lt Commander
Quentin Robert walsh, predeceased
her. Mary Ann Is surv1ved by her
sister; two brothers; three children,
four grandchildren; and 10 great
grandch1ldren.
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Hildegard Meili Van Deusen
'43 of wayne, NJ, died March 6.
An English major, she graduated Phi
Beta Kappa. Hildy led an involved
career in journalism, serving as a
researcher for Life magazine, wnter
for the Journal of Medical Economics
and editor of The Forum, a magazine
of Al-Anon. She also collaborated with
the Duke of Windsor on his memoir, "A
King's Story.· Hildy enjoyed golfing,
photography and internationaltravel
She served on the College's Alumni
Board, was a class agent. helped
plan Reunions and served as class
president. Her extraordinary service
to the College earned her the 2013
Alumni Tnbute Award, which was
awarded posthumously at Reunion
2013. Hildegard is surv1ved by her
husband; her daughter; two siblings,
including sister Kathenne Meih
Anderton '40; three stepdaughters;
eight grandchildren; and two great
grandchildren.
Jean Wallace Douglas '43 P'75
of washington, D.C., died Sept 23,
2011.* An art major, Jean worked
briefly with the Office of Strategic
Serv1ces. Daughter of Henry A.
wanace, secretary of agnculture and
vice president for Franklin Roosevelt.
Jean was known for her pIoneenng
support of conservation, farmland
protection and farmer's markets. She
served on the boards of American
Farmland Trust, Accokeek Foundation,
Audubon and the Conservation
Fund. In 2003, Jean was awarded
the College Medal. In recognition of
her love for gardening and natural
resources, she received the Garden
Club of Amenca's highest award m
2004. Jean was predeceased by her
husband, W Leslie Douglas. She Is
surv1ved by her son, two daughters,
including Ann W. Cornell '75; and SIX
grandchildren
Alyce Watson McAllister '43
of Carlsbad, Calif., died Sepl I. A
mathematics major, Alyce served on
the board of directors of Palos Verdes
Golf Club. An avid golfer, she won the
Women's Club Golf Championship
five times. She was predeceased by
her husband, Bil�. and Is surv1ved
by her sons, daughters-in-law and
grandchildren.
Frances Yeames Prickitt '43 of
Middlebury, Vl, died Ocl 9. Frances
served as a member of the jud1c1ary
board as an undergraduate and later
as a class agent. She worked for
Middlebury College as a secretary
Frances was predeceased by her
husband, Henry B. Pnck1tl She is
surv1ved by her son and daughter.
Joan Decker McKee '44 of

Williamsporl, Pa., died Ocl 12. An
economics major, Joan worked in
retail at G Fox and Brozman's. She
served on the board of directors of
the Williamsport Home. Her hobbies
included storytelling, baking and
knitting. Joan was predeceased by
a daughter and sister In addition to
her husband, Jack V McKee, she is
surv1ved by a daughter, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.
Elizabeth Monroe Stanton '44 of
Hamilton, Mass., died Aug. 5. Dunng
her time at the College, Betty studied
English. She went on to earn her
teaching certificate from Bridgewater
State U. and taught at the R1verv1ew
School. Betty was instrumental in
founding Bradford Books, a nationally
acclaimed publishing company that
was later acquired by MIT Press. A
literature enthusiast, Betty worked
as a senior acquIsrlions editor for
Bradford BooWMIT Press for many
years, as well as served as a trustee
of the Ipswich Public Library of
Ipswich, Mass., and of the Hamilton
Wenham Public Library. In addIt1on
to volunteering, Betty enjo�ng
gardening, sailing, local government
and whitewater rafting. She was
predeceased by her husband, Henry
B. Stanton Betty Is surv1ved by her
four children.
Helen Rippey Simpson '44 of
Stamford, Conn., died Jan. 4. An
English major, Helen was a member
of the board of trustees for the
Brunswick School. She worked for the
College as a class agent A dedicated
ph1lanthrop1sl Helen was awarded
the Clara Barton Award m 1990 for
her leadership within the Red Cross
Army. She was predeceased by her
husband, George H. Simpson, Esq.,
and sister, Susan Rippey Polleys
'47 Helen Is surv1ved by three sons,
five grandchildren and a great
granddaughter.
Lois Webster Ricklin '44
GP'Ol of Bnstol, RI.. died Oct.
28. A chemistry major, Lois worked
as a chemist at Metal & Therm1t
Corporation, a research assistant m
ornamental horticulture at Rutgers
U. and as a lecture assistant at
Brown U. Lois worked for the College
as a class president, class agent
and Reunion chair Lois Is survived
by her husband, Saul Ricklin; three
sons; a daughter; grandchildren,
including Ruby Wells 'O I; and great
grandchildren.
Norma Foley'45 of Newtown
Square, Pa , died June I. An English
major who enjoyed the theater, Norma
was a pIoneenng businesswoman
who worked as an office manager

m New York City for many years.
Norma Is survived by her cousins and
godchild.
Mary Maynard Roberts '45 of
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., died Nov.
14. A history major, Mary enjoyed
spending time with family and
fnends, as well as cheenng on the
Detroit Tigers. She was predeceased
by her husband, William £. Roberts,
and is survived by four children and
their spouses; SIX grandchildren; and
three great-grandchildren.
Charlotte Service Church '45
of Pensacola, Ra., died March 18.
An economics and sociology double
major, Charlotte was a member of the
Historical Society of Early Amencan
Decoration, the Avon Historical
Society and the Garden Club of Avon.
She served as the deaconess of Avon
Congregational Church for several
years. She was predeceased by her
husband, Hollis F. Church, and two
sons. She Is survived by her daughter;
three grandchildren; and two great
grandchildren; niece Marguente £.
Gehlmeyer '84; and sister-in-law,
Beverly Church Gehlmeyer '53 P'84.
Joanne Viall Davis '45 P'72
G'06 'OB of Essex, Conn., died
Dec. 6. A fine arts major, Joanne
volunteered as a class agent She
was predeceased by her husbands,
John T. Monzani and F. Kelso
Davis, respectively, as well as two
daughters. She is survived by two
daughters, including Susan Monzani
Johnson '72 P'06 '08; two sisters;
and SIX grandchildren, including
Merrill A. Swig '06 and John A.
Swig '08.
Ceres Gieger Henkel '46 of
Fairbury, Neb., died July 16. An
economics major, Ceres was active m
dorm council, chmr and volunteenng.
She was predeceased by her husband,
Clarence £. Henkel, and cousin,
Margaret Lynn Hiatt '46. She Is
survived by her sister, children, mece,
nephew and grandchildren.
Jean Putnam Daily '46 of Desert
Hot Spnngs, Calif., died Nov 7 A
history major, Jean was the first
woman elected to a park district and
state commIssIon in the state of Ill
She continued her leadership m Calif.,
where she served as president of
the Sandpiper Owners Assoc1a!lon m
Palm Desert and a docent at the Los
Angeles Zoo. Jean's passions included
photography, traveling and spending
time with fnends and family She
Is survived by her husband, Robert
Fisher Daily; children; grandchildren;
and great-grandchildren
Mary Ellen O'Brien Purkrabek
'46 of Monroe, Ohio, died Jan 16.

A Hispanic studies maJor, Mary
earned a master's degree at the U.
of Virginia. Mary was predeceased
by her husband, Paul V Purkrabek,
and brother Mary is survived by
her four daughters; two sons; four
sons-in-law; two daughters-in-law;
17 grandchildren; five great
grandchildren; and many nieces and
nephews
Lynette Ronci Kohn '47 of
Stuart, Ra , died Dec. 9. An education
major, Lynette dedicated her time to
her fami� and to the Catholic faith.
She Is surv1ved by her husband,
Edmund R. Kohn; daughter; two sons;
and five grandchildren.
Jacquelin Fihn Isaac '48 of
St. Columbus, Oh10, died March
16. Ounng her time at the College,
Jackie studied French. Jackie was
predeceased by her husband, Arthur
J. Isaac, and daughter. She is surv1ved
by three children and their families.
Joan Dimmitt Whittington
'48 GP'06 '11 of Chevy Chase,
Md., died Sepl 19 An economics
major, Joan received her master's
degree from the U of Maryland,
College Park. She volunteered
for the College as a class agent.
alumni adm1ss1ons representative
and Reunion committee member.
Joan was predeceased by her first
husband, Edward Williams lewis,
Jr., and stepson. She Is surv1ved
by her husband, Richard M.
Wluttington, M.D.; daughter; son;
three stepdaughters; one stepson;
three grandchildren; and four
step-grandchildren, including Sarah
A. Whittington '06 and Daniel J
Whittington '11.
Joan Williams Sokoloff'48
of Greenwich, Conn., died Oct 8.
An art major, Joan was a warm,
compassionate, good-humored,
adventurous and kind person. She
Is surv1ved by her husband, Bons
Sokoloff, Jr.; two children; and three
grandchildren.
Phyllis Peters Bellah '49 of
Norfolk, Va , died March 15. An
economics maJor, Ph�lis worked as
a realtor for over 30 years and was
a member of the Hampton Roads
Realtors' Association Circle of
Excellence. She was an avid member
of the Chrysler Museum of Art,
the Episcopal Church of the Good
Shepherd and the Algonquin Garden
Club. Ph�lis was predeceased by
her husband, Captain James Bellah,
USN Rel She Is surv1ved by a sister,
three sons, daughter and three
grandchildren.
Elizabeth Dangler Taylor '50
of Fairport Harbor, Ohio, died March
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obit anes
12. A psychology maior, Betty was an
active ph1lanthrop1st who volunteered
with Euclid Hospital for over 25
years. She en1oyed playing cards.
She was predeceased by her parents,
daughter, brother and two sisters.
Betty 1s survwed by a daughter, son,
brother, cousin, five grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren.
Jeanne Dixon Papy '50 of
Savannah, Ga., died Dec. 31. Jeanne
attended Connecticut College and the
U of Georgia She worked as a real
estate broker for over 40 years. She
studied photography and published
her work in numerous galleries
across the country and world She
was predeceased by her husband
and a son. Jeanne 1s sulVived by
two sons; a sister; a sister-in-law;
three grandchildren; and two great
grandchildren.
Virginia Dravis Ellison '50 of
Federal Way, Wash., died Nov. 20.
An aV1d volunteer, Virginia was an
active member of her surrounding
community She was a member of the
lacoma Garden Club, lacoma Country
& Goll Club and lacoma Orthopedic
Assoc1abon. She was predeceased by
her husband, Robert E. Ellison, and
a daughter. Virginia is survwed by
a daughter, brother-in-law and two
granddaughters.
Barbara Mehis Lee '50 of Vero
Beach, Ra., died Feb. 19. An art maior,
Barbara was an rntenor decorator
for over 50 years. She was an active
volunteer, seMng the College as a
class agent and regularly dedicating
her lime to the Amencan Cancer
Society and Ga�ord Hospital. Barbara
was predeceased by her husband,
Robert T. Lee, and a granddaughter.
She 1s suMved by her three children,
eight grandchildren, and sister,
Maureen Mehis Kiernan '60.
Elsie Miller Palmer '50 of
Sudbury, Mass., died Sept 17. A child
development maJor, Elsie and her late
husband, Russell C. Palmer, spent
many years in Hartford, Conn., where
she was a member of the Junior
league, Town and Country Club and
Golf Club. She enJoyed bowling and
was a perennial champion. Elsie 1s
survived by a sister, five children,
11 grandchildren and two great
grandchildren.
Mary Porter Walsh '50 of
Oklahoma City, Okla , died Dec. 22. An
English ma1or, Mary and her husband,
Lawrence Ed Walsh, traveled to Pans
for the Pans Peace Talks and lived in
N Y. for many years before returning
to Okla. Mary 1s survived by her
husband, three children and three
grandchildren

Linda Herr
1940-2012

LINDA HERR, a profes or emeriru of
theater who cran formed rhe ollege'
rhearer program inro a full academic
deparrmenr and major, died Dec. 23,
2012, in Easr Lyme, onn. he was 72.
A Jan. 19 memorial service in rhe
ollege's Palmer Audirorium honored
Herr' dedi arion ro the ollege and
accompli hmenrs as an acrre , direcror
and cholar. Mary Fo ter onklin '79 rold
rhe crowd,"Thi room i alive wirh Linda
and alway will be."
Herr was in rrumenral in rhe opening
of the ollege' Tan illTheater, where he
direcred Academy Award-winning acrres
Estelle Par on '49 in "Medea." Herr al o direcred producrion of"The Wairing Room,"
by Lisa Loomer; " uddenly Last ummer," by Tennes ee Williams; and"Love of rhe
ighringale," by Timberlake Wertenbaker.
Robley Evan , profe or emeritu of Engli h, recalled how"Linda pulled a coup d'erar
by building a rhearer departmenr our of norhing. Her impacr helped propel rhis college
inro a much broader, more complex insriturion."
As an acrre s, she immer ed her elf in her role - and rhen drew from her experience
ro help srudenrs bring rheir own pas ion ro the cage. Among orher role , Herr was casr
as Lady Macbeth in "Macbeth," Maggie in" at on a HotTin Roof,'' Martha in"Who'
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" and Amanda in"Private Live ."
Herr' former srudenr noted her extraordinary kill and talenr ro recognize their
di tinctive abilitie . As ociate Profes or ofTheater David Jaffe '77, now chair of the cheater
department, aid, "My very fir t acting clas in 1976 was taught by Linda Herr. Ir was a
rurning poinr for me. In 1989, he invired me ro come here and reach, and I've been doing
ir ever since."
Robert Richter '82, direcror of arr programming ar the ollege, aid Herr was
in trumenral in crearing multiralenred arrisr- cholar ."We are all pare of her legacy of a life
well-lived," he aid.
Former rudenr al o po red to an online gue rbook in the local newspaper, prai ing her
acting, direcring and reaching kill .
"I rook a drama cla from Linda Herr my first eme rer at onnecticur ollege, and it
changed my life - for the berrer!" wrore imon 'Rourke '92.
Herr' service ro rhe ollege wenr well beyond rhearer. In addirion ro erving as chair of
rhe rhearer department for mo r of her renure, Herr wa dean of academic programs from
1997-2000; erved as chair of rhe Planning, Prioririe and Budget commirree from 19871988; and was chair of the Fa ulry reering and onference ommicce from 1983-1985.
he was al o acring direcror of the gender and women' cudies deparrment in 1996 and
acting o-chair of rhe dance deparrmenr in fall of 1993. Afrer 33 year of teaching ar the
ollege, he rerired in 2009.
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Anne Russillo Griffin '50 of
Norfolk, Va., died March 18. A
government major, Anne served
the l',ollege as a class agent and
class correspondent She spent her
life volunteenng for philanthropic
orgamza!lons, including Meals on
Wheels and Birthnght of Norfolk.
Anne enjoyed SW1mming, "Wheel
of Fortune" and crossword puzzles
She was a dedicated member of the
Sacred Heart CatholicChurch. Anne
was predeceased by her husband,
James W. Gnffin, and a daughter. She
Is survived by her three daughters;
fiw sons; two siblings, including
sister Julie Russ11lo Hathaway '52,
23 grandchildren; and SIX great
grandch1ldren.
Elizabeth Steane Curl '50 of
Hilton Head, SC., died Nov. 12. A
history major, £1izabeth worked as
a genealogist. An avid volunteer,
she worked closely with the Toledo
Museum of Art to expose local
schoolchildren to art. Elizabeth
enjoyed reading, traveling and
golfing. She Is survived by her
husband; sisters, including Frances
Steane Baldwin '55 P'82; children;
grandchildren, and nephews and
nieces, including Susan Baldwin
Kietzman '82.
Marilyn Goldthwait '51 of
Winchester, Mass , died Dec. 5
Manlyn, a psychology major, worked
as an administrative assistant
at Boston U. and as a director of
publications at Massachusetts Bay
1',ommunity l',ollege. She enjoyed
gardening. Manlyn was predeceased
by her sister and is suMved by
a brother.
Renate Aschaffenburg
Christensen '51 P'87 of Holliston,
Mass.. died Nov. 30. A mathemabcs
major, Rennie served the l',ollege
as a class correspondent. class
treasurer and class agent for many
years. An innovative businesswoman,
she helped establish EN-R-GY Saver,
Inc., with her husband, Robert N
Christensen, who predeceased her.
Rennie's many passions included
singing, cheenng on the Red Sox.
knitting and crocheting. Rennie Is
survived by her children, including
LindaChnstensen Wnght '87; seven
grandchildren, and her sister, Edith
Aschaffenburg Wilhelm '48.
Iris Bain Hutchinson '51 GP'03
of Bomia Spnngs, Fla , died March
9. An economics major, Iris served
the l',ollege as a class correspondent
and class agent She was active in
alumni affairs in Naples, Fla., and
Indianapolis Ins was a successful
real estate agent in Indianapolis
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for many years and enjoyed golf,
bndge and dogs. She Is suMved by
her husband, James M. Hutchinson,
two siblings; five children; and 12
grandchildren, including Brian J.
Hutchinson '03.
Charlotte Chapple Bennett '51
P'Bl of Verona, Pa., died March 13.
Charlotte, known asCharde, worked
as a reading specialist at the U. of
Pittsburgh. She was predeceased
by her sister, CarolynChapple Reed
'54 Charde Is survived by her
husband, David Paterson Bennett,
Jr.; four children, including Rebecca
L Bennett '81, nine grandchildren;
and a sister.
A. Vaughan Groner Spilsbury
'51 of Huntington, N Y., died July 2.
A government major, Vaughan was an
active member in student government
and chorus. She earned her master's
degree in international relations
from Tufts U. and volunteered for the
l',ollege as a class agent. Vaughan
was predeceased by her husband,
Walter G. Spilsbury. She Is survived by
her children.
Rosemary Dunne Kelly '52
of Phoenix. Ariz., died Sept 28. A
French major, Rosemary, or Pos1e,
was an active member of the
Sedona, Anz., community. She was
a dedicated member of St. John
Vianney CatholicChurch, where
she served as a bereavement group
facilitator. Pos1e is suMved by her
husband, William Kelly; six children;
nine grandchildren; and two great
grandchildren. She was preceded in
death by her first husband, Richard
Henry Carson
Shirley Kline Wittpenn '52 P'74
of Vero Beach, Fla , died Feb. 7
Dunng her three years at the l',ollege,
Shirley studied English She served
as president of the North Jersey
1',onnecticut l',ollege AlumniClub, Glen
Ridge Drug Awareness 1',omm1ttee and
Friends of Matheny School. Shirley
was a co-founder of a Girl Scout Troop
in Newark. NJ. She volunteered for
the l',ollege as class correspondent,
class agent and class vice president
She is suMved by her husband, Jack
Wittpenn; two daughters, including
Susan H. Ott '74; two sons; and seven
grandchildren
Dorothy M. Shaw '52 of Quaker
Hill, 1',onn., died Feb. 10. A history
major, Dorothy earned her master's
degree in social work from the U. of
1',onnecllcut She worked for the State
of 1',onnecbcut in social services
posIllons for many years, including
seMng as the regional director of
the Department ofChildren and
Youth SeMces. Dorothy was an aV1d
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volunteer, dedicating her time to
organizations such as United Way
and the Lyman Allyn Art Museum. She
also served as a Reunion committee
member. Dorothy was predeceased by
her lifetime companion, a sister and
two nephews.
Shirley Sly Kreitler '52 of
WestChester, Pa., died Feb. 24. An
economics major, Shirley volunteered
for the l',ollege's adm1ss1on office
and the Amencan Association of
Uniwrs1ty Women. She worked at the
Summit Trust (',ompany and enjoyed
summers at the lake and pla�ng
tennis. Shirley Is suMVed by her
husband, PaulC. Kreitler; brother;
three daughters; fiw grandchildren;
and one great-grandchild.
Beverly Weber Raynor '52
of Bedfortl, N.H., died July 2. A
government major, Beverly served as
a class agent and class president A
dedicated mother and enthusiastic
Boston sports fan, Beverty actively
worked with the League of Women
Voters and her church. She was
predeceased by her husband,
Reginald, and Is survived by her son,
daughter, SIX grandchildren, and
several nieces and nephews.
Martha Logan Atkinson '53
of Norwich, 1',onn., died Nov t 0. A
music major, Martha was a piano
teacher for 40 years. Her passion
for music led her to positions
including choir director, music
director, pianist. organist and choir
accompanist She was predeceased
by her son and daughter-in-law.
She is survived by her life partner,
Deborah I.yon; children; a brother;
and grandchildren.
Ruth Nissen Schmidt '53 of
Oconomowoc, Wis., died March 20.
An English major, Ruth, known as
M1m1, was an active member of the
Good Shephertl United Methodist
Church, United Methodist Women and
Church Women United. As a member
of United Methodist Women, she
served as secretary, vice president
and president of the Oconomowoc
and Milwaukee District M1m1 is
suMVed by her husband, Robert
"Bob" Schmidt; a daughter; two sons;
and her granddaughter.
Emilie Camp Stouffer '54 of
Estero, Fla., died Sept 5. A zoology
major, Emilie was active in women's
tennis and SW1mming. She earned
a master's degree from 1',ornell U.
SuMvors include her children.
Sybil Rex Addison '54 of
l',olumbus, Ohio, died Feb. 26.
An economics major, Sybil was a
member of St. Alban's [p1scopal
Church, Pleasure Guild of Nationwide

Children's Hospital and the Junior
League. She was predeceased by her
husband, l',olborn M. Addison, and
Is suMved by her brother; two sons;
daughter; five grandchildren; and
extended family
Nancy Brown Hart '55 of
Haddam Neck, 1',onn., died Dec. 10.
A chemistry major, Nancy earned her
ACS certification from the l',ollege
before completing a master's degree
from Wesleyan U. She was an active
volunteer for the l',ollege, seMng
as a Reunion committee member,
class correspondent and alumni
ambassador. She taught high school
and middle school science for more
than two decades. Her hobbies
included skiing, gardening, volunteer
work, and arts and crafts. She was
predeceased by her parents, including
Louisa Rhodes Brown '32 P'55; and
her husband, Robert W. Hart. Nancy Is
survl'led by three children and eight
grandchildren.
Elinor Burman Herman '56 of
Pearl River, N.Y., died April 28. Elinor,
a zoology major, was a founding
member of Beth Am Temple and an
aVld supporter of the Humane Society.
She was predeceased by her husband,
E. Philip Herman. She is survl'led
by her sister, daughter, son and
granddaughter.
Nancy Sutermeister Heubach
'56 of Palo Alto, Calif., died Dec. 30.
A physics ma1or, Nancy served the
l',ollege as an alumni board director.
She went on to work as a scientific
computer programmer for the
Stanford Research Institute, where
she met her husband, Henry. Later,
Nancy rejoined the workforce as a
copyeditor for the California Society
ofCPAs. An actiw member of her
community, Nancy enjoyed sk11ng,
bicycling, traveling and reading. She
Is suMved by her husband, daughter,
granddaughters and brother.
Bernelle Curtis Millan '57 of
Simsbury, 1',onn., died Nov. 29. A
SOCIOiogy major, Bernelle, or Bunny,
traveled extensrvely throughout the
world with her husband, Raymond
"Tito" Millan. A devoted volunteer,
Bunny initiated and chaired the
first Festival of Trees at the Everson
Museum of Art m 9/racuse, N.Y.
Bunny's hobbies induded traveling,
downhill and cross-country skiing,
and creating collages. In addition to
her husband, Bunny Is survived by two
sons and daughters-in-law; a daughter;
a sister-in-law; fiw grandchildren; an
aunt several nieces and nephews;
and numerous cousins, including
Judith Warner Edwards '61 She was
predeceased by a brother.

Lynn Millen Simon '57 of
Middlebury, 1',onn., died Feb. 13. Lynn
was a member of the Temple B'Na1
Israel of Southbury and participated
in the Sisterhood of the Temple. Lynn
was also a member of Hadassah and
the 1',ountryClub of Waterbury. She
is suMved by her husband, Aaron
Emanuel Simon, and three children.
Patricia Hermes '58 of
Woodbury, 1',onn., died Jan. 9. A
botany major, Patricia worked for
Time Inc. for three decades. She
served on the planning and zoning
commIssIon of Roxbury, 1',onn.
SuMvors include a sister; brother;
nephew, niece; great-nephews; and
extended family and friends.
Audrey Bateman Georges '58
P'B3 ofChevyChase, Md., passed
away March 6. An English major,
Audrey had a longtime interest m
dancing, theater and public speaking.
She worked for many years as an
administrative laboratory manager
and a pubhc speaking coach at a
local high school. Audrey volunteered
for the l',ollege as class agent and
class president She Is survived by
her daughter; two sons, including
Christopher Georges '83; daughter
in-law, Sarah Goldstein '82; five
grandchildren; and partner John S.
Friedhoff.
Barbara Jenks Harris '58 died
Sepl 13. No further details were
available at the lime of this printing.
Mary Dawes Armknecht '60
of Scottsdale, Ariz., died Nov. 25.
A zoology major, Mary earned a
master's degree at Babson l',ollege.
Owner of Mary Armknecht's Gardens,
Mary enjoyed gardening and seMng
as a national horticulture judge
for the GardenClub of America.
Mary volunteered extensive� for
the l',ollege, including serving as
class president. She Is suMVed by
her husband; sister; two brothers;
daughter; son; two grandchildren;
19 nieces and nephews; and two
cousins, £1izabeth Foss '67 and Anne
£1izabeth Alexander Lathrop '63.
Joanne Short Forman '60 of
Providence, R.I., died March 25. A
sociology major, Joanne earned her
master's degree in education at
Rhode Island l',ollege. Joanne was
lhe founder of the annual Sisterhood
Film Festival at Temple Beth-El. She
was predeceased by her husband,
Roy Forman, and Is survived by her
two brothers, two sons, daughter and
seven grandchildren
Jeanne Hubbell Asher '61 of
Guilford, 1',onn., died Feb. 19. A music
major, Jeanne attended graduate
school at Teachers College, l',olumbia

o ituanes
U.. She was one of the first teachers
at Head Start Jeanne enjoyed rntenor
decorating. antiques and writing.
She volunteered at the Darien Public
Library and tutored in New Haven.
She rs suMved by her husband,
Everett Ga�e Asher; three children,
five grandchildren; and two sisters.
She was predeceased by her
parents, rncludrng Ruth Seanor
Hubbell '32 P'61
Sally Foote Martin '61 of Cape
Elrzabeth, Marne, dred Sept 25. A
magna cum laude English major, Sally
was a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
student government assoc,at,on,
Schwiffs a capella group and chief
justrce of the honor court She served
the College as a club leader, alumni
admrssrons representatrve, club v,ce
president and class agent Sally was
a high school English teacher who
enjoyed writing, playing the piano,
cooking and spending time with
her family. She rs su!Vlved by her
husband, Allan K. Martin; two sons;
one daughter; and s,x grandchildren.
Linda Bailey Lautner '62 of
Portola Valley, Calif., dred July 14. A
chemistry major, Linda earned her
ACS certification from the College.
She worked for the majonty of
her professional hfe as a medical
technologist at the Veteran's
Administration of Palo Alto. An av,d
gardener, Linda was passionate
about e11V1ronmental conseivation.
Her other interests included baking.
sewing and home decorating. Linda
was predeceased by her parents,
rncludrng Barbara Bent Bailey '29.
She rs survived by her husband, Bill;
son and daughter-in law; sister and
brother-in-law; and grandson.
Martha Willis Dale '62 of Wayne,
Pa., died Sepl 24 A sociology major,
Martha was an administrator at
Cabnni College. She also served as a
board member of the Radnor A Better
Chance program. Martha rs su!Vlved
by her husband, John Luther Dale,
as well as her sons, stepsons and
grandchildren.
Mary MacNaught Monahon
'63 and her husband, Richard, of

Peterborough, N.H., dred Jan. 27 A
government ma1or, Mary, known as
Duffy. earned her master's degree rn
architecture from the U. of Maryland.
She was an active member of the
Peterborough community, seMng
on the Peterborough Conseivation
Comm,ss,on and the Hentage
Comm,ssron An accomplished
archrtect, she worked to preserve
local historical sites. Duffy is suMved
by her brother, three children and
four grandchildren.
Andrea Mallo! Smart '63 of
Shelby Township, Mrch., dred Sepl
23, 2003.* No further details were
available at the time of this pnnling
Carol A. Barbera '66 of Lowell,
Mass., died Feb. 13. An economics
major, Carol was a buyer for G
Fox, head of human relations at
Comfed Sav,ngs Bank, director of
Affirmative Action at Branders U.
and a career center counselor at the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
She was a lifelong member and
advocate of St. Anne's Episcopal
Church. Carol rs su!Vlved by her
mother, sister, son, daughter-in-law,
three grandchildren, and nephew
and family.
Sandra Welch Mitchell '66 of
Edina. Mrnn., dred Jan. II, 2011.* A
history ma1or, Sandra volunteered as
a club treasurer and club secretary
for the College. She rs suMved by her
husband, John.
Sarah Donavan Goodrich '67 of
Bennington, VI., dred Dec. 18, 2010.*
Sarah attended the U. of Vermont
and earned her master's degree from
Boston U.. She worked with remedial
reading students at elementary
schools throughout Vl and Mass. and
served as the Title One Coordinator
for the North Adams Public School
system. A passionate actMs� Sarah
co-founded the Goodnch Foundatron,
which funded health care ,nitratrves,
sustainable farming and educational
opportunitres rn Afghanistan. Sarah
was preceded rn death by a son.
She is suMved by her husband,
Donald W Goodrich; two children and
their spouses; three brothers; five

grandchildren; and many nieces
and nephews.
Virginia Dunn '68 of Brooklyn,
N.Y., died Apnl 8, 2011.* No further
details were available at the lime of
this pnnting.
Joanna J. Berkman '68 of
Silver Spnng, Md., dred Jan. 6.
A Phr Beta Kappa English ma1or,
Joanna earned her master's degree
from Johns Hopkins U An avid
wnter, she published pieces rn The
Washington Post and San Francisco
Chronicle, taught wntrng at Haivard
U., reviewed mov,es for juned film
festivals, and authored the Fodor's
travel guide, "Fun rn Rio.· Joanna's
hobbies included dancing, speaking
Portuguese and reading. She rs
survived by her sister, niece, nephew
and numerous cousins.
Suzanne Rossire Mclaughlin
'68 of Seattle, Wash., dred Ocl 6. A
botany ma1or, Suzanne was an active
volunteer rn the Seattle community.
A preschool instructor, she was
passionate about teaching children
music and art She enJoyed balle�
theater and murder mysteries. She
is suMved by her husband, John
F. Mclaughlin; two siblings; two
children; two grandchildren; and
many extended family members.
Janet V. Finkelstein '68 died
Nov. 25. An rnternatronal relatrons
major, Janet part1c1pated rn the
student newspaper and Korne and
was a community seMce volunteer.
She worked as the senior adv,ser to
the Minister of Defense rn France.
Catherine Ramsey Kane '69
of Bel Arr, Md , died Feb. 12. An
economics major, Cathenne was
a member of Ph, Beta Kappa. She
earned her master's degree in urban
studies at the U. of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and a certrficate of social
work at the U of Maryland at College
Park. Cathenne served the College as
an alumni adm1ss1ons representative.
She worked as assistant director of
the Baltimore County Department
of Social SeMces and later held the
positron of management assistant
to chief of opera!Jons rn the Harford

County Department of Public Works.
She enjoyed traveling and skiing.
Cathenne is su!Vlved by her husband,
John B. Kane, and sons.
Joean Taschner Doherty '69
of Bradenton, Ra., died Ocl 19.
A French ma1or, Joean earned her
master's degree in Spanish and
French from Tufts U. For over 30
years, Joean was a French teacher
and a chair of the language
department at Acton Boxborough
Regional Hrgh School. She was a
member of Eastern Massachusetts
Foreign Language Administrators.
Joean is survived by her husband,
William T. Doherty, and several
cousins.
Heidi Winter '71 of
Charlottesville, Va , died Dec. 18. An
art maior, Heidi held vanous positions
at the U of Virginia Medical Center.
She was passionate about astronomy,
eventually holding a positron with
the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory. Heidi rs survived by her
father, three brothers, and several
nieces and nephews.
Ellen E. McCarthy '73 of Boston,
Mass., died Apnl 10, 2012.* Ellen
was an English major at the College
and volunteered for the College as a
class agent She rs suMved by her
husband, Mark Mazar; four siblings,
including Kathanne McCarthy '81;
and two stepchildren.
James T. Briggs '76 of Rochester,
N.Y., died Nov. 25. A government
major, James served the College as a
class agent and alumni admrssrons
representative. He worked for
many years at La-,,yers Cooperal!ve
Publishing Company, where he
completed his career as president
of the company. James enjoyed
golfing, sailing and volunteenng for
organrzations including the Associa!Jon
for the Blind and Visually Impaired
and the Rochester Broadway Theater
League. He rs sulVl'led by hrs w,fe,
Paula Drain Bnggs '76; two sons; a
daughter; two sisters; parents; nieces
and nephews; and many extended
family members, including brother-rn
law Peter F. Drain '79.

Andrea Talbott-Butera '80 of
Franklin, Mass., dred Feb. 8. Andrea,
a child development major, worked
as an elementary teacher and as
an early educator. for more than 30
years, Andrea worked at vanous early
educatron centers, most recently at
the Dean College Children's Center rn
Franklin. Andrea enjoyed gardening
and dancing. She rs survived by her
husband, Stephen A. Butera; two
sons; daughter; two brothers and a
daughter-in-law.
Mark S. Podolsky '80 of
Wellesley, Mass., dred Sepl 23.
Mark, a sociology major, founded
Financial Solutrons Associates. He
served on the board of directors
for the Massachusetts chapter of
Financial Planning Association and
was chairman of Wild Lens, Inc. Mark
rs suMved by hrs wife, Candace Poole
Podolsky '79; two children; son-in
law; father; stepmother; and hrs
four siblings

IN MEMORIAM

.

Richard F. Schneller, of Palm
Desert, Calif., died Feb. 5. A trustee
ementus of the College, Schneller
was a dedicated phrlanthroprst
and a devoted supporter of higher
educabon. He represented the state
of Connecticut on the executive
committee of the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges.
Schneller served as a trustee of the
U. of Connecticut and was named
an honorary life trustee of the
Goodspeed Opera House. He served
five terms rn the Connecticut State
Senate, serving in leadership roles on
the Education and Urban Development
committees. Schneller served on the
boa rd of trustees of the College for
10 years. He was predeceased by hrs
first wife, Nancy Schneller. Schneller
rs suMved by hrs wife, Mary Patncra
Schneller; three daughters; three
sons-rn-law; srx grandchildren; and
three great-grandchildren.
"The College only recenUy
learned of this death.

CC, Magazine requires an official notice of death to be listed rn the
magazine and online. Obrtuanes WIii be pnnted as space is available.
To submit information to the College about alumni who have died,
please contact alumni.relat1ons@conncoll.edu.
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alumni onnecr on

Alumni on campu
Our alumni are working in intemtingjobs across the United
tates and around the globe. They return to campus often to share
their advice and experiences with current students.

Annie Scott '84, trustee of the College and director
of information cechnology at Middlesex ommu
niry ollege in Middletown, onn., delivered the
keynote address at the Connecticut College Black
Hi tory Month onvocation Feb. 4.
Three alumni from ew York iry di cu ed their career in
marketing and public relation Feb. 24. Moderated by Monica
Raymunt '09, a writer in the Office of College Relations, the
panel included Hanif Perry '05 enior as ociate ar Prophet
Brand trategy; Silvie Snow-Thomas '05, senior raff member
at Mi sy Farren & Associates, Ltd.; and Mimi Crume Sterling
'99, executive director of public relations for Hearst Magazines.

Fritz Folts '82, tru tee of the College and enior
managing director at Windhaven Investment
Management, delivered a keynote, "The Road to
Wall creec: How to avigace a areer in the World
of Finance," Feb. 28. Four alumni al o di cussed
their finance career : Ethan Powell '04, vice president ac Brown
Brother Harriman & Co.; Peter Lelek '05, director ac Black
Rock Financial Management; Lauren Luciano '03, recruiter at
MF Investment Management; and Aminata Ly '11, investment
banking analy cat J.P. Morgan.
Lynn Cooley '76, the
. H. Long Professor of G�netics,
profi or of cell biology, and profi or of molecular, cellular and
developmencal biology at Yale Univer iry, delivered a calk on Feb.
28 char addr ed the complexities as ociaced with the cellular
production of reproductive cells among dro ophilia, a genus of
mall flies.
Career in the fields of human
rights, empowerment and advo�
cacy were di cu ed at a Feb. 28
!
:il
panel presentation that included:
Lauren Burke '06, sup rvi ing raff attorney ac the ew York
Asian Women' enter, adjunct clinical profi or ac Brooklyn
Law chool and executive director and co-founder of Adas:
DIY; Jamie Rogers '04, co-owner of ew York iry' Pu heart
offee and Cowboy Pizza, LL ; and Tiana Davis Hercules '04,
program director of the iry of Hartford.
�

Chris Hensman '03, foreign service officer in the
Embassy, Kabul, Afghanistan, was the guest peaker at
the Asian Pacific Island r Convocation April I . He dis
cussed how his liberal arcs education and experien
prepared him for a career in foreign policy.
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The Alumni Association congratulates
of the Class of 2013
le acy tu
• I obel Tanner (Anne Baade '81)
• Luke arneal (Katharine wan
arneal '82)
• Kimberly hapman ( raig
hapman '77 and errie
Kowalchuk hapman '36)
• Amy heetham (Thomas
heetham '74 and Joan
Zaprzalka heecham '75)
• Aaron Feldman (Li a Rome
Feldman '82)
• arah Fiecke (Kristine iew r
Fiecke '78)
• arah Gold cein (Ada
Mai len old cein '47)
• helby Greeley (Paul reeley '79)
• amantha Harvey (David
Harvey '74)
• Jennif, r Herb rt (Margaret
Herbert '84)
• Alli on Hibbs (Elizab th
hriscie Hibb '82)
• Timothy Jarrett (Ellen
Ramsborrom Jarrett '78 and
Peter Jarrett '78)

• Joseph Krevolin (Andrew
Krevolin '77)
• Pamela Lovejoy (Kath ryn arlin
Lovejoy '85)
• Hannah Pli htin ( ynthia
Harkavy Pli hcin '56)
• Robert Land ry Uaner Pinney
hea '50)
aiclin pragu (Howard
prague '78)
• Delaney Vartanian (Marcia
ullivan '76)
• Timothy wan (William wan
'78 and aroline Buttrick
wan '82)
• Alexander Vancil (Parricia reen
Vancil '82 and Richard
• Vancil '82)
• Lauren heintop Oacqueline
Markun Wei enberg '57)
• Asa Welty (Rachel Perry
Welty '84)
laycon Wirrer Qanec Young
Wiccer '51)

Alumni Awards II f r no mation
THE COLLEGE and Al11m11i
Association give several awards
to recognize outstanding al11m11i
achievements, and these awards
are typically presemed to al11m11i
ulebrati11g their re11nio11.
Agnes Berkeley Leahy Award
Recognizes oucscanding ervice co che
oil ge through active parci ipacion
in dass/regional programming or
board of directors activiti (nomine
must have graduated 15 year ago).
Alumni Tribute Award
Honor continuous and
extraordinary ervice co the ollege
with the purpo e and spirit of the
Alumni Association.
Go Award
Awarded for enthu iascic and active
o ,anon
participation in Alumni
program /activities and ignificanc
contribution co the ollege
community.

Harriet Buescher Lawrence '34
Prize
Recognizes leader who crive co
improve ociety or in pire others
for good, either through ervice or
changing the climate of human life
materially, ocially, ethically
or pirirually.
Mach Arom '89 Award
Honor ervice co che ollege
and di tingui hed achievemencs
in the recipient' profe ional field
(nominees muse have graduated
within past 15 year , except
current crusce and the
Alumni
ociacion board
of director ).
Nomi11atio11s, with mpporti11g
i11fomiatio11, sho11ld be mu to Bridget
Mc ha11e, Director ofAlum11i
Relations, Co1111ectic11t Colkge, 270
Mohegan Ave., New London, CT
06320; bridget.mcsha11e@co1111coll.
edu; 860-439-2302.

alumni connec 10

Alumni e ent

Why I volunteer
Philip Dolan '88

Philip Dolan '88 is the chiefmarketing officer
at Navicure, Inc, a leading Internet-based
medical claims clearinghouse in Georgi-a.
Previo11S positions include posts at Merinl,
LLC, 11 leading global animal health company;
Colgate-Palmolive; Heineken; and the Coca-Cola Company.
He majored in English and economics.

Why do you volunteer?
Gene Gallagher, the Parx Professor of Religious Studies, talks with alumni at the
Piedmont Dnvmg Club m Atlanta, Ga , in March about the advantages of classroom
mteract100 as compared to online learning.

Volunteer upporc enhances the ollege's reputation and increase
che value of a onnecricuc ollege degree. While giving financially i
always appreciated, volunteering is omeching every one of u can do.
It al o keep me connected to people who were very important to me
during chi period of my life.

What advice would you share with a volunteer?
iving rime and calenc i omerhing all alumni can contribute in :1
meaningful way. Taking the fir t rep i the harde r pare, but being in
volved keep u connected to onnecricur ollege. If we treasured our
four year at che chool, volunteering allow each of us to ex.rend char
experience, keep in touch with pecial people - and ensure char future
generation of rudent have che ame opportunity.

How have you given back to your alma mater?

Alumni gather at the home of Trustee Estella Johnson '75 m Hillsborough. N.C.. m
Apnl to hear Associate Professor of Sociology Ronald Flores' talk about the holistic
liberal arts expenence. From left to nghl Yvette Crews. Yolanda Scarlett P'l6.
prospective student Symooe Crews and Alexandria Gomes Coole-, '04

I have contributed both financially and through volunteer ervice. I
have organized ocial events for alumni in ew York City and in Atlanta
where 1 now live. Ir' a great way co reconnect with classmates, meet new
people and demonstrate my support of the oUege. I was also a clas
representative for the Annual Fund and an admi ions interviewer.

What brought you to Connecticut College?
The ollege' excellent academic reputation and strong commitment
co the liberal arc were key factor . I al o loved the mall ize of che
tudent body and campu and knew that I would e rabli h lasting
friend hip with many people, which I have.

What aspect of your experience do you most value?
I learned to chink critically and holi cically about problems and chal
lenge che scacu quo. ln my experience, critical thinking and intellectual
curio icy are the most important building blocks for effective leader
ship, innovation and po itive change in the world. These attributes are
qualities I eek in every per on I interview for a job.

How important are the liberal arts today?
Dana Curran Mortenson '97 talks with classmates Brendan Jones ·97 and Jenny
Greeman ·97 about her career and the company she co-founded, World Sawy, at a
gathering of alumni 10 New Yorx City m Apnl.

I volunteer becau e I believe wholeheartedly that the liberal a.rt a.re
e ential to addres ing economic, ocial, political, religiou and ethical
challenge we face today. We need great thinker and problem solvers,
and liberal arcs graduate excel in the e areas.
CONNECT WITH YOUR CLASSMATES:
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The Class of 1963
parades down Cro
Boulevard before
Alumni Convocation.

AV 31 J

E 2

MORE THAN 1,000 alumni, family and friends turned

out for Reunion 2013. Alumni traveled from far and near to
reconnect with old friends, revisit special places on campus
and rediscover fond memories of their college days.

www.conncoll.edu/alumni/programs-events/reunion
Among other things, you can ...

Watch a video of the weekend's highlights
Download podcasts of several lectures and discussions
See photos of your friends and classmates and new
memories made
Young Camels took full advantage of the many act1vrties on Tempel Green.
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Read firsthand comments and see photos posted by
attendees on social media

I

IT

A favonte Reunion tradition, the Downeast lobster bake. prOVJded a great opportunity for casual conversation
over a delicious meal on Tempel Green

The spinted Class of 1988 celebrated its 25th Reunion.

COVER

ED

Fernando Espuelas '88 delivered the keynote address, "Arnenca, The
New Rome."

Amy Gross '63 gave the Sykes Society luncheon keynote
address, "Waking Up: The Search of a Lifetime."

The reception for Celebration VIII was well attended and proVJded
a great opportunity to reconnect with friends and reminisce.

The Agnes Berkeley Leah y Award

HIL

The Alumni Tribute Award
(posthumously)

43

The Goss Award
The Mach Arom '89 Award
Jonathan Cobb accepts the College Medal from Trustee David Barber '88 on behalf of his
mother, former Dean of the College Jewel Plummer Cobb. The Very Reverend Laurence
LaPointe, a long-time college chaplain, was also awarded the College Medal dunng Alumni
Convocation Saturday morning

Harriet Buescher Lawrence '34 Prize
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